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Introduction
As a direct consequence of the ever-growing interest in stereoscopic content, consistent research
is being carried out at present, in order to better understand the perceptual mechanisms related
to this type of content and in order to find methods for improving the quality of the production
processes and of the final effect that stereoscopic systems have on viewers.
The problems encountered in the field are still numerous. To name only a few: the strong
dependencies in the production chain that imply the necessity of a very elaborated control at
every step in this chain, the viewing discomfort that the stereoscopic content may sometimes
generate to the observer, or the lack of universal models or standards to allow the evaluation
of the stereoscopic image quality and the comparison of stereoscopic systems or images among
different studies. Our focus was on aspects related to this last point.
Thus, the present manuscript sums up the steps that we performed in our work, with the
final goals of better understanding the judgment of the observers on the quality of stereoscopic
content and of explaining this human perspective with algorithmic solutions. This objective is
an extremely complex one and our work stands in the field as a step forward in the intricate
labyrinth of understanding the human judgment on a multidimensional concept such as the
stereoscopic image quality.
Our approach was part of a larger research project, called MOOV3D1, which, as a partnership
between the public research and the industry, has the objective of building a prototype mobile
phone with a stereoscopic camera and with multiple alternatives for stereoscopic viewing: the
local mobile screen, 3D glasses, or high-definition 3D television screens connected to the mobile
phone. In this context, the stereoscopic quality needed to be studied in relation to the modeling
of the human visual perception of depth, by including experimental investigations with human
observers in simulated consumer utilization conditions, in order to guide the results towards the
requirements of the project, strongly anchored in today’s market reality.
Our focus was therefore on real photographed stereoscopic still images, for which the level
of quality would be that rendered by existing consumer devices. The purpose was to spot
the difficulties of acceptance in the state-of-the-art products and to propose quality models
adapted to the present needs of the industry by identifying, validating, and quantifying the most
important parameters that influence the stereoscopic quality. In our endeavor, we addressed the
concept of quality in its absolute sense and not as relative to references.
The present manuscript will guide the reader through an introduction to the field of the
stereoscopic image quality, then through a series of studies that we performed in order to shed
more light on this subject.
Structure of the manuscript
The manuscript is structured in three different parts, all of them regrouping 11 chapters.
1MObile Original Video 3D
3
4 Introduction
Part I is our state-of-the-art presentation of the context in which our work is placed.
In this first part, Chapter 1 retraces the main points in the historical evolution of stereoscopy,
in tight connection with the evolution of classical 2D images and motion pictures, from the first
devices that could reproduce the natural sensation of depth to the systems of today.
Chapter 2 stands as an attempt of synthesizing the existing knowledge and insight that
researchers have gained on the human mechanisms related to the perception of stereoscopic
depth and on the connections between these mechanisms.
In Chapter 3, the different levels of the stereoscopic processing chain are explained, from
capture, through compression, coding and data formats, up to display types, rendering, and
visualization.
Ending Part I, Chapter 4 brings into focus the premises of our work, by introducing notions
on image quality in general and on stereoscopic image quality in particular. A review of the
imperfections in the stereoscopic data that would influence quality is included, as well as ob-
servations on the added value of depth or on its negative effects, i.e. visual fatigue and visual
discomfort. This chapter also tries to offer a global view on how the study of the stereoscopic
quality can be approached. Several existing research results are mentioned, underlining in the
same time the problems that remain open.
Part II introduces the objectives that we set in our work and the tools that we employed in
order to reach these objectives.
The first chapter of this part, Chapter 5, is focused on an introductory presentation of these
goals, on the steps to follow in order to accomplish them, and on our general methodological
vision.
Chapter 6 gives detailed technical information on the stereoscopic system that we configured
in our laboratory, to be used later for creating our own stereoscopic datasets.
And Chapter 7 presents the experimental protocols that we implemented during our subjec-
tive experimental studies.
The totality of our results are detailed in Part III.
Chapter 8 presents the first subjective test that we implemented in the form of an exploratory
study. The stereoscopic image quality model the we propose in this manuscript has its basis in
the results of this particular study.
Chapter 9 shows our approach on refining the proposed stereoscopic image quality model by
implementing new subjective tests, in the form of two quantitative experiments.
In Chapter 10 we focused on our approach on adding the human factors perspective to our
global view on the stereoscopic image quality, by performing a subjective test on the visual
fatigue as a physical symptoms questionnaire.
The last of Part III, Chapter 11, concentrates all our previous experimental findings and
all our algorithmic analyses. It details the steps we followed in order to propose a precise
stereoscopic image quality model and in order to explain this model with objective measures.
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A series of Appendices bring supplementary information, among which they give compre-
hensive details on the implementation of our experiments and they explain the mathematical or
statistical tools that we employed in the processing of our results.
The results that we obtained, their significance, as well as their interpretation are summed
up in our Conclusions and Perspectives, along with suggestions of future work directions that
could bring even more precision to our results.

Part I
State-of-the-Art

Chapter 1
The Evolution of Stereoscopy
1.1 Short history of stereoscopy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
1.2 Stereoscopy today . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1.1 Short history of stereoscopy
The first major step towards the popularity that the 3D technologies enjoy today was made
in 1833, when the first stereoscope was introduced by Sir Charles Wheatstone. The device
he proposed used mirrors that helped the user fuse two slightly different pictures into one
stereoscopic image, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The observer was supposed to be placed in
front of it, with the right eye in front of the mirror A and the left eye in front of the mirror
A′. The pair of stereoscopic images fixed on the boards E and E′ would thus be reflected in
the mirrors and, when the D and D′ panels were placed at the correct identical distances from
the mirrors, each of the two images could be correctly seen by the corresponding eye and “the
binocular image would be immediately seen single” [Wheatstone 1838]. The name chosen for
the device was derived from the Greek skopion and stereo, meaning solid sight [Zone 2007], “to
indicate its property of representing solid figures” [Wheatstone 1838].
Figure 1.1: The stereoscope proposed by Sir Charles Wheatstone [Wheatstone 1838].
In 1838, Wheatstone further presented a paper called Contributions to the Physiology of
Vision, Part the First: On Some Remarkable, and Hitherto Unobserved, Phenomena of Binocular
Vision [Wheatstone 1838] to the Royal Society of London, in which he detailed the theories he
had elaborated on binocular vision. His exposition turned around the phrase: “the projection
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of two obviously dissimilar pictures on the two retinae when a single object is viewed, while the
optic axes converge, must therefore be regarded as a new fact in the theory of vision” .
The 1830s were revolutionary years for photography as well. The first talbotypes and da-
guerrotypes (inventions of William Fox Talbot, Nicéphore Niepce, and Louis Daguerre) allowed
the fixation of photographic images on silver-chloride paper, respectively on silvered copper
plates [Zone 2007]. The stereoscope started thus to use photographs, which replaced the initial
paintings and drawings.
Sir David Brewster, a scientist well known for the invention of the kaleidoscope and a prolific
writer, brought further contributions to stereography. He did extensive research on the histor-
ical bases of stereoscopy (going back to Euclid’s Treatise in Optics), he redefined the rules of
capturing stereoscopic images and was the first to suggest, in 1849, the idea of the twin-lens
stereo camera [Lipton 1982]. But his most important contribution was in 1844, when he brought
improvements to the Wheatstone stereoscope, transforming it into a smaller compact device that
used magnifying lenses for viewing miniature stereoscopic cards, shown in Figure 1.2. The device
had a horizontal opening S to allow the insertion of a slide containing two images, A and B,
which, viewed through the tubes L and R, “instantly started into all the roundness and solidity
of life” [Brewster 1856]. The lid C −D allowed the admission of the necessary amount of light.
Figure 1.2: The lenticular stereoscope proposed by Sir David Brewster [Brewster 1856].
A second article by Wheatstone (Part the Second) [Wheatstone 1852], published in 1952,
proposed as well a portable version of his original reflecting stereoscope and also a new type
of device – the refractive stereoscope. A major part of the same article was dedicated to the
utilization of the new photographic support with the stereoscope and to observations on the
techniques to be used for the capture of stereoscopic photographs.
New improvements were brought to the stereoscope by Oliver Wendell Holmes, who made it
easier to manipulate and cheaper to produce. It was him also who first used the term stereog-
raphy (in Greek, writing with solids) in 1859 [Zone 2007]. Thus, soon the stereoscope reached
considerable popularity both in Europe and in the United States, paving the path to what Ray
Zone later called “the golden age of stereography from 1870 to 1920”.
A contribution to this success of stereography was represented by the new devices that
allowed the display of a sequence of stereo cards linked by a narrative. These stereoview cabi-
nets have rapidly evolved between 1852 and 1875, especially in France, into elaborated “stereo-
scopic optical toys designed to achieve a synthesis of motion, color, and the third dimension”
[Zone 2007]. Some of these were the Stereorama, theMotoscope, the Bioscope, the Photobioscope,
or the Stereoscopic Binocular Praxinoscope [Lipton 1982]. As an example of such a stereoscopic
moving picture peep show, the Kinematoscope proposed by Coleman Sellers, presented in Figure
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1.3, had two openings on the sides that allowed the light to come in and, by watching through
its two slits, a series of stereographs could be seen in succession while they turned around a
central cylinder to which they were attached. All these devices had a strong impact on the
public at first, but because of their technical imperfections and because of the dependency on
a visualization device, they slowly disappeared from the general interest. They left their place
to the various realizations of photography, which continuously improved at the time, without
needing specific devices for viewing. However, all the stereoscopic toys played an enormous role
in the evolution of stereography and are considered in the literature as the starting point for the
later motion pictures [Zone 2007].
Figure 1.3: The Kinematoscope proposed by Coleman Sellers [Zone 2007].
At the end of the 1870s, Eadward Muybridge, hired by Leland Stanford at Palo Alto, stood
out as one of the first researchers to combine stereoscopic techniques with what resembled the
most to the motion pictures at that time – he is well known for his successive stereoscopic images
of a galloping horse. Muybridge was followed by other pioneers, like Etienne-Jules Marey, with
their efforts representing a proof of the importance of stereography for the study of motion
[Zone 2007].
In 1889, William Kennedy-Laurie Dickson, one of Thomas Edison’s assistants, developed the
kineto-phonograph, a device that grouped together the projection of a motion picture on a screen
with the sound of a phonograph. At the time, Edison showed less interest in the projection on
a screen and focused more on patenting his Kinetoscope in 1893, under the name Apparatus
for Exhibiting Photographs of Moving Objects. However, Dickson pursued his research into the
motion picture projection and played an important role in the establishment of the 35-mm film
format as a standard.
A significant motion picture pioneer was the British William Friese-Greene, who, in 1893,
filed a patent for a system that recorded stereoscopic movies using a camera with two lenses
and two negative films, the first camera to film “stereoscopic real-time photography of motion”
[Lipton 1982]. The resulting movie could be seen through a specific stereoscopic device.
Regarding the means of separating the left and the right views during the projection of
stereoscopic content, C.F. Jenkins was an important figure in the evolution of stereoscopy. In
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1898, he filed a first patent describing a system of glasses with an electronic alternation of the
left and right views, system that is still used at present. He was as well the founder of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers (SMPE) in 1919. Despite his fascination for stereoscopic images,
in the 1920s, he declared his skepticism regarding their long-term success, given the practical
difficulties of viewing them with various complicated devices [Zone 2007].
Wilhelm Rollman, in 1853, was the first to project stereoscopic images using color separation
with red and blue lenses. He was inspired by the work of Heinrich Wilhelm Dove, who, in 1841,
after developing a substractive printing process, managed to represent black and white images
in relief, using the red and blue separation. Proposed by Louis Ducos du Hauron [Zone 2007],
the word anaglyph (in Greek, work in low relief ) was used to name this separation technique.
Polarization started to be used as a left-right stereoscopic separation method in 1891, as
proposed by John Anderton, and both anaglyph and polarization have continued to be used
until today. The polarization allowed the display of full-color images, however the anaglyph
projection did not need the silver, non-depolarizing screen, specific to the polarization projections
[Zone 2007], but it was an important cause of visual discomfort for a large number of viewers,
and this still happens, even today.
The 1890s were critical years in the evolution of the motion pictures. The public projection
started with the Skladanowsky brothers in Berlin (Bioscope films) and with the Lumière brothers
in France (Cinematographe films) [Zone 2007]. In the meanwhile, Arrivée d’un train, the first
stereoscopic motion picture, was presented to the public in 1935 by the Lumière brothers. The
famous image of the train coming towards the public is shown here in Figure 1.4. Thus, the
general interest in stereoscopic cinema appeared almost at the same time as cinema itself and
its evolution followed closely that of classical cinematography [Devernay 2010].
Figure 1.4: Snapshot from the movie Arrivée d’un train (à La Ciotat) of the Lumière brothers
[Lumière 1895].
The stereoscopic content projected at the time contained especially spectacular scenes, with
strong visual effects, introduced to impress and attract the public. Unfortunately, for a long
time, the realization primed over the content, keeping the stereoscopic cinema in a state of a
cinema of attractions [Zone 2007]. The stereoscopic movies produced were however “sporadic -
scattered all over the world and separated by long intervals of time” [Spottiswoode 1952]. The
literature on the subject was also very limited, making the creation of good quality stereoscopic
movies a real challenge.
In an attempt to compensate the lack of documentation, a text by Spottiswoode et al. was
published in 1952 in the Journal of SMPTE [Spottiswoode 1952]. The article represents the
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first important theoretical work on stereoscopy, giving ample technical recommendations and
illustrating their utilization with examples from the filming of a stereoscopic movie produced
that same year. However, his mathematical arguments were not taken into account on a large
scale, being considered too complicated by some and judged sometimes wrong [Zone 2005].
In the meantime, in 1928, soon after the first stereoscopic movie in cinemas, the principle
of stereoscopic television was demonstrated by John Logie Baird at the Baird Laboratories in
London. Also, in the US, in 1953, the first experimental polarized 3D television broadcast
took place and functioned correctly, but did not gain public success, since the homes were not
equipped with the necessary compatible devices.
Following these disparate benchmarks related to the beginnings of the public interest in
stereoscopy, two major waves of commercial success for stereoscopy in cinema were subsequently
noted.
The first wave was in the 1950s, when a series of stereoscopic movies recalled the public
attention to cinema halls, after a period of decline for the latter caused by the appearance of
television. But, in the same time, the Cinemascope was also promoted and, from the two,
the public preferred the second, while the interest in stereoscopic 3D was rapidly and almost
completely lost. The main reason for this failure were the low standards of the stereoscopic
movies of the time, both in terms of visual quality and content quality. Moreover, exaggerated
effects were used in the movies, leading to increased visual discomfort. Nevertheless, about 65
stereoscopic movies were released in Hollywood between 1952 and 1954, among which Bwana
Devil, the first feature-length commercial stereoscopic movie, was one of the top-grossing films
of that time [Lipton 1982].
The second wave of success for the stereoscopic cinema, starting in the 1980s, brought,
besides the standard stereoscopic movies, also movies in the IMAX 3D format. The first ones,
of the same low quality as in the 1950s, had no more success than before. Nor had IMAX
3D however, despite the better quality of a few movies presented to the public in this format.
The drawbacks that led to failure were mostly the technical difficulties and the very high costs
implied.
In the same period, in 1982, experimental anaglyph 3D television broadcasts were made
in European countries and numerous red/green stereoscopic glasses were sold for the occasion.
Also, 3DTV demonstrations were done for the International Audio and Video Fair in Berlin in
the 1980s, with equal considerable success. This showed that the public was interested in the
3D technologies and incited professionals from advertising, computer graphics, or meteorology
to include stereoscopic solutions in their activities. The big limitation was however the lack of
a convenient stereoscopic camera [Sand 1992].
1.2 Stereoscopy today
Since the second stereoscopic boom of the 1980s, researchers have turned towards stereoscopic 3D
solutions in numerous and various fields. A review from 1992 gives examples of past stereoscopic
projects related to neurosurgical operations, psychological research, endoscopy, or computer
aided design (e.g. for televisions and theaters or in architecture) [Sand 1992]. The examples
to this day are far more numerous than this, including television, smartphones, game consoles,
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simulation systems, robotics, data visualization, medicine and biology, military applications, etc.
At present, we find ourselves in the middle of a new stereoscopic renaissance in cinematog-
raphy, that began with the release of the animated movie The Polar Express in 2003, followed
soon by Chicken little, Beowulf, and many others [Mendiburu 2009]. Thus, this time, it all
started from animation, where the existing digital techniques allowed for a precise control of the
stereoscopic parameters, producing content that ensured a comfortable and pleasant viewing.
Live-action movies followed, among which Avatar was surely the most successful, promising
good perspectives for the commercial future of 3D [Devernay 2010].
Hence, the appeal exerted by stereoscopy on the public proved in time to be certain. How-
ever, judging from the tumultuous history of stereoscopy, what is also certain is that in order for
this technology to fully become integrated in our daily lives, we must still break several obstacles.
The technical limitations (e.g. the unpractical stereoscopic cameras, the expensive infrastruc-
ture) must be overcome, the perceived stereoscopic 3D quality must be improved as much as
possible by combining insights from algorithmic approaches and psycho-perceptual studies, and
the visualization experience must be made pleasant and simple.
We think that the future is best synthesized by Mendiburu in his book 3D Movie Making
– Stereoscopic Digital Cinema from Script to Screen, appreciated as a reference in the movie-
making community and probably the best technical introduction to the domain [Devernay 2010].
He says:
Eventually, 3D will make its way into mainstream cinema the way color and sound
did: it will be considered useless until it’s available with a reasonable price tag.
And then, all of a sudden, it will be unavoidable and ubiquitous, to the point that
the very mention of “3D” will disappear from posters. At some point in the near
future, you will go to see a “flattie” for nostalgia’s sake, just as you sometimes watch
black-and-white movies on TV today. [Mendiburu 2009]
This resolution will not materialize however until the stereoscopic content produced does not
reach exceptional quality, which would impose mastering the mechanisms of human perception
and judgment of stereoscopic images, but also the evaluation, the prediction, or the correction
of their quality. These aspects will be discussed in the following chapters.
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Introduction
In the context of this work, which is centered on the quality of stereoscopic images such as
perceived by human observers, it is essential to start from the human perspective, in the form of
a detailed description of the functioning of the human visual system (HVS). The present chapter
has therefore the purpose of introducing the main notions related to the HVS and to explain
its mechanisms considered as most important, with a special focus on the human perception of
depth.
2.1 The main HVS characteristics related
to the binocular vision
A series of physiological features of the HVS play important roles in the correct binocular per-
ception. They are either directly related to the physical characteristics of the visual system,
either to more complex brain processes triggered by various exterior stimuli, or to a combina-
tion of both. Sometimes, a strong emotional component is also involved in perception, linking
objective data with our accumulated knowledge about the world.
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2.1.1 Interocular distance
The main characteristic that makes the human binocular vision possible is the fact that the
two eyes are placed at slightly different positions. This separation is measured between the two
pupils and thus called inter-pupillary distance (IPD) or, less precisely, interocular distance. It
varies from one person to another, being considerably shorter for small children, and it directly
influences the way depth is perceived, in the sense that a small interocular distance generates
larger perceived depths, opposed to a large interocular distance. The inter-pupillary distance
values are usually comprised between 50 and 70mm and the range can be extended to 40 to
80mm in order to include children and extremes [Dodgson 2004]. The average value considered
in most studies is however 63mm or 65mm.
2.1.2 Binocular disparity
In binocular vision, the separation between the left and the right eye allows for two distinct angles
of view and thus for the capture of two images which represent slightly different perceptions of
the world. These differences between the positions of the same points on the the two retinas are
called binocular disparities and help create the sensation of depth when both retinal images are
combined by neuronal processes.
The binocular disparity is formally defined as a difference of two angles and this is illustrated
in Figure 2.1, where various aspects related to the geometry of the human binocular perception
of depth are shown.
Figure 2.1: Geometrical aspects of the human binocular vision; adapted from [Liu 2008].
When fixating F , a given point in space, the axes of view of both eyes are oriented in the
direction of that point, converging on it at a certain angle. Thus, that specific point has zero
disparity and the points in front of or behind it in relation to the observer have negative or
positive disparities, indicated by larger or smaller angles of convergence.
The binocular disparity is thus given by the difference between the angles that represent the
deviations of the axes of each eye from the directions that give zero disparity. In the schema,
the disparity of the point P , different from zero, can be expressed as:
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d = βr − βl = α− γ, (2.1)
where
α = 2 · atan(−e/2
zf
), (2.2a)
ϕ = atan(
−xp − e/2
zp
)− atan(−xp + e/2
zp
), (2.2b)
and where the e parameter represents the average interocular distance OlOr.
The Vieth-Müller Circle (VM circle) is illustrated by the red dashes in Figure 2.1 and repre-
sents the theoretical horopter, i.e. the totality of all the other points that can be perceived with
zero disparity for a given fixation. This circle is the plane representation of the actual sphere
which passes through the fixation point and the nodal points of both eyes [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
The points located inside the VM circle have negative (crossed / near) disparity and the points
outside the circle have positive (uncrossed / far) disparity.
However, the real horopter does not coincide with the VM circle. The physical horopter
represents the region of maximum stereoscopic precision given a certain fixation, while the
VM circle is just the correct geometrical representation of the zero disparity points. The two
are not necessarily identical in all situations, the real horopter generally having a much more
complex shape than that of a circle [Blakemore 1970].
2.1.3 Vergence and accommodation
In order to visualize a stereoscopic stimulus, two main physical gestures are performed by the
oculomotor system: the eyes converge and they set their focus on the stimulus. Therefore, the
vergence and the accommodation are two mechanisms that play very important roles in the
stereoscopic perception.
The vergence of the eyes is the rotation of their vertical axes, such that a certain point in
space is fixated by matching the two retinal images in function of the existing disparities. This
action is performed whenever the desired fixation point is located at non-corresponding points
on the two retinas, or, otherwise formulated, whenever the disparity of the desired fixation point
is different than zero. The purpose is to bring the fixated point in the center of both eyes’ retinas
[Watt 2013].
The accommodative response is the action of the ciliary muscles on the shape of the crystalline
lens [Watt 2013]. It is performed when the eye changes fixation between points located at
different depths in space, such that the new fixated point is in focus. Accommodation is triggered
when, after a new fixation, the image on the retina is blurred (or, more precisely, of sub-optimal
contrast) so it can be said that accommodation is driven by blur [Lambooij 2007].
Accommodation determines the retinal depth of focus (the acceptable range of focus on the
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retina, measured as fractions of millimeters) and the corresponding depth of field (the accept-
able range of focus in the visualized space in front of the eye, measured in meters). The two
measures are often used interchangeably and abbreviated as DOF and they take equal values
when expressed in vergences [Smith 1997]. However, for a given depth of focus, the interval of
depth of field of the visualized scene varies in function of the distance to the fixated object: it
is narrower for close objects and wider when viewing a scene from far away.
The required accuracy of accommodation is given by the eye’s effective depth of focus,
estimated to approximately 0.25−0.3D [Watt 2013], where D represents the dioptre unit, equal
to the reciprocal of the focal length in metres, thus a unit equivalent to 1/metres. In the
meanwhile, the accuracy of vergence was estimated to an angle of approximately 15 to 30
minutes of arc [Watt 2013], corresponding to Panum’s fusion area, discussed later, in Section
2.1.5.
In the stereoscopic perception of the real world, the two actions, vergence and accommoda-
tion, are correlated: when fixating an object in space, the accommodative response of the visual
system automatically makes adjustments to bring that precise object into focus. This is called
vergence driven accommodation, or simply vergence accommodation.
When watching stereoscopic 3D content on a screen, the HVS is challenged by the fact
that the natural link between accommodation and vergence is broken: in order to perceive an
object represented in depth, the eyes must focus on the display, while the fixation must be at
a certain level of depth in front of or behind the display pane, where the object on screen is
three-dimensionally represented. This is the case when accommodative vergence needs to occur.
The eyes need to adjust their fixation for the specific depths represented on the display only
after seeing the display in clear focus.
However, the natural limits of human vision allow to decouple the two ocular responses only
to a certain degree and, consequently, a zone of clear, single binocular vision (ZCSBV) can be
delimited [Watt 2013], beyond which the phenomenon of accommodation-vergence rivalry (or
accommodation-vergence conflict) appears. This phenomenon occurs when the natural reaction
of vergence accommodation leads to blurred or double images because of the conflict between
the natural response of the oculomotor system and the requirements of a specific type of display
or of a certain content displayed.
A much narrower limit can be considered as well, called Perceival’s zone of comfort or just
zone of comfort (ZoC), that represents the approximate range in which, despite the accom-
modation and vergence decoupling, the observed objects are correctly perceived, and, most
importantly, without any discomfort [McCarthy 2010, Watt 2013].
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show the limits estimated in [Shibata 2011] for the ZCSBV and of
the ZoC, the first in dioptres and the second in meters. In both images, the dashed diagonal line
shows the real-world conditions of viewing, where accommodation and vergence are correlated
and no rivalry phenomenon appears.
In Figure 2.3, three horizontal lines illustrate the representative viewing distances of 0.5m,
2m, and 10m, corresponding to watching content on a computer screen, a television set, and
in cinema halls. The schema is suggestive for the way the human perception of depth performs
differently in function of the visualization conditions (in this precise example, in function of
the visualization distance). What is interesting to observe is that it is very unlikely for the
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Figure 2.2: ZCSBV and ZoC estimates in units of dioptres; adapted from [Watt 2013].
accommodation-vergence rivalry to be experienced in cinema halls (except for objects represented
as coming out from the screen very close to the observer), compared to a computer viewing
situation, since the ZoC is wide at large distances from the screen and very small at close
distances [Watt 2013].
Figure 2.3: ZoC estimate in meters; adapted from [Watt 2013].
In these figures, the dioptres or the meters were more suggestive for the theoretical illustra-
tion, but, in the stereoscopic industry, the ZoC is typically expressed in percentages of screen
width [Mendiburu 2009].
2.1.4 Specific vergence and accommodation manifestations
Several specific manifestations of the oculomotor system related to vergence and accommodation
occur in special conditions.
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The vergence state under the no-stimulus condition [Ukai 2006] is represented by phoria,
which can be defined as a tendency of the directions of sight to deviate from normal when
binocular fusion (Section 2.1.5) cannot be performed. There are persons for which the eyes
have mostly a tendency to deviate outward (condition referred to as exophoria) and others for
which the eyes deviate mostly inward (esophoria), but in all cases these tendencies vary with
the viewing distance [Endrikhovski 2005].
In cases of insufficient lighting of the stereoscopic screen (less than 0.1 cd/m2), a particular
phenomenon called dark vergence was identified, where the eyes have the tendency to verge at
a distance of about 1 m in front of them [Patterson 2007].
Also, when no accommodative stimulus influences vision, as it is the case for dark spaces or
empty fields, the accommodation of the eye lens is adjusted to an intermediate position between
the far and near points. This characteristic of human vision is called tonic accommodation and
the visual fatigue seems to influence the way it is performed at such point that sometimes, in
case of considerable visual fatigue, the accommodation cannot be precisely performed for other
points than the tonic accommodative point and any other accommodation induced is biased
towards this point. The name given to these errors is accommodative lead or lag [Ukai 2006].
The same type of tendency to drift toward a resting distance can also be found under the name of
dark focus. The resting distance was estimated at 75 cm from the eyes, however large individual
variations exist [Patterson 2007].
2.1.5 Binocular fusion
The binocular fusion is performed by neuro-muscular processes. The motoroic fusion is the
muscular process that encompasses all the vergence movements which dynamically align the
optical axis of the left and right eye in order to bring corresponding retinal images into the zone
of clear, single binocular vision (ZCSBV). In direct relationship with the action of the muscles,
the sensoric fusion is the neural process of merging the two matched retinal images into a single
stereoscopic image [McCarthy 2010].
The binocular fusion is possible for the points previously described as having zero disparity,
however it is not limited to them. The grey zone in Figure 2.4 is the theoretical representation
of the disparities that correspond to Panum’s fusion area on the retina. This area, projected in
the real-world space, represents a small region around the horopter where binocular single vision
takes place for a given fixation and for which the two retinal images are fused into a single image
in depth [Lambooij 2007]. In other words, it represents the total amount of disparity compatible
with single vision. The existence of such a fusion area on the retina was first suggested by Panum,
who considered that a retinal point in one eye could correspond to a retinal area instead of a
point in the other eye [Qin 2006].
The real shape of Panum’s fusion area is quite complex and only approximated as a circle
in a simplified representation. A study focused on fully measuring the disparity limits of this
area on the retinal fovea in 16 directions, from 0 to 360◦, by steps of 22.5o, determined that
the Panum’s fusion area has the shape of an ellipse off-centered toward the nasal side on the
horizontal meridian of the retina [Qin 2006]. Its estimated shape is represented in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: The horopter and the disparities corresponding to Panum’s fusion area.
Figure 2.5: Experimental results from [Qin 2006]: disparity fusion limits for five subjects and
average disparity fusion limits in 16 different directions for the right eye retina; the off-centered
ellipse shown by a solid curve was estimated as Panum’s fusion area in the fovea.
The operational range of stereopsis, that shapes the delimitation of Panum’s area, can be
defined through the means of two thresholds. The first one, the depth discrimination threshold
(or stereo-acuity) indicates the smallest disparity differences that can be detected by the HVS.
The smallest photo-receptors in the human retina have a diameter of approximately 25-30 sec-
onds of arc, but, as the stereoscopic acuity of the eyes is as good as approximately 2 seconds of
arc, the human stereo acuity is actually a form of hyper-acuity [IJsselsteijn 2002b]. For a brief
stimulus duration, when there are no vergence movements, the second threshold, i.e. the upper
limit of fusion or the maximum disparity that can be fused, was found to be of 27 minutes of arc
for crossed disparities and 24 minutes of arc for uncrossed disparities, with the limit increasing
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to up to 32 to 40 minutes of arc in the horizontal median at fovea level [Qin 2006]. In the case
of longer stimulus durations, with convergence eye movements, even up to 4.93 degrees can be
fused for crossed disparities and 1.57 degrees for uncrossed disparities [Yeh 1990].
Studies showed also that the HVS is not only capable of fusing horizontal disparities, but
vertical disparities as well. This is natural since it was found that, if the binocular correspondence
is stable, vertical disparities increase with the convergence of the eyes, due to the perspective
distortion of the retinal image [Stevenson 1997]. Therefore, there is a horizontal gradient of
vertical disparity across the retinal images, which depends on the distance to the stimulus and
its amplitude can be regarded as a signal to viewing distance that is used to scale horizontal
disparities in the interpretation of perceived depth [Watt 2013].
The operational limits for the binocular fusion capacities of the HVS in the vertical direction
were found to be of up to 19 to 25 minutes of arc for simply identifiable stimuli displayed for very
short time delays [Qin 2006]. However, there are situations where too large vertical disparities
deteriorate the accuracy of the process of fusing the horizontal disparities. If the targets are
monocularly identifiable objects, it was demonstrated that judgments from horizontal disparity
are possible, even with up to 4 degrees of added vertical disparity. In tests with static random-
dot stereograms however, depth judgments are impossible if even 10 minutes of arc of vertical
disparity are present. Nevertheless, in tests where the random-dot stereograms are displayed
dynamically, the matching sensitivity improves considerably if the number of matching elements
is relatively large [Stevenson 1997].
But all these limits are not strict and the performance of the binocular fusion can vary in
function of the various physical characteristics of the eyes and in function of the characteristics of
the visualized content. It was shown that the stereo-acuity is better for high frequency stimuli (20
seconds of arc, compared to 5 minutes of arc for low frequency stimuli), but that the maximum
disparity fused is larger at low frequencies (up to 4 degrees, compared to 40 minutes of arc at
high-frequencies) [Patterson 2007]. In terms of comfort, for a high definition display, disparities
of up to 35 minutes of arc were found to not cause any discomfort. However, disparities of over
70 minutes of arc are to be avoided [Pastoor 1995, Kooi 2004]. A dependency of the sensitivity
to disparity on the temporal frequency of the content was determined as well, in the sense that
the sensitivity to disparity requires high spatial frequency and low temporal frequency, or lower
spatial frequency and moderate temporal frequency [Patterson 2007].
The eccentricity of the impressed retinal area has also an important influence on the percep-
tion of disparities, where the eccentricity can be defined as the angular distance from the center
of the visual field or from the fovea of the retina. This happens because the distribution of the
various vision cells on the retina is different for different eccentricities. The size of the receptive
fields increases and their spatial frequency decreases with retinal eccentricity. As a consequence,
spatial acuity is highest at the fovea, falling off rapidly toward the periphery [Liu 2010]. This
justifies the fact that the HVS is less sensitive to the peripheral areas of sight [Gorley 2008].
Thus, while the depth discrimination is best at the foveal center and for zero disparities, and
decreases with growing eccentricity and for non-zero disparities, the upper fusion limit increases
with eccentricity and stimulus size [Liu 2008]. As a consequence, with eccentricity growing, the
depth discrimination is less precise for objects located at different depths than the fixated point.
Therefore, the shape of Panum’s fusion area not only greatly depends on eccentricity, but it also
depends on the characteristics of the fixed point and on the surrounding stimuli [Liu 2010].
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A strong correlation has also been found between the limits of binocular fusion and the depth
of field. The explication comes from the fact that beyond the DOF limits, blur is present, which
makes the Panum’s fusion area expand, in the sense that binocular fusion will be performed in
those regions of low spatial frequency and disparities will no longer be distinguished. Thus, the
limits for the capacity of distinguishing disparities are very close to the limits of clear sight in an
ideal theoretical situation, when the other multiple factors that influence the two are not taken
into consideration [Lambooij 2007].
Also, the total number of neurons sensitive to near zero disparities is larger than the total
number of neurons sensitive to stimuli nearer or farther than the fixation. Further more, all the
vision cells have ranges of preferred disparities (limited to ±1 degree [Liu 2008]), which explains
for example the difficulty of the HVS to fuse disparities for objects located too near.
Another particularity of the HVS is the fact that the number of visual cells tuned to perceive
near disparities is slightly larger than the number of visual cells that capture far disparities and
better stereo-acuity was reported for crossed than for uncrossed disparities [Liu 2008].
In cases where binocular fusion cannot be performed, the phenomenon called diplopia (or
double vision) appears, which is the condition where the left and right corresponding images
remain separate instead of being fused into a single image [McCarthy 2010]. As a general rule,
the HVS is more sensitive to stereo mismatches in the vertical dimension than in the horizontal
dimension [Kooi 2004].
2.1.6 Binocular rivalry
Particular manifestations of the HVS occur in the case when different content is shown through
a stereoscopic system to the two eyes or when the stereoscopic content displayed contains too
large disparities, an important misalignment, or other image distortions [Patterson 2007]. In
this case, the left and the right views cannot be fused and binocular rivalry produces. Multiple
reactions of the visual system have been observed, depending on the type of stimuli presented
to each eye.
In situations when corresponding parts of the two retinas receive very different high contrast
images that cannot be fused, binocular suppression occurs. This is a phenomenon opposed to
binocular summation, which is typical for cases of correct binocular fusion. The consequence
of binocular suppression is that each image is perceived alternately in reciprocal periods, in
the sense that at a given moment only one of the two images (the so-called dominant stimulus
at that specific moment) is perceived, while the other is temporarily suppressed [Boev 2010,
IJsselsteijn 2002b].
When there are mismatches of luminance or color in areas of uniform illumination, the brain
successfully effectuates the binocular fusion, but a certain shimmer is also perceived, which
makes the area impossible to be localized in depth [IJsselsteijn 2002b]. This behavior of the
HVS is called binocular luster.
Binocular mixture is also a phenomenon which occurs in situations where the content deliv-
ered to each retina is very different. But its typical manifestation is in cases where one eye sees
an uniform field and the other sees a detailed stimulus [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
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Another observed behavior in the cases where binocular rivalry influences the perception
is that high spatial frequency content generally dominates the low spatial frequency content
[Lu 2009].
Some of these processes that are typical to binocular vision illustrate for example how human
observers seem more tolerant to coding distortions in stereo than in non-stereo sequences, given
the fact that the stereoscopic perception often effectuates compensations [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
2.1.7 Safety and health issues
On the one hand, various dysfunctions of the visual system can prevent people from correctly
perceiving stereoscopic depth. These can even manifest as stereoblindness, which is the complete
incapacity of perceiving the binocular depth cues.
A frequent such unhealthy eye condition is for example strabismus, which, as a consequence of
the improper coordination of the eye muscles, causes imperfect binocular vision and difficulties in
binocular depth perception. But, with about 6-8% of the population touched [Patterson 2007],
strabismum is just one example.
Statistically, it was found that approximately 20% of the population suffer from some form
of binocular anomaly [Lambooij 2009]. For example, one explanation for binocular anomalies
is related to problems in the functioning of cortical neurons and there is no known remedy for
such individuals who lack the neural capacity for binocular vision [Patterson 2007].
On the other hand, the long exposure to 3D content on stereoscopic displays may lead to
a deterioration of the visual health condition of the viewers, especially in the case where the
3D content is not of good quality, i.e. when it contains excessive impairments or excessive
depth effects. An example to support this fact is the experimental proof of a decline of visual
functions caused by the accommodative vergence stimulated when watching 3D content with
heavy vergence loads [Emoto 2005].
When frequent, abrupt or extreme depth discrepancies are present in a stereoscopic 3D video,
the discomfort felt by the viewer is represented by the psychological and perceptual condition
called depth change stress [McCarthy 2010]. This could be the case of the imperfect scene cuts
in some 3D movies. For a comfortable viewing, these cuts should optimally prove a smooth
depth transition.
Observers can also feel discomfort when watching stereoscopic images with a dense content
and multiple points of interest. Since there is no obvious point of reference, the muscular and
neural effort of the HVS is considerable, because of excessively moving the gaze from one point
to another, between different depths. The situation is being referred to as fixation point conflict
or reference point conflict [McCarthy 2010].
The simulator sickness notion is inspired from the world of flying simulators and is often
used in the field of stereoscopic quality perception to describe the effects of the conflicts between
the visual perception and the vestibular system, when motion is involved. Because of this type
of conflicts, motion can be incorrectly perceived by viewers. More on the simulator sickness
symptoms will be discussed later, in Section 4.7.6.
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Since the visual system of children is not fully developed until the age of seven, some ophthal-
mologists believe that viewing stereoscopic content could harm them by generating strabismus.
A study on this subject from 1988 proved that stereoscopic content influenced the binocular
visual system of a four-year old child, who manifested esotropia (a form of strabismus) as a con-
sequence. But this was an isolated study and no other results exist that confirm this hypothesis
or deny it. Therefore, in lack of more evidence, special attention needs to be paid to the way
stereoscopic 3D content is viewed by children [Ukai 2006].
What is certain is that many of the properties of the human vision change in time, differently
for each person. While the vergence ability of the two eyes generally remains unchanged, the
transmissiveness and the accommodative power of the eye lens diminish with age [Ukai 2006].
This affects multiple perception abilities of the eyes, like the sensitivity to glare, the color
sensitivity and, broadly, the binocular depth perception. There are also retinal and neuronal
changes that usually occur after the age of 55 and these can influence in a negative way the size
of the visual field or the sensitivity to low light levels [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
2.2 Mechanisms of human depth perception
Based on the physical properties of the HVS presented in the previous sections, the human
perception and understanding of depth is a complex mechanism triggered by the interpretation
of various depth cues. These are visual or physiological elements that give us hints about the
localization of objects in space (i.e. the layout [Cutting 1995]) and they can be referred to as
binocular or monocular, depending on whether they can suggest three-dimensionality when using
both eyes or even when using only one eye.
2.2.1 Binocular cues
Binocular disparity (on the retinas) or binocular parallax (on the stereoscopic screen) is con-
sidered to be one of the strongest depth cues for the HVS [Boev 2010]. The disparities help
create the sensation of depth when the two retinal images are combined by neuronal processes.
However, the variation of the disparities in the real world is different than the way disparities
vary on a stereoscopic screen, therefore, when watching 3D content on a display, this cue can
sometimes be ambiguous in defining the exact depths in the scene [Patterson 2007].
Another binocular mechanism that offers information related to the depth of an object in
space is the vergence of the eyes when looking at that specific object. Thus, the angle formed
by the two axes of view of the eyes indicates the position of the targeted object.
2.2.2 Monocular cues
The accommodation of the eye lens (also referred to as defocus [Torralba 2002]), an oculomotor
cue (or physiological cue [Lipton 1982]) that is related to the feedback of the muscles that
control the eyes [Holliman 2006], can also give indications on the distance to an object. It is the
primary depth cue for very short distances, where an object is hardly visible with two eyes and
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its importance relative to other cues quickly decreases when the distance to the object increases
[Boev 2010].
Other monocular cues are occlusion (or interposition), light and shade, linear perspec-
tive, relative size of objects, relative density, textural gradient, atmosphere blur and saturation,
depth of field, and the previous knowledge of shapes ans sizes [Cutting 1995, Holliman 2006,
Mendiburu 2009, Devernay 2010]. They are also called pictorial cues, being often used in two-
dimensional representations for suggesting depth. Some of these monocular depth cues are
illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The illustration of several pictorial cues [Devernay 2010].
All these can be considered experiential depth cues as, over time, observers learn the
physical significance of different retinal images and their relation to objects in the real
world [Holliman 2006]. Occlusion is, in almost all cases, dominant over all the other cues
[Lambooij 2007].
Motion parallax appears when an observer moves his eyes or head. The fixation point stays
automatically on a specific point and the closer and further images move relatively to each
other on the observer’s retina [Boev 2010]. This relative movement gives the observer hints on
the real depths. Mendiburu elaborates more on motion parallax, separating this depth cue in
two different mechanisms: parallax induced by point-of-view movement and parallax induced by
object’s movement [Mendiburu 2009].
Motion parallax represents a very strong depth cue, along with binocular disparity, and
the two combined lead to a better depth perception than that inferred by either cue alone
[Holliman 2006]. It was stated that the two cues are strongly related, since temporally separated
successive views can provide the same type of information to the visual system as spatially
separated views [Rogers 1982].
It is considered that motion parallax, binocular disparity, and defocus are cues for absolute
depth measurements. In their absence, the absolute distance between the observer and a scene
cannot be measured by the HVS [Torralba 2002].
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2.2.3 Integrating the depth information
For an accurate three-dimensional perception, the human visual system needs to integrate the
information extracted from each cue that is present in a specific context.
In a simplified representation, the integration of the various cues can be regarded as a linear
combination, in which the weight of each cue is proportional to its relevance in the context.
However, “the cue weights cannot be fixed values, or learned for certain classes of situations,
because the relative reliabilities of depth information from different cues depend on the particular
viewing situation, and may vary substantially even within a simple scene” [Watt 2013].
Cutting et al., convinced that an exhaustive combinatorial exploration of the interactions
between the existing depth cues is impossible because of their large number, proposed an in-
dividual study of several cues and of their efficacy at different distances, “in an attempt to
prune the apparent richness of information about layout at all distances to a more manageable
arrangement within particularly domains” [Cutting 1995]. Their conclusions were synthesized
in a suggestive graphical representation, which is structured according to their classification of
the types of space around an observer (personal space, action space, and vista space). This
representation is reproduced in Figure 2.7, in an adapted form [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
Figure 2.7: The relative strength of several depth cues at different distances [Cutting 1995].
Similarly, a simplified visual representation of the depth cue integration by the HVS in
function of the distance from the observer to the scene was proposed by Boev et al. [Boev 2010].
The adapted schema is presented in Figure 2.8.
Besides the simple presence of a certain depth cue, its reliability influences the role that
this cue plays in the perception of depth. The reliability of a depth cue, according to Jacobs,
can be determined either by the amount of ambiguity of the cue, or by its consistency with the
other cues [Jacobs 2002]. The HVS has thus the difficult task of having to identify and integrate
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signals that refer to the same object and avoid integrating the signals that do not [Watt 2013].
Figure 2.8: Depth perception viewed as the integration of a set of layers of depth cues, varying
with the distance to the scene; adapted from [Boev 2010].
Thus, very complex ways of combining the visual information can be observed in the be-
havior of the HVS. Howard et al. propose explanations through mechanism like: cue averaging
and summation, cue dominance, cue dissociation, cue reinterpretation, or cue disambiguation
[Howard 1995].
As a result of an experimental study on the depth cues interaction, Young et al. stated
that, in the case of depth vision with cues strongly in conflict, a full description of the depth
combination rules for inconsistent and impoverished stimuli seems likely to resemble a microcosm
of cognitive processing: elements of memory, learning, reasoning and heuristic strategy may
dominate [Young 1993].
To illustrate the complex interference between the various cues, an example is the fact that
the texture information and the binocular information have different influences on the overall
depth perception of a textured object in function of the slant of that object. It has been proved
through experiments that texture is very reliable at high slants but unreliable at low slants,
when the stereo information comes to compensate for a good depth perception [Knill 2003].
Despite the complicated correlations between the cues, a general argument is that the more
consistent the cues are, the better the three-dimensional perception is [IJsselsteijn 2005]. Fur-
thermore, monocular cues are perceived independently of binocular cues and Julesz has proved,
through random-dot stereogram experiments, that the binocular disparity information can be
sufficient for perceiving depth, even when all the other cues are missing [Julesz 1971].
To conclude, although some researchers seems to show consensus on depth cue integration in
terms of statistical inference, the discussions regarding the strategies used by the brain to extract
depth are still open and no single unified theory about cue integration has been established so
far [Lambooij 2007].
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Conclusions
This chapter offered the key concepts on which the work presented in this manuscript was based.
It highlighted the main physical characteristics and mechanisms of the HVS that allow the
perception of the surrounding world in three dimensions. It also mentioned the limitations of
the HVS or how these limitations may change in time or in function of exterior stimuli.
The chapter explained as well the situations in which the visual perception of the depth can
be faulty or when the stimuli watched can harm. It introduced the various cues that the brain
uses in order to interpret the various visual stimuli as objects in depth and discussed various
theories on their integration.
What is certain however is that numerous human vision processes are not yet fully understood
and that the HVS remains a fascinating universe to explore.
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Introduction
Regardless of the numerous improvements brought to them in time, the devices and the tech-
niques needed for the manipulation of stereoscopic content are still complex and quite compli-
cated to use. The difficulty of exploitation is mostly due to the tight interconnections among the
various components of a stereoscopic system, which impose a precise control of all the parameters
at every step of the manipulation chain.
A correct insight on the main principles of producing, storing, and rendering of the stereo-
scopic data is thus essential when having in view the understanding of the factors that influence
its quality. The current chapter contains precisely such a presentation.
3.1 Dual-camera geometry
For recording stereoscopic content, two cameras are necessary, in order to simulate the two angles
of view of the eyes. The two cameras need to be placed at different positions on a horizontal
plane and the left camera is supposed to record the images to be delivered to the left eye and the
right camera the images to be delivered to the right eye. The distance between the two cameras
is called camera-base distance, camera-base separation, or simply baseline.
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Two main types of configurations for the dual-cameras exist. One is the parallel configuration,
in which the optical axes of the two cameras are placed on parallel directions and the other is
the toed-in configuration, in which the camera axes are converging. From the two, the parallel
arrangement is generally preferred, since it introduces less geometrical distortions. The toed-
in configuration is even suggested to be avoided when possible [IJsselsteijn 2000], because the
keystone distortion it inevitably produces (aspect discussed in Section 4.5.1) can be very difficult
to correct.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the two types of stereoscopic camera configurations: two toed-in con-
figurations with different convergence angles to the left and two parallel configurations with
different baselines to the right.
Figure 3.1: The toed-in and parallel camera configurations and the variations in the rendered
depth relative to the screen plane in function of the dual-camera convergence angle and of the
camera-base distance; adapted from [Mendiburu 2009] and [Sony 3D Television & Film 2010].
The same figure also explains the way the rendered depth is dependent on the camera-base
distance and on the convergence angle between the two cameras at capture. On the one hand,
it illustrates that the recorded disparity is directly proportional to the baseline (i.e. a larger
baseline generates larger depths) and, on the other hand, that the convergence point of the
dual-cameras determines the plane to be represented at screen level during the visualization,
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with the objects in front of this point represented in front of the screen and with the objects
behind this point represented behind the screen.
The recorded disparities are also influenced by the focal length of the cameras and by the
distance from the cameras to the fixated object: the larger the focal distance, the larger the
recorded disparities and the larger the distance to the object, the smaller the recorded disparities
[IJsselsteijn 2002b].
3.2 Dual-camera capture
During the capture of stereoscopic images, a particular attention needs to be paid to the recording
parameters.
A precise calibration needs to be performed for both cameras in terms of color, brightness,
contrast, focus, or geometry [IJsselsteijn 2002b]. In the mean time, no vertical misalignment is
accepted between the two cameras, nor any rotation in the vertical plane that comprises the two
cameras. These constraints are a consequence of the properties of the HVS, which is disturbed
by any mismatch that can exists in the two views of a stereoscopic pair, with the only exception
of the horizontal disparities that it translates into the impression of depth.
The envisaged display size and visualization distance must be taken into consideration as
well and the recording parameters must be adjusted accordingly. This is necessary because there
is a strong link between capture and rendering, and the content recorded with a certain set of
parameters will not be suitable for rendering on any type of display, as it will later be shown in
Section 3.6.
There are many mathematical aspects related to the stereoscopic parameters with which the
camera operators must be familiar in order to produce good quality recordings that do not harm
the visual system of the viewer.
An example of a very simple rule that appears to be successfully used by amateur stereoscopic
photographers for producing correct content for their home displays is the 1/30 rule. This rule
says that the baseline should be 1/30 of the distance from the dual-camera to the object to be
captured and this ratio serves to correctly adjusting the baseline in function of the distance to
the subject, or vice versa, such that the maximum screen disparities would not be too large for
a comfortable viewing.
A large number of books exist however on numerous more elaborated principles to be
followed when producing stereoscopic content [Spottiswoode 1952, Lipton 1982, Lipton 1997,
Mendiburu 2009, Devernay 2010].
3.3 3D content compression
Once stereoscopic data is produced, storing comes into play. In most cases, stereoscopic 3D
data, as it is captured, represents the double of the equivalent 2D data, because of the necessity
of supplying content for both eyes. Therefore, compressing the stereoscopic data before storing
it becomes a necessity.
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3.3.1 3D data redundancy
The encoding of visual information in general can be approached in a variety of ways, due to
the different types of redundancies that it usually contains.
Correlations that can be exploited exist between adjacent pixels of the same image and, in
the case of video data, between pixels of the same frame (intra-frame redundancy) and between
corresponding pixels of successive frames (inter-frame redundancy). Thus, methods for predict-
ing the values of certain pixels from others surrounding them can be used, leading to a reduction
of the final size of the file on disk.
By taking into account the properties of the HVS, further consistent compression can be
achieved for image or video data sets. This is possible first of all because the human eye has
a limited power of distinguishing between very similar colors and shades and the very large
range of colors and shades that exist in reality can thus be reduced to a very small scale during
encoding, without the viewer perceiving a lack of details. Another important factor that can
contribute to efficient compression is the different sensitivity of the HVS to different types of
stimuli. For example, the human sight is more sensitive to changes in areas of low frequency
content, therefore, a more significant compression can be applied to areas of high frequency,
without loss in the quality of perception [Boev 2008]. Classical algorithms of entropy coding
that can be used for this purpose are for example the Huffman coding or the arithmetic coding.
A special case of compression is that of the stereoscopic content, in which there are many
similarities between the left and right images or between the left and right video sequences
(inter-view redundancy).
When compressing stereoscopic content, due to the various interactions between the percep-
tion of the two views (binocular suppression, binocular summation, binocular mixture), a high
potential for reducing the stored data exists. Applying a different compression level to the two
views has proved efficient for optimizing the size of storage and consistent research is undergone
that is oriented towards refining the method and defining the boundaries between which the
quality of perception is maintained [Seuntiens 2006b, Lu 2009, Aflaki 2010b, Gorley 2010].
3.3.2 3D data compression principles
The main classification of any compression scheme is as lossless or lossy. The insertion of a
scheme into one of these two categories depends on whether the exact initial content can be
recovered from the data after compression and decompression. And, among the lossy schemes,
especially when speaking of compression for visual content, a particular type is that of the
perceptually lossless compression schemes, which discard significant parts of the original content,
though without diminishing the perceived quality.
Multiple manners of compressing stereoscopic data exist. Most of them can be included in
one of the following three categories: disparity based methods, methods based on theories of
binocular suppression, and depth map coding methods [IJsselsteijn 2002b, Meesters 2003].
Since the two views that make up the stereoscopic content are very similar, a good method
of reducing size is to store only one of the two views (the one chosen as a reference view), along
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with the disparity information that can help restore the second view (the so-called target view).
This is a disparity based approach and its main problem is that often by storing only one of the
two views, when trying to recreate the second view, not enough information is available, and the
occluded areas in the reference view cannot be accurately reproduced in the target view. Thus,
artifacts are formed. To avoid this problem, a solution could be the inclusion of supplementary
original data in the compressed set.
Stereoscopic data can also be stored as it is, made up of the two different views. In this
case, consistent compression can be achieved by coding the two views differently, following
principles of the binocular perception of the HVS. This type of compression can be implemented
as asymmetric coding (or mixed resolution coding), and its main principle is to compress one of
the two components of the stereoscopic pair more, either by reducing its quality, or, respectively,
by reducing its resolution. One view is meant to represent the details of the scene, while the
other view is compressed in such a way that it only contributes with the disparity information
[Gorley 2010].
Another type of compression for 3D is employed when the depth information is stored sepa-
rately from the 2D data from the beginning. This happens for example in the case of special 3D
cameras that store a 2D image and its associated depth map. The compression is implemented
in this case as a depth map coding method and is performed for both the 2D image and the depth
map. Improvements to the method can be brought if regions of interest (ROI) are identified
in the visual information. Thus, the compression can be stronger in all the areas that are not
regions of interest [Meesters 2003]. For this type of content made up of 2D data and depth,
disocclusion (discussed in Section 4.5.2) is as well a significant drawback.
There are also methods for coding 3D data for multi-view systems, where precise views of the
3D objects from several viewer position are intended to be obtained. This is, for example, the case
of certain auto-stereoscopic displays with multiple fixed views or of certain displays with head-
tracking capacities, both of which change the displayed images in function of the viewer position,
in order to maintain natural perspectives. 360 ◦-view displays also exist that need compression
techniques for their very large amount of data. The multi-view coding methods for such data
have a considerable potential for compression by exploiting the inter-view redundancies. Their
main approach is also disparity based, since the 3D data can be recreated by rendering any
desired view from a set of key views and the associated disparity information.
The suitable compression scheme is always to be chosen on a one-to-one basis according to the
context - the capture device, the recorded content, the technology to be used for visualization,
compatibility issues, etc. And, in order to assess the performances of several compression schemes
for a given content, a simple and intuitive method is to compare their achieved size reduction
and also the perceived quality of the compressed content [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
3.4 3D data formats
With the ever increasing interest in stereoscopy in numerous contexts, standardization is now im-
perative. New media formats are being developed, which should satisfy the need of compatibility
and interoperability between different devices.
These new formats also need to satisfy the condition of backward compatibility with existing
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technologies. This is a necessary condition for the spread of stereoscopic content on a large scale
[Smolic 2009].
As a consequence, a simple solution is to store stereoscopic content in common existing
formats, like JPEG for example, but with the compromise of compressing the two components
of the stereoscopic pair. This can be done with a loss of half the horizontal resolution, in the
case of the side-by-side method, or with a loss of half the vertical resolution, in the case of the
top-bottom method.
There are however specific formats that already manage to store the full-resolution 3D data.
We present here a single example, that of the Multi-Picture Format, abbreviated as MPO, which
is able to store two or more JPEG files concatenated together, along with other additional
information specific to stereoscopic data or to multi-view data.
3.5 3D displays
Two major categories of existing stereoscopic 3D displays can be differentiated by the way they
deliver the depth information. The first are classical (or very similar to classical) displays that use
additional devices for performing the left-right separation (i.e. for delivering the left and right
images displayed on the screen correspondingly to each eye). Most frequently, the additional
separation devices are special eyeglasses. The second category of devices is represented by those
screens that deliver the correct stereoscopic content directly to the eyes of the observer(s). These
are called auto-stereoscopic displays, while the first category of displays is often referred to as
simply stereoscopic displays.
The separation of the left and right components displayed on a stereoscopic screen can be
time-parallel or time-sequential. As the names suggest, in the time-parallel case all the stereo
information is displayed simultaneously on the screen and in the case of time-sequential displays
the left and right content is displayed alternately in time.
3.5.1 Anaglyph systems
One of the oldest types of time-parallel stereo separation is color multiplexing, detailed in Figure
3.2. This is a classical stereoscopic approach in which both the left (1) and the right (2) channels
of information are superposed simultaneously on a normal screen (5) after having been previously
filtered with complementary colors (3 and 4). With the means of anaglyph glasses (6), which
have lenses of the same two colors used for the image filtering, the redundant content is separated
(7 and 8) and sent correctly to each eye.
The main colors used for this kind of stereoscopic separation are: red-cyan, yellow-blue, and
green-purple. Examples of anaglyph glasses using them are shown in Figure 3.3. Among these,
the red-cyan ones are the historical first type of anaglyph glasses used in the past.
The color multiplexing method is very cheap to implement, since every color screen can
display the superposed left and right filtered views, while the cost of the glasses themselves
is very low. However, this separation technique is not very precise and often produces very
poor color performances, like color skewing or unsaturated colors. Also, the color compression
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is almost impossible. Therefore, although the anaglyph glasses have been the main separation
technique used in cinemas in the past, at present they are only interesting for personal utilization
in the home, where they can allow occasionally viewing short 3D sequences for a minimum cost,
when other more expensive or sophisticated technologies are missing [Borel 2013].
Figure 3.2: The functioning of a stereoscopic system using anaglyph glasses; adapted from
[Sony 3D Television & Film 2010].
Figure 3.3: Different types of anaglyph glasses.
3.5.2 Polarization systems
A much more precise way of displaying stereoscopic content in a time-parallel manner is by
polarization multiplexing. In this case, the two different left and right images are simultaneously
displayed on screen, by interleaving their pixel components in a previously selected fashion and
by selectively polarizing the left and right content in a different way. In correlation with a pair
of polarized glasses, which use the same polarization as that applied to the left and the right
content on the screen, the correct images are decoded and delivered to each eye.
The polarization of the light can be linear or circular, with better performances in the case
of the circular one, since artifacts can thus be avoided when the observer moves his head from
the perfect horizontal position. Figure 3.4 exemplifies how the two types of polarization are
implemented in the glasses.
(a) Linear polarization. (b) Circular polarization.
Figure 3.4: Types of polarization glasses; adapted from [Sony 3D Television & Film 2010].
The implementation of such a system imposes therefore the presence of polarization filters
at two levels: in front of the screen and in the glasses. As a consequence, despite the reduced
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cost of the polarized glasses (often made of plastic), the polarization systems impose an added
cost compared to the anaglyph systems and this is due to the necessity to adapt the screen
[Borel 2013].
Also, the resolution of the left and right views is reduced by the fact that both views are
displayed simultaneously and have to fit together on the screen. Most often, the separation on
screen is done by vertical interleaving, therefore there is a loss of half of the vertical resolution.
But polarization systems with no resolution loss exist as well. The differently polarized left
and right views can be displayed on screen alternately very fast, while the glasses perform the
separation. The method proves the great advantage of reduced crosstalk (artifact discussed in
Section 4.5.4) [Meesters 2003], but decreases even more the light efficiency of the system, which
is already feeble.
Figure 3.5 schematizes the functioning of a polarization system: the original left (1) and
right (2) views, the same images after complementary linear or circular polarization and at half
resolution (3 and 4), the two views combined on screen (5), the polarization glasses (6), and the
decoded left (7) and right (8) views, again at half resolution for each eye.
Figure 3.5: The functioning of a polarization stereoscopic system; adapted from
[Sony 3D Television & Film 2010].
Even if they show several inconveniences, the polarized systems are appealing in multiple
contexts. In cinema halls for example, despite the initial investment in a special silver screen,
which is polarization-preserving, the use of the cheap and sufficiently precise polarized glasses is
very convenient. In the home, the polarized systems are attractive as well, due to the simplicity
of using the glasses (lightweight, no battery needed) and to the affordable prices at which they
can be bought [Borel 2013].
3.5.3 Modern adaptations of the classical stereoscopes
Examples of the time-parallel separation principle are also the famous stereoscopes proposed by
Wheatstone and Brewster. They are perfect illustrations of location multiplexing, as the left
and right content is placed adjacently in front of the user. The 3D effect is perceived on a
third image, obtained after the superposition of the pair of stereo images with the help of the
stereoscope. The device has a separation surface between the eyes and special lenses that help
create the fusion with less effort than if trying to superpose them exclusively with vergence and
accommodation mechanisms during free-viewing. The stereoscope is probably the best known
and certainly the oldest method of displaying stereoscopic images [IJsselsteijn 2002b].
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Inspired from the Wheatstone mirror stereoscope, there also exist some modern stereoscopic
displays that use the same principle, but replace the static images with images on LCD1 supports
or other types of displays [Holliman 2006].
3.5.4 Shutter systems
The stereoscopic displays with probably the best performances today are the time-sequential
displays that use shutter glasses. As it is shown in Figure 3.6, the left (1) and right (2) eye
content is displayed on the screen alternately for very short sequences of time (3) and the
shutter glasses (4) block the view for each eye in a synchronized manner, such that, at a certain
moment, the correct view is seen by one eye, while the other is completely blocked (5).
Figure 3.6: The functioning of a stereoscopic system using shutter glasses; adapted from
[Sony 3D Television & Film 2010].
Since the speed of the left-right views alternation is very fast, the viewer does not perceive
the feeling of blocked eye-sight. On the contrary, due to the HVS property of integrating a stereo
pair across a time lag of 50ms [Meesters 2003], it perceives a fluid view of the fused stereoscopic
content.
The systems using shutter-glasses have the great advantage of displaying full-resolution im-
ages to both eyes. Still, a slight decrease in luminosity generally occurs in comparison to watching
the screen with no shuttering glasses, because of the fact that the lenses of these special shutter
glasses block each eye half of the time [Meesters 2003].
From the implementation point of view, the technology in such systems is more sophisticated,
requiring displays with elevated refresh rates (minimum 120 Hz) and an infrared emitter for
performing the synchronization between the glasses and the screen (better synchronization in
the case of plasma screens). The shutter glasses are expensive as well, bulkier than the anaglyph
or the polarized ones, less comfortable to wear, and dependent on the batteries that need to be
changed periodically [Borel 2013].
Consequently, for the quality of the experience, the shutter systems are often adopted for
utilization in the home, where the maintenance of several pairs of such glasses is not cumber-
some. However, their use in cinema halls is complicated, implying a considerable managing cost,
therefore the number of cinemas who adopted such systems is very small.
1liquid-crystal display
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3.5.5 Auto-stereoscopic displays
The auto-stereoscopic displays implement advanced technologies to deliver the correct image to
each eye without the help of any additional devices. The existence of such comfortable-to-use
screens is a very important step in removing an obstacle to the acceptance of 3D displays for
everyday use [Holliman 2006].
Today, the two most successful technologies used in the auto-stereoscopic displays are the
parallax barriers and the lenticular systems, both being time-parallel location multiplexing ap-
proaches.
The parallax barrier displays are an adaptation of classical displays by adding a special layer
made of black strips situated at specific positions over the pixels. Since the pixels of the left
and right images are aligned on the display in a precise pattern (usually interlaced columns),
the barrier will block the back-light of the display in such a way that, from a specific viewing
position, only the left image pixels will be seen by the left eye and only the right image pixels
by the right eye [Holliman 2006].
This principle is illustrated in Figure 3.7, where it can also be noticed that this type of
systems ensure an optimal viewing only for very precise positions of the observer, called sweet
spots or viewing windows. The notations in this schema represent:
e: the viewing window width;
i: the pixel pitch;
b: the barrier pitch;
g: the gap between barrier and pixels;
z: the optimal visualization distance.
Another particular way of implementing the parallax barrier is also possible by using mobile
slits as a barrier. This would mean switching from location multiplexing to time multiplexing
[Meesters 2003].
The lenticular system displays are also an adaptation of classical displays, this time by adding
in front of the pixels a layer of cylindrical columns of lenses called lens arrays, specially positioned
in correspondence with the column interleaving of the left and right image components. Due
to their refractive properties, these columns of lenses ensure the proper distribution of left and
right information directly to the correct eye [Holliman 2006].
The principle of functioning of such systems is described by Figure 3.8, where the notations
are the same as for Figure 3.7, except for l, which is the lenticular pitch, and for f , which is the
focal length of the lenticular elements.
In the schema, we can also notice that typically the viewing window width is taken to be
the average eye separation, e = 65mm, to give some freedom of movement (up to e/2) around
the nominal viewing position [Holliman 2006].
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Figure 3.7: The functioning of a parallax barrier [Holliman 2006].
Figure 3.8: The functioning of a lenticular system [Holliman 2006].
Overall, the lenticular displays have proved better results than the parallax barrier displays,
more precisely, better quality content with less artifacts [Meesters 2003]. The cheaper technol-
ogy, the parallax barrier, has though the great advantage that it can be switched off anytime,
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allowing for backward compatibility of the display with 2D content. But, it also has the disad-
vantage of a decrease in brightness, due to the fact that it blocks a part of the screen back-light
[Boev 2009a].
Despite these quality differences, both types of auto-stereoscopic displays raise a series of
common problems. Among the most important are the alignment of the extra layer of the screen,
which must be very precise, the need for displays with very stable pixels (LCDs and plasma
screens preferred over CRT displays), or the limitations of the viewing angle [Meesters 2003].
Various methods of overcoming the viewing position limitations have been proposed. The
displays can be fitted with head-tracking devices that constantly determine the precise position
of the viewer and change the barrier arrangement accordingly. Or, the barriers or the lenticular
elements can be displayed in such a way that multiple views of the same images could be
perceived from different positions in front of the display. The multi-view display solution has
though its particular disadvantages, since such an approach would mean a decrease in resolution
for each of the views. This decrease in resolution is determined by fact that the total number
of pixels must now be divided in more pairs of corresponding images, one pair for each view, as
Figure 3.9 demonstrates (notations with the same meaning as in the two previous schemas).
Figure 3.9: An example of a lenticular system with five viewing windows [Holliman 2006].
Due to their particular conditions of visualization that often restrict the number of observers
to one, the auto-stereoscopic displays are mostly used for mobile devices. They are also some-
times employed for digital signage applications in shopping malls, museums, or movie theater
lobbies, where the high price and narrow sweet spot are less critical [Borel 2013].
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3.6 3D data rendering
Since there is a strong interlink between the stereoscopic capture of a certain content and the
stereoscopic rendering of that same content, special attention needs to be paid to correctly adjust
the rendering parameters in function of the recorded 3D data characteristics.
In function of the configuration of the dual-cameras at capture, a given point can be perceived
by the viewer either in front of or behind the stereoscopic screen and its depth is directly
dependent on its screen disparity (also called parallax ). The perception of a point in depth in
function of its positive or negative parallax is explained by Figure 3.10, in whichD is the distance
from the viewer to the display, d is the metric disparity on the display, e is the inter-pupillary
distance, and z is the perceived depth of that point.
Figure 3.10: The perceived depth of a point on screen.
The perceived depth, also called apparent depth, can be thus calculated relative to the screen
with the following formula [Holliman 2006, Gunnewiek 2010], easily deduced from the geomet-
rical relations in Figure 3.10:
z =
d ·D
e− d (3.1)
and using the same notations as for the indicated figure.
Given a certain screen disparity and a fixed distance between the observer and the screen, the
smaller the inter-pupillary distance, the more depth is perceived for the same screen disparities,
i.e. an observer with a small inter-pupillary distance (an important case to take into account
is that of children) can perceive larger depths than an observer with a large inter-pupillary
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distance. Thus, the Equation 3.1 should be closely observed during rendering in order to ensure
that the depth perceived does not exceed the limits of comfortable viewing for specific viewers
by forcing a too large deviation of their vision mechanisms when watching a 3D screen, relative
to the mechanisms used for the everyday natural vision.
In order to better illustrate these constraints, Figure 3.11 represents the perceived depth
of a point in function of its screen disparity and illustrates in red the disparity equal to the
interocular e. This graphical representation shows best that the disparities on screen should
never be larger than this value e, due to the incapacity of the HVS of doing vergence movements
that would deviate the directions of sight outward from their parallel configuration.
Figure 3.11: The perceived depth of a point on screen in function of the screen disparities.
Rough limits for correct apparent depth amounts in front of or behind the display were de-
termined in literature for a set of viewing distances [Lambooij 2007]. The values were computed
based on the fact that the disparity limits and the depth of focus limits almost coincide when
measured in distances. The disparity of one degree was considered in this case as the maximum
disparity for which depth can be comfortably perceived and the distances obtained are those in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Perceived depth limits for a set of viewing distances [Lambooij 2007].
Viewing distance (mm) Near (mm) Far (mm)
500 440 580
1000 780 1400
2000 1300 4500
3000 1600 17000
It has been though illustrated in Chapter 2 that the characteristics of the HVS are very com-
plex and vary with a series of parameters. Thus, these given distances are just approximations
obtained for the considered maximum disparity and may of course not be suitable for particular
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situations.
Besides the focus on the limits of the represented depths, attention must be paid to the
represented proportions as well. A simple observation related to a correct rendering is explained
by the following equation:
f
wc
≈ D
ws
(3.2)
suggesting that the ratio between the focal length f of the camera and the width of the
sensor wc should be approximately equal to the ratio between the viewing distance D and the
width of the display ws. This is equivalent to saying that the field of view of the scene during
capture should be the same as the field of view during rendering [Gunnewiek 2010] and that the
proportions in the three directions must generally be preserved between capture and rendering.
A good way of understanding the proportions variation in function of the rendering parame-
ters is to observe that the apparent depth changes with the relative magnitude of the disparities
compared to the observer interocular distance. This is illustrated in Figure 3.12 [Starosta 2013]
by the different shapes that a perfect sphere can take in function of the different screen sizes
that also impose different viewing distances. This schema perfectly shows that the stereoscopic
content created for a target screen is not compatible to be displayed on screens of too different
sizes.
The explanation on why the depths of the represented sphere vary so much can be given
by adapting Figure 3.11 to the three different visualization conditions in Figure 3.12. The
graphical representations obtained, reproduced in Figure 3.13, show that the larger screens,
imposing larger relative disparities and larger visualization distances, generate perceived depths
that vary exponentially in function of the disparities, opposed to only linearly for smaller screens,
smaller relative disparities, and smaller visualization distances.
Even when maintaining the display size constant, similar distortions occur when the visu-
alization distance changes. With larger observer-screen distances, larger depths are perceived.
Figure 3.14 illustrates this aspect, underlining the importance of a correct visualization distance,
adapted to the content displayed.
The presentation of these possible distortions shows clearly the strong influence of the ren-
dering parameters on what an observer perceives on a stereoscopic screen and also how easily
the 3D experience can be altered by improper configurations.
Therefore, the design of each stereoscopic system must be nothing but an attentive selection
of parameter values for each of the steps in the production-visualization chain, while always
keeping in mind the overall picture and the interconnection it imposes.
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Figure 3.12: The proportion variations in function of the relative magnitude of the disparities
on screen compared to the interocular of the observer; adapted from [Starosta 2013].
Figure 3.13: The variations of perceived depth in function of the screen disparities, when the
relative screen width changes, which imposes changes in visualization distance, and which is
equivalent to changes in the relative disparities; representations computed for visualization dis-
tances of 10 cm, 150 cm, and 500 cm, from left to right.
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Figure 3.14: The variations in the perceived depth in function of the viewing distance; adapted
from [Mendiburu 2009].
Conclusions
The preceding sections were a guide through the main components of a stereoscopic system and
through the tight interconnections that exist among them.
The explanations included served later in the construction of a stereoscopic system to be
used in our studies on the stereoscopic image quality, in Chapter 6.
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Introduction
In order for the various stereoscopic systems presented in the previous chapter to be largely
adopted by the public, the quality of the images they produce and display must be excellent.
But what does image quality actually mean? Moreover, what does stereoscopic image quality
mean? How does the public judge the visual quality? And how can this be measured?
The present chapter is trying to offer clues for better understanding these issues. However,
it is to be stressed that there are no universal answers to such complex questions, but only
solutions to particular well-specified problems, as it will be shown in the following lines.
4.1 Image quality
Defining a notion such as image quality is not straightforward. The concept is rich and can
change its meaning in function of contexts.
In an article concentrated on modeling the image quality, Engeldrum has described this no-
tion as “an outcome of many complex processes that may involve, among other things, software
algorithms, chemistry, physics, and the psychology of human judgment” [Engeldrum 2004a].
This definition gives an excellent insight on how image quality is a combination of both mea-
surable physical properties of the images and of more-difficult-to-measure human factors (like
human preferences or individual HVS properties that influence how the image properties are
perceived).
Therefore, leaving apart the applications where the images are exclusively to be processed
by computers (which is not the focus of this work), since the final user of the imaging systems is
a person, the human factors always play a very important role in what image quality represents.
In the same article cited previously, Engeldrum sets as well an important delimitation be-
tween two large categories of contexts, i.e. what he calls the fitness for purpose context and the
beauty contest context. In the first case, the image quality concept comprises the suitability of
a given image to a specific application and limits its quality value to that application. In the
second case, image quality is a notion intrinsic to a given image, independent of application or
utilization case. In any discussion related to image quality, it should be precisely stated which of
the two contexts is targeted, since the context changes fundamentally the meaning of the word
quality.
In the current thesis, we will consider image quality as specified by Engeldrum: “Image quality
is the integrated perception of the overall degree of excellence of an image” [Engeldrum 2004a].
4.2 Stereoscopic image quality
Even more complex, the notion of stereoscopic image quality (or quality of stereoscopic images)
complicates things to a greater extent, since the added value brought by the perception of depth
comes into play.
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The concept of added value can be regarded as the sum of perceptual extra effects created by
the stereoscopic combination of the two 2D components that make up the stereoscopic content.
These perceptual effects vary from one person to another and are difficult to be represented or
precisely measured.
Moreover, the so-called added value of 3D does not always have a positive impact. Even if
the sensation of depth usually has a favorable influence on the observer, it seems that the added
value of stereoscopic images is only valid when they do not contain impairments or when the
level of visible artifacts is low [Tam 1998, Kaptein 2008, Strohmeier 2010b].
Considering the fact that the differences between the perception of 2D images and that of
3D images are given mainly by the so-called added value of the latter, the notion of stereoscopic
image quality must encompass thus, on one hand, aspects that relate strictly to the 2D quality
of the images that form the stereoscopic pair, but, on the other hand, also aspects that are
specific to the human stereoscopic perception of depth.
A generally accepted definition of the stereoscopic image quality does not exist yet, to our
knowledge. However, numerous concepts have been proposed to refer to the impressions an
observer might experience while watching stereoscopic images.
For example, after observing that the term image quality “may not be the most appropriate
to capture the evaluative processes associated with experiencing 3D images” (fact proved, among
other studies, in [Seuntiens 2006b] and [Kaptein 2008]), two new concepts were tested: viewing
experience and naturalness. Experiments proved that both notions were adapted to include the
added value of 3D images [Seuntiens 2005, Kaptein 2008], and later a 3D Quality Model was
even proposed with naturalness as main evaluation concept [Lambooij 2011].
Also, the notion of presence (or its equivalent experience of ’being there’ ) was proposed as “a
useful criterion to assess the global experiential impact of immersive and perceptually realistic
display and communication media in general, and 3D displays in particular” and experimental re-
sults showed that the concept was suitable for evaluating stereoscopic images [IJsselsteijn 2002a].
Despite the various vocabulary variations, we consider that Engeldrum’s definition on im-
age quality can also be adapted to profile the stereoscopic image quality in the sense that the
stereoscopic image quality is the integrated perception of the overall degree of excellence of a
stereoscopic image.
As a consequence, in the rest of this text, the stereoscopic image quality will always refer to
the appreciation of a stereoscopic image in its entirety, and thus avoid the ambiguity that might
come from the utilization of other concepts.
4.3 Assessing the stereoscopic image quality
Given these facts and definitions, evaluating the quality of stereoscopic images means first un-
derstanding the way human observers perceive the stereoscopic information and judge it as of
different levels of quality, and then finding the best methods of reproducing this human assess-
ment by standardized means.
Therefore, in the evaluation of the stereoscopic quality, besides the analysis of the 2D com-
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ponents, the mechanisms of depth perception need to be included as well.
Moreover, whenever speaking of visual quality, numerous visual impairments (or artifacts)
can occur and their effect must be taken into account. The impairments can have an impact
on the visual comfort or visual fatigue of the observer [Shibata 2011, Tam 2011], these being
two other concepts of great importance as well in the context of stereoscopic image quality
assessment.
These notions will be detailed in the following sections in order to lay the foundations of
how the assessment of stereoscopic image quality could be approached. The way these notions
can influence the overall impression on quality can be observed later, in Sections 4.7 and 4.8.
In order to bring more precision on this topic, it is to be mentioned here that two distinct
approaches exist in the literature regarding the notion of quality in the stereoscopic 3D context.
One can study the stereoscopic image quality, as just described, but one can also study the so-
called quality of experience (QoE), which is a more ample notion that takes into account all the
elements related strictly to the stereoscopic image quality, but also a multitude of other aspects
related to the exterior conditions of visualization (like the ambient lighting or the luminance of
the screen) [Chen 2012a]. In the present manuscript, the focus will be entirely on the stereo-
scopic image quality and the studies presented will consider the exterior visualization factors as
constant, in order to be able to concentrate exclusively on the quality variations at the image
level.
4.4 The depth perceived
The depth perceived by an observer when watching a stereoscopic image on a display can be
influenced by multiple factors. It can depend directly on the parameters used for capture and
rendering (like camera-base distance, screen disparity, viewing distance), on the inter-pupillary
distance of the viewer, or even on their pupil diameter [Lambooij 2007]. More aspects on the
rendered depth that explain these dependencies on physical parameters have been illustrated
in Chapter 2, while the mechanisms that generate depth in stereoscopic systems have been
presented in Chapter 3.
However, in a more complicated fashion, experimenters tried to study the dependencies,
on one hand, between the depth perceived and the quality of the two 2D components of the
stereoscopic data and, on the other hand, between the depth perceived and the so-called image
quality of the stereoscopic images. The results so far are often contradictory.
A significant decrease of perceived depth with increasing blur was noted for example in
an experiment on still stereoscopic images containing depth and blur variations [Kaptein 2008].
However, other experiments showed that no effect on JPEG coding was found on perceived depth
[Seuntiens 2006b], supporting previous similar results stating that the greater depth perceived
in the tested stereo sequences did not depend on the visibility of coding artifacts [Tam 1998].
By similar experimental approaches, it was shown that the added value of depth was not
always or consistently taken into account when judging image quality [Seuntiens 2006b]. But
other studies proved a high correlation between the evaluated image quality and the perception
of depth [Aflaki 2010a].
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We consider that these controversies come from the fact that the notions used in the eval-
uations on the stereoscopic image quality are often ambiguous for the naïve observer and that
image quality for example is interpreted differently from one test to another in the situation of
viewing stereoscopic images, in the absence of a standard definition.
What is most important though in the context of our discussion is that it has been shown
that the depth complexity of an image influences the stereoscopic image quality (evaluated
as the quality of the 3D experience in the respective study), if we consider the complexity
as determined by the number of objects, depth levels, and motion elements in the image or
video [Leon 2008]. Also, in an approach to defining a model of stereoscopic image quality
assessment, the relationship between the depth perceived and the overall 3D quality was shown
to be estimated by a Gaussian model [Yasakethu 2009]. These are key statistical arguments of
the importance of including the effect of the depth perception in the study of the stereoscopic
image quality.
4.5 Impairments in the stereoscopic content
An artifact or impairment is a visual or perceptual defect introduced during capture, post-
processing, compression, transmission, rendering, or display [McCarthy 2010].
The types of impairments that can appear in stereoscopic images are numerous and varied.
Most of them are a direct consequence of the presence of artifacts in the 2D components that
make up the stereoscopic data, but there are also impairments that are specific to the binocular
perception of that data. However, all the impairments may have a considerable impact on the
viewer’s visualization comfort [Shibata 2011, Tam 2011].
Besides the categorization in function of the source generating them, the stereoscopic artifacts
can also be classified in function of the trait that determines the way they are perceived by the
human brain: color, structure, motion, and binocular combination [Boev 2008, Mendiburu 2009,
Cancellaro 2010, Hanhart 2013]. Another classical categorization is in dependence with the
moment in the production chain at which they appear. From this point of view, there are artifacts
that are generated during content creation, during coding, during transmission (channel-related
artifacts), or artifacts produced during rendering [Boev 2008, Cancellaro 2010].
In the following we present a concentrated enumeration of some of the most important and
frequent impairments that are typical for stereoscopic images, as they were presented in a series
of comprehensive works on the subject [Woods 1993, Boev 2008, Boev 2009b, McCarthy 2010,
Hanhart 2013]. These artifacts are imperative to be taken into consideration when analyzing
the effect of stereoscopic content on users [Strohmeier 2010a].
In our presentation, we follow the production chain of stereoscopic images and we illustrate
the various impairments in function of the moment when they appear.
Table 4.1 is a useful synthesis of the artifacts to be presented that helps better situating each
one of them in function of the classification groups. The following text is in tight relation with
the content of this table.
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Table 4.1: The classification of the stereoscopic artifacts; adapted from [Boev 2008] and
[Boev 2009b].
Capture Coding Transmission Visualization
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flickering
motion blur block-edge
discontinuities
aliasing
noise mosaic patterns
barrel distortion staircase effect
pincushion effect ringing
moustache effect aliasing
contouring pixelation
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chromatic aberrations long-term use
vignetting
chrominance mismatch
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depth plane curvature cardboard effect crosstalk
keystone distortion depth bleeding puppet theater effect
cardboard effect depth quantization
noise
gigantism
misalignments depth ringing miniaturization
unnatural disparities pseudoscopy
luma mismatch crosstalk
temporal mismatch
focal-length mismatch
focus mismatch
4.5.1 Artifacts produced during capture
The artifacts produced during capture can be a consequence of the properties of each of the two
cameras that make up the stereoscopic system, of their joint configuration, or of both in the
same time.
At this phase, conventional 2D impairments, like blur, noise, or geometrical distortions are
frequent. These 2D artifacts are due either to the optical properties of each of the two camera
lenses or to the limitations of each of the two sensors.
Blur appears as a loss of sharpness and details, and thus behaves in most cases as an
artifact, diminishing the perceived quality [Kaptein 2008]. It can be generated in different ways.
Unwanted blur can be obtained when the recorded scene is out of focus due to improper camera
settings and, in this case, the artifact is actually an optical blur. It can also be caused by motion,
when the exposure time of the photographic camera is too long or, in general, when there is a
considerable relative motion between the camera and the scene, both when recording still images
and videos. In this case, the artifact is called motion blur.
To get into more details, when watching stereoscopic 3D content, the perception of blurred
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images can be often caused by inconsistencies between the natural accommodation-vergence
reflex of the observer and the specific correlation between accommodation and vergence which is
needed for the correct perception of the depth represented on screen [IJsselsteijn 2002b]. Thus,
the accommodation-vergence conflict can be a strong cause of perceiving blurred content for
inexperienced viewers.
But sometimes blur can even be an important composition element, since, in correctly
recorded content, the blur derived from proper DOF adjustments can indicate the precise de-
limitation of the objects of interest, thus directing the gaze and facilitating the focus on what is
important.
The different amounts of blur and its distribution in stereoscopic 3D images can also be a
source of ambiguity. Blurred areas of similar appearance can represent both the area in front and
behind the object in focus and the polarity of the depth percept might not always be obvious
[Lambooij 2007].
Noise or graininess is a by-product of low-quality sensors. It appears when their sensitivity
or precision is not high enough and artifacts at the color or brightness level are produced in the
form of undesired information at certain pixels in the image formed on the sensor.
Figure 4.1a shows an original 2D image took by us, while figures 4.1b and 4.1c show the
same image to which we added blur and noise, respectively.
(a) Original. (b) Blur. (c) Noise.
Figure 4.1: A 2D image in its original form and with added blur and noise.
If particular types of lenses are used or if the quality of the lenses is low, the geometrical
deformations of the photographed scene are unavoidable in the recorded pictures. The three most
frequent such geometrical distortions are the barrel distortion (or fisheye effect), the pincushion
distortion (or pillow effect), and the moustache distortion, a combination of the previous two.
They way each of them deforms a photographed scene can be observed in Figure 4.2.
These distortions can influence the visualization in function of their amplitudes. There
always exist differences between the two lenses of a stereoscopic system, in the sense that even if
they are close to identical, they are never perfectly identical. Therefore, the different geometrical
distortions of each lens lead to mismatches between the two images stored on the sensors when
these are binocularly combined. If these mismatches are too large, the disparities thus formed
cannot be fused, as it was explained in Section 2.1.5.
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(a) Original. (b) Barrel distortion. (c) Pincushion effect. (d) Moustache effect.
Figure 4.2: The main types of lens distortions.
Many other artifacts can affect the 2D images. For example, chromatic aberrations, con-
touring, or vignetting have also been found as sources of degradation in 2D images. They also
impact the quality of stereoscopic images when these are viewed binocularly. The manifestation
of chromatic aberrations is shown by Figure 4.3 and an illustration of vignetting is in Figure
4.4.
(a) No chromatic distortion. (b) Chromatic aberration.
Figure 4.3: A crop of a 2D image, to the left with no chromatic distortions, and to the right
with chromatic aberrations.
(a) No chromatic distortion. (b) Vignetting.
Figure 4.4: A crop of a 2D image, to the left with no chromatic distortions, and to the right
with chromatic aberrations.
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In function of the relative positioning of the cameras during capture, other geometrical
aberrations than the ones already mentioned can be produced: the keystone distortion and the
depth plane curvature. These are the most significant geometrical artifacts that appear when
using a toed-in dual-camera configuration for recording the data.
The fact that the left and right views of the scene are captured with two toed-in cameras, thus
having different orientations, causes the two 2D images of the stereo pair to be projected on the
sensors in the shape of two trapezoids, determining the keystone distortion, shown in Figure 4.5.
The vertical disparities thus generated between the corresponding elements in each projection
need to be eliminated through geometrical corrections before superposing the two stereo images
correctly. These vertical differences are larger in the corners of the image, proportional to the
camera separation, and inversely proportional to the convergence distance and to the focal length
[Hanhart 2013].
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the keystone distortion [Boev 2008].
The depth plane curvature appears in conjunction with the keystone effect and its manifes-
tation is represented by non-uniform ratios between the real depth and the represented depth
across the recorded stereoscopic picture. This is again due to the toed-in configuration in which,
at capture, as it could be seen in Figure 3.1, the parts of the sensors which are closer to the
center of the camera-base distance are slightly farther from the real scene than their opposite
extremities, fact that generates stored depths that are deformed as in Figure 4.6.
Both keystone distortion and depth plane curvature can be avoided if using a parallel camera
configuration.
The cardboard effect occurs when the depths of the objects are not properly represented
in the stereoscopic content and the objects appear as parallel slices of cardboard disposed at
various depths in space. Figure 4.7 tries to illustrate the manifestation of this artifact on the
depth map of a stereoscopic image. The artifact can seem even more pronounced when the
observers are very familiar with the exact shape of the objects in reality. The main elements
that generate the cardboard distortion are the focal-length of the camera and the object-camera
distance, at capture, but this artifact is also related to the rendering parameters, and only a
good synchronization between capture and rendering can allow to avoid or diminish it.
Other improper parameter adjustments and improper relative positioning of the cameras
at capture can also generate various misalignments or unnatural disparities. In general, the
mismatches of all kinds between the two views of a stereo pair are binocularly perceived as
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the depth plane curvature [Boev 2008].
(a) Correct representation. (b) Cardboard effect.
Figure 4.7: The depth distortion produced by the cardboard effect [Boev 2008].
impairments and can cause visual discomfort [Tam 2011]. The inconsistencies can be in terms
of color, hue, or saturation (chrominance mismatch), in terms of luminance (luma mismatch),
in terms of synchronization (temporal mismatch and, as a consequence of it, object boundary
mismatch), in terms of capture parameters (focal-length mismatch, focus mismatch), or in terms
of structure (misalignment caused by rotation or vertical disparity) [McCarthy 2010].
4.5.2 Artifacts produced during coding
During coding, artifacts can be generated by lossy compression techniques. The choice of the
coding format for the captured data determines the compression level and thus the amount of
conventional 2D artifacts, like blur or blocking, that appear as a consequence. The coding choice
also determines whether disocclusion, particular to specific data formats, will be present as an
artifact in the decoded, and then rendered, data.
Blur can thus be as well a consequence of data processing, not only a capture artifact. It can
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be generated for example by compression, filtering, or resolution reduction when maintaining
the size of the display (or, otherwise, by augmenting the size of the display when maintaining
the resolution).
Despite the fact that blur generally degrades visual content, in the case of stereoscopic 3D
data, it can be acceptable if using asymmetric coding. This method allows making use of the
reduced size of an image that is blurred due to compression by combining it with a very sharp
one.
Very numerous, the blocking artifacts are a direct consequence of applying block-based com-
pression methods that use the DCT1. The most frequent visual effect generated in the case of
a consistent compression of this type is that of perceiving block-edge discontinuities, which are
due to differences in the pixel intensities obtained on the neighboring borders in the processing
of each elementary block of pixels. Also, color bleeding, compression blur, mosaic patterns, pix-
elation, ringing, or the staircase artifact can be consequences of block-based coding. Figure 4.8
shows the blocking artifacts produced after a strong JPEG compression.
(a) Original image. (b) Strong JPEG compression.
Figure 4.8: The blocking artifacts generated by a strong JPEG compression.
This type of artifacts starts to be perceived when the masking capacity of the HVS is outbal-
anced by the strength of the impairment [Boev 2008]. Since human vision is more sensitive to
changes in the low frequency content, the blocking artifacts, like many other similar distortions,
are more easily perceived in regions of uniform visual content.
When the depth is coded separately, if its representation is not accurate, or if the content
is highly compressed, various depth-related impairments can also occur in the image, like the
depth bleeding or the depth quantization noise [Boev 2008, Cancellaro 2010].
The cardboard effect can be generated as well during the coding phase by the coarse quan-
tization of the disparity or of the depth values, in the same case when data formats that store
the depth information separately are used.
Also in the situation where the stereoscopic image is coded as a 2D image and an associated
depth map, the phenomenon of disocclusion appears when rendering the left and the right views
of an object that is occluded by another object in the photographed scene. Since the original
binocular information is missing, the rendered left and right views will be incomplete in the
areas that were originally occluded as viewed from the front, from the position the 2D image
and the depth map were recorded.
1discrete cosine transform
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4.5.3 Artifacts produced during transmission
The impairments produced during the transmission phase can be grouped in two large classes:
data loss and data distortion. The artifacts due to transmission errors are sparse, highly vari-
ant in terms of occurrence, duration, and intensity, and at very high compression rates may
be masked by compression impairments. In general, the channel transmissions always suffer
from noise introduction, depending on the technology used and the surrounding environment
[Boev 2008].
The data loss and data distortion artifacts may impact both the structure and the color of
the images transmitted, therefore they also have an impact on the binocularly perceived data.
4.5.4 Artifacts produced during visualization
There are numerous artifacts that can appear during the rendering of stereoscopic images. They
are mostly consequences of the previous stages in the processing chain, that become visible in
function of the visualization context. They can also be due to an improper configuration of the
rendering parameters, that is not coherent with the capture conditions. Or, the visualization
artifacts can be a direct result of the type of display used.
The visual size distortions, artifacts related to the capture configuration, are produced if the
angular retinal size of a displayed object and its perceived distance do not co-vary as in real
world conditions [Meesters 2003].
It is the case of the puppet theater effect, a frequent manifestation when using toed-in dual-
camera configurations. This is probably the best known size distortion effect and it appears as
a disproportionate representation of the sizes of people in particular (or of familiar objects in
general) relative to the sizes in the scene, in the sense that background objects do not appear as
small as expected, thus foreground objects appear proportionately smaller [Devernay 2010]. It
is a consequence of inconsistencies between the interpretation of the binocular and perspective
depth cues displayed on screen and the prior knowledge of the viewer about the natural size and
depth of the objects in the scene (the more familiar an object is, the more susceptible it is to
puppet theater effect) [Boev 2008].
Particular types of visual size distortions, usually intentionally generated for artistic effects,
are gigantism and miniaturization. These distortions are obtained when using a camera-base
distance that is different from the average human inter-pupillary distance, considered of 6.5 cm.
When the baseline is larger, the perceived sizes of objects are smaller than in reality and, when
the baseline is smaller, they are perceived larger [Devernay 2010].
Among the artifacts related to the mismatch between capture and rendering, the cardboard
effect is the most frequent and it manifests as explained in Section 4.5.1.
Also, in the particular case where the left and right views are accidentally switched at
rendering, the depth perception is reversed in the form of false depth [Holliman 2006], in the
sense that near objects are perceived far and far objects are perceived near. This effect is called
pseudoscopy, reverse 3D, or pseudo 3D. Since the resulting stereoscopic image usually makes
no sense, the conflicting depth cues telling the brain that the existence of such an image is
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impossible make it annoying to watch.
When the left and right views in a stereoscopic pair are not correctly or precisely separated
during rendering or, otherwise said, when there is a “leakage of information into the wrong eye”
[Woods 2011], the phenomenon of crosstalk occurs, as in Figure 4.9. It appears as ghost, shadow,
or double contours [Meesters 2003], or as blurring [Lambooij 2007].
The contrast of the display, but also the content of the displayed scene, along with the
recording and rendering parameters, such as camera baseline, disparity, or screen parallax, all
influence directly the appearance of the crosstalk effect [Boev 2008, Xing 2010a]. The viewer
position in front of the screen is of great significance too. An incorrect head position when
watching polarized content is a considerable source of crosstalk. This can be avoided though by
using circular polarization [Meesters 2003].
Figure 4.9: Example of the crosstalk effect.
Thus, on different types of displays, the sources of crosstalk are different. In the case of
spatial multiplexing, crosstalk can occur, for example, if the observer is at an incorrect viewing
distance when the chromatic aberration for lenticular displays is too significant or when there is
too much diffraction for parallax barrier displays. Solutions for reducing crosstalk in these cases
are either limiting the chromatic aberration or the diffraction, or positioning the observer at the
optimal viewing distance. In the case of temporal multiplexing displays, crosstalk occurs mostly
if the display persistence is too long. A remedy for this problem is to limit display persistence
to very brief durations. Alternatively, one could attempt to measure crosstalk and subtract it
from the image of each eye via custom software or hardware [Patterson 2007].
While crosstalk can be measured, being the objective and measurable manifestation of the
view interspersing, the subjective effect perceived by the observers is often called ghosting.
Crosstalk can be annoying to the viewer even when its effect is very little perceptible. Studies
showed that high levels of crosstalk reduce considerably the visual comfort [Kooi 2004], but
also that the presence of crosstalk can reduce the amount of depth perceived [Watt 2013], and
even that the fusion limits are impacted by it, especially for presentations of longer durations
[Yeh 1990].
Overall, crosstalk is considered to be one of the main perceptual factors which contribute to
image quality degradation and visual discomfort [Meesters 2004]. Nonetheless, a useful utiliza-
tion of crosstalk also exists. The effect is intentionally introduced in a small amount in certain
auto-stereoscopic displays in order to avoid the forming of artifacts like the picket fence effect
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(to be discussed in the following paragraphs) or to minimize the effect of artifacts like image
flipping (also to be discussed in the following paragraphs) [Lambooij 2007].
The type of display dictates the visual quality of the rendered images to a large extent. The
better the display, the fewer the rendering impairments and the better the perceived quality of
the represented pictures. Moreover, the strength with which the rendering artifacts are perceived
is influenced, besides the type of the display, also by the structure of the visual data displayed,
and by the viewing conditions, as the artifacts presented next illustrate.
A frequent, and often unavoidable, rendering problem is represented by the spatial aliasing
and color aliasing (or false colors) phenomena. That is, resolution limitations (or previous un-
dersampling during the coding phase) may lead to imprecision in the rendering of high frequency
content. Probably one of the best known examples of such manifestations is the Moiré pattern
[McCarthy 2010].
The flickering effect, which manifests as variations in the perceived brightness of an image
[Watt 2013], is dependent on the refresh rate of the display. Although it is not a serious problem
for the existing 2D high frequency displays, it can be an annoying artifact when watching
stereoscopic 3D, in cases where time-multiplexing is used for left-right separation. The effect
can be even more disturbing when there is an interference between the display and certain types
of illumination sources. For example, neon illumination can generate unpleasant flickering to
viewers when they are wearing shutter glasses [Chen 2010].
In strong link with the physical characteristics of the displays, the following parameters
are worth enumerating, since they may also influence the quality of the rendered content: the
contrast range, the color range, or the viewing-angle dependent color representation. Their limits
impact the perception of the displayed content. For instance, for LCDs, the viewing ranges and
the contrast ranges are more limited than those of plasma displays [Boev 2008].
Another inconvenience worth to be mentioned is the fact that certain properties of the
displays change with the time of use: the backlight diminishes, baking patterns may be formed,
or dead pixels may occur [IJsselsteijn 2002b], all these representing visible artifacts on the images
that are displayed.
The picket fence effect and, in general, the banding artifacts are impairments specific to auto-
stereoscopic displays. Users perceive an annoying banding of the images, which is determined
by the perception of the black barriers that make up the separation between the display pixels
that are part of different views (the description of such displays was illustrated in Section 3.5.5).
Image flipping is also specific to auto-stereoscopic displays, but to the particular case of multi-
view displays. Along with the banding artifacts, it is perceived when the observer moves his head
laterally in front of the display and is a consequence of parallax discretization [Hanhart 2013]. In
the case of image flipping, the sensation is of unnatural switch between the adjacent views of a
multi-view auto-stereoscopic display, as compared to the smooth natural HVS motion parallax.
The unnatural perception of the proportions of an object when moving the head laterally
in front of a stereoscopic display that only allows one fixed viewing position is referred to as
shear distortion. The disturbance that it causes to the viewer comes in contrast to the natural
parallax to which the viewer is used from real life.
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Another very annoying particular visual artifact occurs when there are objects of crossed
disparity in the recorded scene and they touch the left or the right border of the screen. This
is disturbing because a part of those objects is visible only in one view and occluded by the
screen frame in the other view. The inconsistency between the depth cues that place that object
in front of the screen and the occlusion of that object by the frame, which suggests that the
object is represented behind the screen, can thus be a strong source of visual discomfort. This
annoyance is reduced for larger displays, case in which the frame is not any more in the field
of accurate perception of the observer. The phenomenon is mentioned either as edge violation,
window violation, or breaking the proscenium rule [Mendiburu 2009, Devernay 2010].
As it can be seen, the artifacts that have an impact on the visual quality of stereoscopic
images are numerous and can appear in a multitude of situations. Some of them can be easily
quantified with objective metrics for any image given (like it is the case of blur for example),
but others are difficult to measure algorithmically without having a reference image or without
owning comprehensive information on the system parameters or on the photographed scene (as
it might happen for the geometrical distortions for example).
It will be interesting to see in the following sections how their combined influence on the
perceived stereoscopic quality can be approached by the stereoscopic image quality assessment
methods.
4.6 Visual fatigue and visual discomfort
Visual fatigue, also referred to as asthenopia (literally eye without strength) and often associ-
ated with stereoscopic displays [Okada 2006], is an overall decrease in the performance of the
HVS and is generally directly dependent on the demand exercised on the oculomotor system
[Lambooij 2007]. The viewer may not always be conscious of the problem, but its effects can
be measured objectively (by assessing for example the changes in accommodation response, the
changes of the pupil diameter, or the eye movement characteristics [Tam 2011]). These effects
can sometimes manifest on long term as perturbations of the HVS.
Visual discomfort, described in literature as the main health issue in the context of stereo-
scopic displays, is the conscious and subjective perception of visual fatigue. Generally, perceived
visual discomfort determined via subjective measurements is expected to provide an estimation
of the objectively measurable visual fatigue [Lambooij 2007].
Comprehensive reviews on the visual comfort and on the visual fatigue have been published
in the past [Lambooij 2007, Shibata 2011, Tam 2011], and the following text reproduces some
of the key elements they presented on the subject.
The physical symptoms indicating visual fatigue are numerous, from extra-ocular ones
(headaches, tiredness, nausea), to eye irritation of various types, or to visual manifestations,
like double vision, blurred vision, slowness of focus change, reduced sensitivity to spatial con-
trast, reduced visual acuity and speed of perception, or reduced power of accommodation and
convergence.
Although each of these symptoms can be a strong indicator of visual fatigue, the final verdict
can be set only in the presence of multiple symptoms simultaneously. Certain changes in the
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oculomotor system can be nothing but a healthy characteristic of our biological system adapting
to altered visual environments, and only the changes that are also followed by negative effects
on the general comfort of the viewers can be considered premises of visual fatigue.
The factors that cause visual fatigue when watching stereoscopic 3D content can be of dif-
ferent types and can be related to each of the phases of the stereoscopic production-rendering
chain.
Some may depend strictly on elements of structure in the 3D content, like high amounts of
motion, content composition that breaks the proscenium rule or that includes conflicting cues
in general, or rapid changes in accommodation and convergence.The vergence-accommodation
conflict can cause, apart visual fatigue, also an increase in the time taken to achieve stereoscopic
fusion or a decrease of stereoacuity [Watt 2013].
Other factors influencing visual comfort may be related to the way the content was captured
and stored, and a few examples are: content that breaks the horizontal disparity limits or content
with vertical disparity or other types of misalignment, camera-base distance improperly set when
capturing data, or the presence of keystone distortion or of depth-plane curvature.
A significant influence on the comfort of visualization of the observer have all the various
conventional or stereoscopic artifacts that can be present. As an example, blur, especially
unnatural blur, is a serious cause of fatigue for the visual system. Excessive blur can make
the user feel visual discomfort, but the lack of blur can also have a discomforting effect, since
it confuses the observer regarding the zone that he should focus his gaze on, generating an
unnatural oculomotor and neuronal effort. This is the case in most stereoscopic scenes, in which
the entire stereoscopic image is displayed sharply, because different viewers may concentrate on
different parts of the image.
The improper rendering of the stereoscopic 3D content can determine symptoms of visual
fatigue as well. When the viewing distance is not respected or when the display technology is
of compromised quality, causing flickering or crosstalk, disposing of sub-optimal gaze angles, or
presenting other disturbing effects, users may feel discomfort.
The visual comfort can be deteriorated as well by the physical predispositions of each viewer.
People with visual anomalies or with binocular visual anomalies, like, for example, convergence
insufficiency, accommodation dysfunctions, or uncorrected refractive error, are more expected
to feel visual discomfort when watching imperfect stereoscopic 3D images.
The viewing context may generate visual discomfort also. If the observer needs to use special
eyeglasses, discomfort might come from simply wearing them. As well, if the observer views the
content with an inappropriate head orientation, the perceived distortions of the stereoscopic
content decrease their visual comfort.
And, not the least important, the visual-vestibular conflicts or the perceptual and cognitive
inconsistencies that might be generated in function of the various stereoscopic contents can also
have an influence on the visual discomfort.
All these stereoscopic artifacts that play important roles in the generation of visual discomfort
have been discussed in the previous section of this manuscript, Section 4.5.
With the purpose of assessing the visual discomfort and the visual fatigue induced by stereo-
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scopic displays and better understanding the enumerated factors that influence them, numerous
experiments have been conducted. We only give a few examples of findings and their context.
A study on scenes containing variations of JPEG compression and of camera-base distance at
capture suggests that the eye strain felt by the observers of stereoscopic 3D content is directly
dependent on the impairments caused both by compression and camera-base distance. The
results show a medium statistical correlation between the perceived image quality and the eye
strain experienced [Seuntiens 2006b].
Also, concerning the symptoms generated by the distribution of the disparities in the scenes,
experiments with random dot stereograms were performed to test whether there is a difference
between the influence of negative and positive disparities on the visual discomfort. The results
of this study showed no overall differences in symptom severity between the two. However, it
seems that the negative conflicts are more uncomfortable at far viewing distances and positive
conflicts are more uncomfortable at near distances. The same study also showed how optometric
measurements can allow one to predict who will be more uncomfortable and in what circum-
stances. It thus seems that the phoria and the ZCSBV2 measurements are predictive of eye
tiredness and eye strain, since they are related to the discomfort that the individuals experience
in the presence of the vergence-accommodation conflicts [Shibata 2011].
In an investigation concentrated on the evaluation of visual comfort and of the sense of
presence for stereoscopic still images extracted from stereoscopic HDTV3 programs, a strong
correlation has been found between visual comfort and the range of parallax distribution, but
also between the visual comfort and the minimum parallax [Nojiri 2003]. This comes to support
the important influence of the displayed disparities on the comfort of viewing.
An extensive study has focused on the effects on visual comfort of various distortions intro-
duced in stereoscopic still images, like 2D artifacts, misalignments of different types between the
two views of the stereoscopic pair, or crosstalk. The results showed that in the case of the 2D
artifacts, blur and luster (resulting from the reduction of the color depth of one of the two views)
had the highest impact on viewing comfort. Other factors found to influence the visual comfort
strongly were visual disparity and crosstalk, even when they were present in little amounts. The
distortions that only affected the periphery of the stereoscopic images had less impact on the
visual discomfort. So was the case for the binocular misalignments and the excessive disparities
for the participants with reduced (binocular) vision [Kooi 2004].
To end this enumeration of experimental results with a more general example, a review of
several studies ([Yano 2002, Emoto 2005, Häkkinen 2006a, Jin 2007]) concluded that the viewers
have reported in time more visual discomfort and fatigue when watching stereoscopic displays
than when watching conventional displays [Shibata 2011]. This shows that the notions of visual
discomfort and visual fatigue are still not completely mastered in the stereoscopic context, nor
is the overall stereoscopic image quality that incorporates them. Research on the subject is still
intensively underway for improvements.
Universally valid methods of stereoscopic image quality assessment are therefore needed for
the efficient evaluation of the improvements brought in time to the stereoscopic visual comfort.
The next section discusses the state-of-the-art of such assessment methods.
2zone of clear, single binocular vision
3high-definition television
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4.7 Stereoscopic image quality assessment methods
The image quality assessment methods in general and the stereoscopic image quality assessment
methods in particular are solutions mainly adopted by the developers of imaging systems in order
to test the capacity of attraction of their products on the targeted public. In order for their
systems to be successful, the final quality produced must be outstanding. Therefore, repeated
quality tests need to be done at the introduction of any modification in the production chain
that could impact the final displayed image.
This section discusses the various methods used for assessing image quality in general and
how these can be adapted for the specific case of assessing stereoscopic image quality.
4.7.1 Subjective versus objective approaches
To date, the most accurate ways to evaluate the perceived image quality are the subjective
assessment methods. Broadly speaking, these imply human assessors who express their opinions
on the content under test. They are accurate since they offer the most direct path to associating
a quality appreciation to an image, from the true human perception perspective. The drawbacks
are that these studies are time-consuming and meticulous, and that they need to be repeated
each time a parameter changes in the context under study.
The main subjective quality assessment methods are, on one hand, the highly controlled
psychometric scaling and, on the other hand, the more supple exploratory studies. Besides
these, there exist particular methods of subjective exploration, used less frequently, like the
user-centered approach. Also, there are solutions that analyze the effect of stereoscopic images
on the observers through the impact on the visual fatigue. All these methods are described later
in this section.
As an alternative to the subjective approaches, the researchers are also focused on develop-
ing various objective assessment methods. These are standardized algorithms that are based on
the characteristics of human perception. They try to deduce a quality rating for a given image
only by analyzing the physical structure of that image in an automatized manner that does not
imply the presence of any human assessors. However, these objective approaches still use sub-
jective assessments as a validation method of the correct reproduction of the human perception
mechanisms by the developed algorithm.
The objective assessment methods have the great advantages of being fast and efficient. Since
they are standardized solutions, they can also be used across different studies, allowing for the
subsequent comparisons of the results that are obtained each time. They also have an important
inconvenient – it is extremely difficult, with the state-of-the-art knowledge of the functioning of
the human visual perception and judgment, to produce objective assessment methods that are
universal, in the sense of Engeldrum’s notion of beauty contest situation discussed in Section 4.1.
The algorithms proposed so far are mostly context-adapted, which makes their use unfortunately
limited to precisely defined situations.
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4.7.2 Impairment versus quality approaches
Two classes of situations may be distinguished in the context of image assessment, regardless of
the type of the evaluation method (subjective or objective). There is the impairment approach,
which is suitable in situations where reference images exist and where the images under test
need to be evaluated only relative to these references, from which they differ due to a series of
impairments. This is why this approach is also called with reference. There is also the quality
approach, in which no reference images exist and the purpose is to obtain an absolute quality
appreciation. This second approach is also called a no-reference approach [Engeldrum 1999].
4.7.3 Psychometric scaling
Since the human perception is at the center of the image quality assessment, psychometric scaling
(also referred to as quantitative approach) provides methods “to make humans be reliable meters”
[Engeldrum 2004b].
Ideally, in order for the research procedures to be reproducible across studies and for the
results to be easily comparable, uniform procedures must be followed by all the investigators.
Thus, more precisely, psychometric scaling gathers a series of practices that make up a rigorous
framework for the evaluations of visual quality using humans. This evaluation framework spec-
ifies how the subject selection has to be done, how the stimuli under test need to be prepared,
which are the appropriate experimental methods to use, how the experiment plan needs to be
built, or how the results of such experiments need to be statistically processed.
In the context of the 2D image quality evaluation, such a precise framework existed for
a long time, in the form of ITU4 Recommendations, among which the most recent and up-
to-date is the ITU-R BT.500-13 Recommendation [ITU 2012b]. However, the adaptation of
such a framework to the assessment of stereoscopic content was not straightforward. Numer-
ous experiments have been implemented with individual adaptations for a long time, lead-
ing to a much too large diversity in the experiment methods that did not allow univer-
sal terms of comparison among the studies performed around the world. This happened
until the recent proposition by the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) 3DTV project
[Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) 3DTV Project 2013] and the ITU-T Study Group 9
[ITU-T SG9: Broadband cable and TV 2013] of a new ITU recommendation at the end of 2012,
which is specially adapted to the assessment of 3DTV systems [ITU 2012a] and which will surely
facilitate the exchange regarding the stereoscopic image quality results. Detailed information on
the principles of psychometric scaling can also be found in Engeldrum’s review on the subject
[Engeldrum 2001].
Presented next is the general experimentation framework used in most subjective stereoscopic
image quality assessments, along with common practices in the field.
4International Telecommunication Union
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4.7.3.1 Experimental environment
First, the type of images or the type of system under study determines the choice of the experi-
mental environment. Two such environments are proposed in the ITU-R BT.500-13 Recommen-
dation – the laboratory environment and the home environment – along with the precise physical
properties suggested for the display, like contrast or luminosity, or for the experimental space,
like colors or illumination. There are however no such specifications proposed for the studies on
stereoscopic images, since most researchers are expected to use current consumer level 3DTV
displays, and the characteristics of these vary a lot across manufacturers [ITU 2012a]. The best
practices are thus to mention each time the exact experimental configuration in the publications
that discuss subjective results.
4.7.3.2 Participants
The choice of the participants for the subjective testing sessions must be effectuated with care,
since the participants must be a representative sample of the targeted population in order for
the results to reflect correctly the quality preferences of that population. They need therefore to
be screened before the experiment with various visual standardized tests. Also, the participants
usually need to be naïve relative to the stimuli to be presented, in the sense that they “should not
be, or have been, directly involved, i.e., enough to acquire specific and detailed knowledge, in the
development of the system under study” [ITU 2012b]. Statistical data on the participants should
be collected during every experiment and summarized alongside the results of the experiment.
The number of participants needed in a subjective test is suggested to be of minimum 10 in
a detailed review on psychometric scaling [Engeldrum 2001], of minimum 15 in the recommen-
dation for 2D testing [ITU 2012b], and of minimum 30 in the recommendation for 3D testing
[ITU 2012a], but successful quantitative explorations have been reported for numbers of ob-
servers between 4 and 50 [Engeldrum 2001]. As a superior limit of necessary assessors, the num-
ber of 30 participants was given as an example [Engeldrum 2001], but also 20, with the argument
that a correct selection of a limited number of participants can be statistically generalized to
other subjects having the same characteristics [Hanhart 2013]. Despite these recommendations,
it is generally recognized that the number of observers is to be chosen in function of the spe-
cific objectives of each study, knowing that an increasing precision of the final estimated results
comes with an increasing number of participants.
4.7.3.3 Stimuli
The selection of the stimuli sample is considered to be one of the most difficult parts of the
experiment preparation, since care needs to be taken of numerous aspects. The factor(s) under
study need(s) to vary sufficiently in the experiment stimuli set in order for the differences to be
perceptible. These variations brought to the stimuli set represent what is formally called the
test conditions of the experiment. Also, critical or extreme test conditions need to be included
in order to allow the participant to set an anchor for his judgments. Moreover, a single visual
stimulus with variations is usually not sufficient. The same test conditions should be applied
to several stimuli of assorted spatial configurations, called test images, in order for the scene
dependence of the judgments to be annulled.
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There are two possible configurations proposed in the ITU-R BT.500-13 Recommendation
for the design of the stimuli set and they are schematized by the equations:
stimuli set = test images = test conditions = F1 + F2 + ...Fn (4.1)
and
stimuli set = test images× test conditions = test images× (F1 × F2 × ...× Fn). (4.2)
Either each test image represents one level of one factor only (Equation 4.1), or each test
image represents one level of every factor examined but, across images, each level of every factor
occurs with every level of all other factors (Equation 4.2) [ITU 2012b].
The great advantage of the second configuration is that it allows the detection of interactions
among factors.
4.7.3.4 Experimental methods
A wide variety of subjective assessment methods have been used so far in the investigations on
conventional image quality or stereoscopic image quality. These methods define the way the set
of stimuli are displayed for each observer, for which duration of time, and in what order. They
also give indications on the way the assessment should be made by the participants and on the
ratings scale to be used.
In function of the way stimuli are presented, there are two large classes of methods. The
first is the single stimulus category, which implies that only one stimulus is displayed on screen
at a given time and that the participant needs to attribute a rating to it. The second category
is the double stimulus one, where two stimuli are displayed simultaneously at a given time. The
two stimuli are either a reference image and a distorted one, or any two random images from
the stimuli set. The task of the participant, in the case where the reference image is always
present, can be to rate the distorted image in function of the first one. Or, when two random
images are displayed, their task can be to select the preferred image from each couple of images
displayed. These are however only basic guidelines, the experimental method chosen can deviate
from these principles in function of the objectives of each particular study.
A distinction among the possible assessment methods can be made by the way the ratings are
cast by the observers. There exist categorical scaling methods or continuous scaling methods,
in function of type of the rating scale made available to the assessor. But the word “continuous”
can also be used in the context of continuous evaluation or continuous rating, referring to the
experiments on video sequences, where the participant can effectuate the assessment during the
whole duration of one video sequence, opposed to only once at the end. Since only focusing on
still images, in the current work we will not refer to the latter type of methods.
Regarding the specific terminology, the smallest structure that composes an experiment is
called assessment trial and represents the evaluation by an observer of a single image or of a
single group of images simultaneously with a unique opinion score. Also, the assessment trials
are usually grouped in test sessions, which contain the totality or a part of the assessment trials
that make up the experiment. The maximum suggested duration for a test session is of half an
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hour, therefore the experiment needs to be segmented in more then one test sessions only in the
case where the total experiment duration is longer than that. A general rule is that a random
order should be used for the arrangement of the assessment trials in a test session.
At the end of the experiment, the individual opinion scores can be concentrated into mean
opinion scores (MOS). However, if reference images are included in the test session(s), the
difference opinion scores between the scores of the distorted images and the scores of their
corresponding references can be calculated, then the diffrence mean opinion scores (DMOS)
obtained.
Table 4.2 concentrates a varied sample of existing subjective assessment methods, indicating
for each one the situation for which the method would be suitable and also the document
that describes it. The table is interesting especially for illustrating that the range of existing
methods is large and that the choice of the appropriate assessment solution should always be
done attentively according to the context of the study.
Table 4.2: Summary of subjective assessment methods; adapted from the ITU-R BT.500-13
Recommendation [ITU 2012b].
Assessment problem Method used
measure the quality of systems the double stimulus continuous
relative to a reference quality scale (DSCQS) method
measure the robustness of systems the double stimulus impairment
(i.e. failure characteristic) scale (DSIS) method
quantify the quality of systems the ratio scaling method or categorical scaling(when no reference is available)
compare the quality of alternative systems the method of direct comparison, the ratio
(when no reference is available) scaling method, or categorical scaling
establish the point at which threshold estimation with the forced
an impairment becomes visible choice method or the method of adjustment
determine whether systems the forced choice methodare perceived to differ
measure the quality of the double stimulus continuous
stereoscopic image coding quality scale (DSCQS) method
measure the fidelity between the simultaneous double stimulus for
two impaired video sequences continuous evaluation (SDSCE) method
compare different error resilience tools the simultaneous double stimulus forcontinuous evaluation (SDSCE) method
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Besides the assessment methods summed up in this table, in the ITU-R BT.500-13 Rec-
ommendation, four alternative methods or method groups are illustrated. These are the single
stimulus (SS) methods, the stimulus comparison (SC) methods, the single stimulus continu-
ous quality evaluation (SSCQE) method, and the simultaneous double stimulus for continuous
evaluation (SDSCE) method.
Since among all the methods enumerated so far, only four have been presented in the ITU
recommendation for tests on stereoscopic content [ITU 2012a] and among the four, only three
are suitable for the evaluation of still stereoscopic images, we only concentrate on these three
methods in our present state-of-the-art presentation.
The single stimulus (SS) method. This procedure is characterized by the presentation of
a unique stimulus to an observer who has to judge it by selecting a rating.
The set of stimuli should be prepared as described in Section 4.7.3.3, choosing from one of
the two configurations proposed, in the case where the influence of more than one factor on the
perceived quality needs to be assessed.
The structure of a trial assessment proposed for the evaluation of stereoscopic images is made
up of three displays. The first one is a pre-exposure mid-grey field that may contain a fixation
target of less than 3 seconds in duration. The second one is the stimulus to assess, presented for
5 to 10 seconds, in function of the particular experimental situation. And the third display is a
post-exposure mid-grey field during which the vote should be cast, shown for a longer duration,
in order to make sure the participant has the time to register his rating. Figure 4.10 gives the
schema of this trial assessment configuration.
Figure 4.10: The structure of a trial assessment for the SS method[ITU 2012b].
The trial assessments can be presented either only once in the test session, or three times,
forcing the test session to be segmented in three presentations, each of them including all the
images to be assessed only once. Tripling the number of appearances of each trial assessment
allows to stabilize the observer’s opinion with the first presentation, while considering for data
processing the mean of the last two presentations.
In order to express their quality judgments, in this method the participants are presented
with the five-rating labeled scale illustrated in Figure 4.11, that can be used either in a discrete
(Figure 4.11a) or in a continuous (Figure 4.11b) manner. Other choices of scale are possible
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also, such as numerical categorical scales or non-categorical scales, but the first solution is the
preferred one, being the only one maintained in the recommendation adapted to stereoscopy.
The reason for this might be the fact that, by using a scale presented both in an adjectival and
in a numeric form, on one hand, the perceived intensities to judge can be named and, on the
other hand, an equal spacing between consecutive words on the scale is ensured.
(a) Discrete scale. (b) Continuous scale.
Figure 4.11: The labeled five-rating ITU scale for the subjective assessment of (stereoscopic)
image quality [ITU 2012b].
In the cases where the illustrated scale is used in its discrete form, it becomes a categorical
scale and the SS method can also take the name of adjectival categorical judgment method or
absolute category rating (ACR) method.
For the processing of the experiment results, either the MOS or the DMOS values may be
computed.
The double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS) method. In the DSCQS trial
assessment structure, the participants are presented alternatively with a reference image (A) and
an impaired image (B). If there is only one participant watching the images at a time (variant I
of the protocol), the participant can switch freely between the A and B stimuli for the number of
times desired. However, this method can be implemented also with multiple observers watching
the images in the same time (variant II). In that case, the A and B stimuli are alternated
automatically for a limited number of times. Successive stimuli are always separated by a mid-
gray display of 3 seconds, and the stimulus display duration can vary from 3-4 seconds for still
images to 10 seconds for video sequences. The number of repetitions of the A-B alternation for
variant II is suggested to be of five for still images (with voting during the last two) and of only
two for video sequences (with voting during the second repetition). The succession of displays
during a trial assessment is presented in figure 4.12.
Both the reference and the impaired images need to be assessed in the DSCQS procedure
and the scale recommended is the five-rating scale proposed for the SS method, in its continuous
form, as in Figure 4.11b.
The processing of the results is done by obtaining first the difference opinion scores between
the reference and impaired stimuli, and then by computing the DMOS.
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Figure 4.12: The structure of a trial assessment for the DSCQS method [ITU 2012b].
The stimulus comparison (SC) method. This protocol, also referred to as the paired
comparison (PC) method, consists of a series of trial assessments during which the participants
needs to compare two images displayed simultaneously, preceded and followed by mid-gray
displays, exactly as in Figure 4.10, corresponding to the SS method. The two stimuli can be also
presented sequentially, with a 3 seconds mid-gray display between them, and this configuration
can be seen in Figure 4.13.
The stimuli must be two randomly chosen images of different test conditions. The number
of trial assessments needed in one experiment is the one that covers all the combinations of any
two such stimuli.
Figure 4.13: The structure of a trial assessment with a sequential presentation of the two stimuli
for the SC method [ITU 2012b].
Since the judgments in this protocol are in terms of preference, they can be expressed either
using a binary scale, or by giving a graded preference on a scale like the one in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The labeled ITU graded scale for the subjective assessment of (stereoscopic) image
quality with the SC method [ITU 2012b].
4.7.3.5 Statistical data processing
Of great importance among the steps to be performed during an experimental study is the
statistical processing of the gathered data. This step also is to be done according to the specificity
of the investigation context, of the participants, or of the form of the recorded values. However
some guidelines are offered in the ITU recommendations relative to the computation of the
MOS or of the corresponding confidence intervals. A method of screening the participants
for eliminating the ones with scores deviating from the general tendency is proposed as well
[ITU 2012b]. We included these mathematical aspects in Appendix B.3 of this manuscript.
4.7.3.6 Experiment script
The experiment script or the test plan is a written sequence of procedures, questions, or instruc-
tions to be followed by the experiment administrator, that is recommended to be appended to
the description of every experimental study [Engeldrum 2001]. It can also include details on the
environment configuration or on the software used, or any other information that would help to
characterize the specificity of the experimental approach. Such a detailed plan can have multi-
ple benefits, among which the facility to test and modify it in order to fine-tune the procedure,
the possibility of using it for reproducing exactly the same experimental protocol in time or at
different locations, and also the complete documenting of the study. Moreover, it also helps the
experimenter not to deviate from the standard procedure, thus avoiding the moderator bias.
To date, it is not a usual practice to share the experiment script in the publications describing
the results, but doing so would surely contribute to a better documented literature of results
and would facilitate the comparison among studies.
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4.7.4 Exploratory studies
When modifications are brought to well established systems and the factors to test are precisely
known, psychometric scaling is surely adapted to assessing the impact of those new changes on
perceived quality.
However, there are cases where the bases of a new framework need to be set and where the
impact the new framework might have on human observers is completely unknown. In such
cases, preliminary investigations need to be made on the new system, and these are often made
in the form of exploratory studies or descriptive studies.
The exploratory tests are thus studies during which no direct subjective ratings are acquired,
but instead unprimed attitudes, feelings, and reactions towards the new type of content are ex-
plored [Meesters 2004]. These aim at identifying and understanding what perceptual attributes
are relevant to the users in order to determine their quality preferences [Hanhart 2013]. As a
consequence, due to their focus on defining or understanding, rather than on quantifying, this
type of studies is also referred to as qualitative, as opposed to the quantitative psychometric
scaling.
The familiarity with the stereoscopic systems has not yet reached a satisfactory level from
the point of view of the impact they have on human perception. Therefore, the exploratory
approaches have been found well suited to get a deeper understanding of the added value and
underlying perceptual constructs of the novel stereoscopic technologies [Meesters 2004], before
proceeding to more precise psychometric evaluations.
A series of qualitative tests have been reported up to now in the literature. Due to their
exploratory nature, they can be very different one from another, using methods like focus
groups, think-aloud (or co-discovery) procedures, or interviews and interpretations of various
types [Meesters 2004, Jumisko-Pyykko 2007a].
In a broad review on research methodologies for experiments, the two large categories of
qualitative interviews and sensory profiling were proposed to structure a series of exploratory
studies reported so far [Jumisko-Pyykko 2008].
The qualitative interviews have been used up to now either independently or in conjunction
with quantitative evaluations. In the second case, they are applied usually after the latter
and consist of a series of questions destined to reveal underlying factors of subjective quality
[Jumisko-Pyykko 2008]. As opposed to structured interviews, in which the set of questions is
fixed and does not allow distraction from it, the semi-structured qualitative interviews have
been preferred due to their open structure and to their reported characteristic that the effects
of the interviewer is reduced [Jumisko-Pyykko 2007a, Jumisko-Pyykko 2007b]. An example of
questions asked in a semi-structured interview on audiovisual quality is given in Figure 4.15.
In the sensory profiling category, tasks like free-sorting and description, or free-choice profil-
ing are included. An interesting example of study that includes free-sorting and description is the
Interpretation Based Quality (IBQ) approach. During a subjective experimentation on images
containing sharpness variations, the participants had the task of classifying the images according
to subjective similarities, without being told which was the impairment factor the experiment
was focused on. Subsequently, the participants had to describe the reasons for the classification
they had effectuated and the type of differences distinguished. By effectuating a correspondence
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INTRODUCTORY QUESTION:
“In your opinion, which of the two items had
the higher overall quality?”
MAIN QUESTIONS:
“What were the factors you paid attention to
while evaluating the overall quality?”
“Please describe the difference in quality between
between the two items!”
SUPPORTING QUESTIONS (examples):
“What do you mean with X
(answer of main question)?”
“Please, could you describe in more detail
what you mean with X?”
“Please, could you describe in more detail
how / when X appeared?”
FINISHING QUESTIONS:
“What factor was most important
for your overall quality decision?”
“What was the most important difference
in quality between the two items?”
Figure 4.15: Example of a semi-structured interview [Jumisko-Pyykko 2007b].
analysis between these results and the results of a psychometric test evaluating the sharpness of
the images under study, the conclusion was that strikingly different attributes had been associ-
ated with each sharpness level. These findings illustrate how the IBQ approach allows to study
what subjective attributes underlie the decisions that individual observers make when estimating
images of different quality [Nyman 2006] and, consequently, how the exploratory studies allow
preparing the premises for better psychometric scaling.
4.7.5 User-centered studies
In a large sense, all the image quality assessment approaches that take into account the human
perception can be seen as user-centered (or human-centered) approaches. However, in the context
of the exploratory studies, the user-centered methods are particular solutions that relate quality
assessment to the different aspects of use, referred to in the literature as the context of use
(CoU) [Jumisko-Pyykko 2010a]. Consistent such studies have been developed for example for
the evaluation of the improvements that can be brought to mobile 3D TV systems, given their
utilization in different contexts of use [Gotchev 2008, Jumisko-Pyykko 2010a].
The CoU-based user-centered studies are particularly elaborated and time-consuming, due
to the large amount of data that needs to be collected (one set of data per each utilization
context considered) and due to the complicated analysis to be effectuated on that data. We do
not focus on this type of protocols in this work, however, we show an example of an experiment
plan designed in this context in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Example of a user-centered experiment plan [Jumisko-Pyykko 2010a].
MACRO LEVEL MICRO LEVEL
context of use context of use
PLANNING
1. User requirements
2. Characteristics of CoU (form)
Analysis of threats of validity
DATA-COLLECTION
Procedure
-Pre-test
↓ 3. Quality evaluation task
-Context 1 4. Characteristics of CoU
(Semi-structured observation, mod-
erator)
↓
5. Experiences of CoU (interview) 9. Situational data-collection
6. Workload (NASA-TXL question-
naire)
(Audio/video analysis)
-Context 2
...
-Context N
↓
-Post-test 7. Experiences of CoU (interview)8. Experiences of CoU (interview)
ANALYSIS
10. Quality evaluation (statistical
analysis) 15. Situational data
11. Realized characteristics of CoU (Data-driven analysis)12. Workload (statistical analysis)
13. Experiences of CoU
(Data-driven analysis)
Integration of results
4.7.6 Studies centered on visual fatigue
Focusing on the human factors perspective is considered of essential value in the studies on the
acceptance of stereoscopic technologies [Meesters 2004]. In this setting, subjective and objec-
tive methods exist for quantifying the effect that the stereoscopic content has on the physical
symptoms of the viewers [Lambooij 2007].
There are no standard methodologies for the measurement of the visual comfort levels gen-
erated by stereoscopic images [Tam 2011], but all the subjective assessment methods presented
previously in this chapter can be adapted to its evaluation. Moreover, specific objective mea-
surement methods have been developed in time for the quantification of visual fatigue. The
three large groups of objective solutions presented in a review on visual fatigue and visual dis-
comfort are measurements made with optometric instruments, measurements made with clinical
optometric diagnoses, and brain activity measures.
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In the present work, we focus our attention on the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ), a
subjective investigation method that allows to estimate the physical symptoms that are likely to
deteriorate after the immersion in a simulator-like experience. These physical reactions are thus
called simulator sickness symptoms. The SSQ was originally developed as a method of evaluating
the effects of aviation simulator displays on a series of physical symptoms [Kennedy 1993]. It
was however soon used, as-is or adapted, for evaluating human factor aspects related to various
other consumer immersive technologies.
The SSQ was used for example in an adapted form in order to illustrate the differences in
the human effects determined by the use of a HMD5 as a personal display system (head-tracking
disabled), in contrast to the effects determined by a classic display. The authors expected to find
that the sensory conflict specific to the personal display system (for head movement, no visual
response indicating this movement) would generate stronger symptoms than a classic display.
Their results confirmed the hypothesis, with augmented scores in the case of the personal display
system for general discomfort, fatigue, headache, nausea, dizziness, and stomach awareness
[Howarth 1997].
When analyzing the symptoms after watching a movie on a television, watching the same
movie on a HMD, and playing a game on the HMD, the use of the SSQ allowed to conclude that
playing the game on a HMD produced the strongest levels of nausea and disorientation. However,
surprisingly, more nausea was recorded after watching the movie on the classic television than on
the HMD in the considered test conditions [Häkkinen 2002]. In a study where the participants
played two video games (a fast-paced car racing game and a simple and stationary car racing
game) on two different displays (a head-worn display and a CRT6 display), the authors observed
that simulator sickness symptoms were perceived in all the four cases, showing that a captivating
and audio-visually appealing game does not decrease the reported simulator sickness symptom
levels. Since the levels of nausea and disorientation were larger for the fast-paced game than
for the simple one in a similar way on the two displays, it was also concluded that the main
difference in the context of the experiment was between the game types and not between the
display types [Häkkinen 2006b]. A third study on video games showed that for the same game
played on a CRT display and on a head-worn virtual display with or without stereoscopy, the
strongest symptoms were recorded for the stereoscopic mode on the head-worn display, with
only small differences of symptoms between the two cases of 2D displays [Häkkinen 2006a].
Also, through a group of five experiments performed on auto-stereoscopic displays, during
which the SSQ was administered several times, a slight and mainly short term increase of the
simulator sickness symptoms could be observed [Jumisko-Pyykko 2010b]. The findings indicate
that, for certain visualization conditions, an adaptation can occur that leads to a reduction in
intensity of the symptoms for a longer duration of the immersion.
A certain number of experiments thus focused on the impact of watching stereoscopic video
media on various types of screens and showed that the simulator sickness symptoms can be
influenced by the type of the display, by the content watched, by the activity performed by the
observer, and by the duration of the visual immersion.
The exact form of the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire and the method for processing its
results are detailed in Appendix C.
5head-mounted display
6cathode ray tube
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4.7.7 Objective assessment methods
Given the complexity, the long durations, or the planning and environment constraints implied
by the subjective assessments presented in the preceding sections, it is certain that a more
practical method for measuring stereoscopic image quality would be that of using standardized
objective methods that could be applied no matter the context and no matter the particularities
of the stereoscopic images under test.
Unfortunately, the existence of such “universal” algorithms seems an utopia and the research
results to date are far from accomplishing the conditions enumerated. Further more, even if the
approaches proposed so far are numerous and covering a large variety of perspectives on the
perceived stereoscopic image quality, the majority of the proposed metrics include the study of
only a few of the factors that influence the human perception and do not encompass the entire
complexity of influences and inter-correlations between these factors. Moreover, most of these
metrics are only suitable for utilization in precisely defined contexts, as also explained in Section
4.7.1.
In the following, a compact review of the various types of metrics proposed so far for the
objective evaluation of stereoscopic images is presented. It is structured in function of the
approach used, in the sense that certain experimental studies tried to use 2D metrics for the
assessment of stereoscopic data, other studies tried to adapt the 2D metrics in original ways in
order to make them more suitable to the stereoscopic evaluation, and other studies used new
approaches based on the characteristics of the HVS.
The impairment and the quality approaches discussed in Section 4.7.2 are illustrated in this
presentation of metrics, in the sense that the metrics that need reference images are usually used
to evaluate the presence of distortions, while the others try to asses the quality in its absolute
meaning.
4.7.7.1 Using conventional 2D metrics
In time, there have been many attempts of exclusively using classical 2D quality metrics, like
PSNR7, SSIM8 [Wang 2004], or VQM9 [Pinson 2004], for the evaluation of stereoscopic content.
Each of these metrics has been applied independently on the two 2D images (or 2D videos, in the
case of VQM) making up the stereoscopic pair, then the results have been combined, generally
by averaging.
On one hand, in the case of stereoscopic videos, some correlations between the results ob-
tained with 2D metrics and the results of subjective assessments on the same content have been
found. For example, average VQM was found to predict very well the overall quality for se-
quences impaired by different coding levels, in comparison with other metrics. Also, average
SSIM proved to be a slightly better indicator of perceived depth, relative to the other studied
metrics [Yasakethu 2009]. Other research results showed that VQM is a suitable metric for the
evaluation of both image quality and depth perception for asymmetrically coded video sequences
[Hewage 2008].
7peak signal-to-noise ratio
8structural similarity index
9Video Quality Metric
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On the other hand, multiple research results showed that certain 2D metrics are not suit-
able for analyzing stereoscopic quality when different compression thresholds are used (e.g.
PSNR applied to stereoscopic still images [Gorley 2008] or to stereoscopic video sequences
[Joveluro 2010]). Furthermore, several researchers have even reached the conclusion that the
conventional 2D metrics in general cannot be adopted in evaluating the stereoscopic image qual-
ity directly, when the stimuli are degraded by blur, compression, or noise [You 2010].
Another experiment tested the use of four 2D quality metrics (SSIM, UQI10 [Wang 2002],
C4 [Carnec 2003], and RRIQA11 [Wang 2005]) for analyzing the quality of stereoscopic images
containing different impairments caused by coding and blur. The metrics were applied separately
to the left and right view, then the results were combined in three different manners called
the average approach, the main eye approach, and the visual acuity approach. The general
conclusion was that no metric performs acceptably for all kinds of distortions, despite the fact
that C4 proved good results when assessing JPEG coded images. Also, the last two approaches
did not improve the results obtained with the average method [Campisi 2007].
Considering that the best way of studying the human perception of quality would be to take
into account the HVS characteristics, it was suggested to use the PQM12 2D metric for the
assessment of stereoscopic 3D content. This metric measures distortions in luminance and con-
trast and proved to be in high correlation with the results obtained from subjective experiments,
when compressed video sequences were assessed [Joveluro 2010].
A combination of three structural similarity components was also proposed as a quality
assessment method for stereoscopic 3D images. It was based on the premise that different
types of degradation result in different effects on images. The left and right images were thus
decomposed in edge, texture, and smooth region information and, for each type of information,
left SSIM and right SSIM were weighted by a general formula that modeled the importance of
each analyzed part in the overall perception. The proposed schema showed good consistency
with the subjective results in the case of stereoscopic images with impairments caused by blur,
white noise, JPEG, and JPEG 2000 compression [Mao 2010].
4.7.7.2 Adapting conventional 2D metrics
A slightly different approach compared to the previous one is that of using the 2D metrics in
combination with other evaluation methods or metrics in order to build an assessment solution
that is closer to the complex human perception.
A straightforward approach for refining in such a way the assessment of stereoscopic image
quality was the attempt of combining a measure of the image quality with a measure of the
depth sense of the stereoscopic content. The image quality was computed as the average of the
left and right PSNR values and the indicator of depth quality was given by SSA13, a metric that
determines the PSNR between the significant disparity points of the original disparity image
and the corresponding disparity points in the impaired disparity image. This method proved
good correlation with the results obtained through subjective assessment [Yang 2009].
10Universal Quality Index
11Reduced Reference Image Quality Assessment
12Perceptual Quality Metric
13Stereo Sense Assessment
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In a similar experimental study, numerous 2D metrics were applied both to the two 2D
views and to the disparity information of impaired stereoscopic images. The values that were
thus obtained were compared to the values derived from the original unimpaired content and
would lead to a measure of the decrease in quality. With this approach, the metrics were applied
either in a local manner, in a global manner, or in more complex ways that combine the two.
The researchers concluded that the results were promising, but they remarked that further study
was needed for a better understanding of the HVS system and for finding an improved way of
combining the disparity information and the 2D image quality information extracted from the
data in a true stereoscopic metric [You 2010].
In another study with the same purpose of jointly using the assessment of the 2D image
quality and the assessment of the quality of the disparity information, two different manners
of combining the two types of results were proposed. The first method made the average of
the results obtained for each view of the stereoscopic pair (using SSIM or C4), then fused
this 2D image quality score with the value representing the disparity distortion, leading to
a global measurement of the stereoscopic image quality. With the second method, disparity
distortion measurements performed locally were combined separately with the left and right
image quality scores and were only afterwards combined by averaging in a final and general result.
After correlating the results of the proposed metrics with those obtained through subjective
assessments, the main observations were strictly related to the 2D metrics used. C4 had already
shown good results even without considering the disparity information and no improvement was
present when the score of the disparity distortion was taken into account. In the case of SSIM
though, the inclusion of the disparity distortion evaluation brought an improvement, showing
that, from a perceptual point of view, besides luminance, contrast, and structure, depth also
has a strong influence on quality perception. A more general view on the experiment results led
to the conclusion that the depth information can improve quality metrics, but the relation with
image naturalness, viewing experience, and presence still has to be investigated in depth, being
dependent also on the different stereoscopic display technologies used. Moreover, it was again
obvious that “a complete analysis which could bring the definition of a universal and objective
quality metric for quality of experience assessment for stereo images and video is still far to
come” [Benoit 2008].
4.7.7.3 Other metrics
The SBLC14 algorithm was proposed as a perceptual quality metric that could be successfully
used for predicting a threshold compression level for stereoscopic images. The algorithm takes
into account characteristics of human perception, like the fact that the HVS is more sensitive to
contrast changes than to changes in luminance or that it has varying sensitivity to areas with
varying spatial frequency. Therefore, the metric detects regions of high frequency in the stereo-
scopic image pairs and measures the changes in contrast and luminance between the original and
the impaired content for those specific areas. After subjective experiments, it was concluded
that the quality levels detected with SBLC outperformed the precision obtained with PSNR
[Gorley 2008].
An approach that went into the depths of neuronal processes, down to cell level, was the
one which led to the elaboration of a quality metric based on binocular energy. The proposed
14Stereo Band Limited Contrast
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algorithm models the response of vision cells responsible with binocular fusion, when different
contents are displayed. The behavior of the cells was simulated by applying the CWT15 on the
views of a stereoscopic pair, and then by applying the bandelet transform on the coefficients
obtained from CWT. This second step led to results representing the size and orientation of
every simple cell, where identical phase and orientation for corresponding cells would mean no
disparity. The matching of the complex cells was realized with a binocular energy model which
was applied to the original images and to the degraded ones and the final score given by this
metric was calculated as the difference between the binocular energy of each pair of images. The
performance of the metric was declared encouraging by its authors [Bensalma 2010].
In a study from the perspective of the impact of capture and rendering artifacts on the
perceived stereoscopic quality, camera baseline and crosstalk were considered as two factors
that could give relevant quality indications. Consequently, an objective metric that measured
their effects was proposed. The metric made use of the SSIM measure in order to model the
effect of crosstalk as perceived by the HVS and also of a perceptibility threshold for weighting
the perceived crosstalk. The overall viewing experience was then regarded as a combination
between the SSIM map and the disparity map. The metric proved high correlation with the
results of subjective testing on the considered stimuli set, outperforming the use of classical 2D
metrics like PSNR and SSIM [Xing 2010a].
A similar approach by the same authors was that of considering scene content, camera
baseline, and screen size as the three factors to be exploited for a measure of the visual quality
of experience. In this case, a correlation of 87% with the subjective results was determined for
both tested databases, better than the results obtained with classical 2D metrics. Integrating
the proposed metric with other distortions in the processing chain was declared as a future
perspective [Xing 2010b].
In the form of a no-reference approach, a metric based on 2D and 3D natural scene statistics
was proposed. For its implementation, the 2D features must be extracted from the cyclopean
image generated from the disparity map and from Gabor filter responses of the stereo pair.
Also, the 3D features must be determined from the disparity map. The 2D and 3D features are
then fed into a quality estimation module which predicts the perceived 3D quality. The proposed
metric significantly outperformed stereoscopic no-reference algorithms and delivered competitive
performances relative to high-performance stereoscopic reference algorithms [Chen 2013].
And a last example of an objective metric is that of an algorithm that stresses the distinction
between the information-loss distortions, like blur or magnification, and the information-additive
distortions, which modify the inherent information of the original images, like the Gaussian noise
or blockiness. This algorithm makes use of the fact that the perceived quality of a stereoscopic
pair is dominated by its high-quality component when information-loss distortions are present
and does not follow the high-quality component in cases where information-additive distortions
are introduced. Therefore, it was proposed to compute the luminance, contrast, and structural
similarities between the original and the distorted stereoscopic images, then derive binocular
luminance, contrast, and structural values from these, and finally integrate the three into an
overall quality index, by using appropriate weights and by taking into account the principles
stated. It was declared that the proposed metric can provide consistent and outstanding per-
formances with both symmetric and asymmetric coded stereoscopic images, compared to four
other existing methods [Ryu 2012].
15complex wavelet transform
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Given these several illustrations of metrics used so far in the evaluation of the perceived
stereoscopic image quality, the view that the elaboration of a universal objective metric seems
an impossible goal is reinforced. Despite the improved performances that the objective methods
have reached in time and despite their impressive performances in certain contexts, there is still
no solution that is able to perform a correct assessment regardless of the type of the images, of
their capture parameters, of their processing, or of their rendering. The human perception of
the stereoscopic images remains an infinite universe to be explored.
4.8 Stereoscopic image quality models
What has been presented so far are only small pieces of the very wide field of stereoscopic
image quality assessment. The numerous results reported account only for solutions to isolated
problems and this is not sufficient. In order to aim to real practical applications, comprehensive
models that integrate the complex dimensions of what the stereoscopic image quality represents
are necessary.
One can still doubt if the existence of a model that predicts human perception from im-
age characteristics is possible, but in an interesting experimental approach, it has been shown
that indeed the visual quality experience can be predicted by using measurable physical and
computational level features [Eerola 2008]. This experiment concentrated on print quality, but
its generalized conclusions can stand true in any context in which visual quality needs to be
assessed.
Thus, one of the current challenges in the context of stereoscopic systems today is to elaborate
such a stereoscopic image quality model, by identifying the appropriate perceptual attributes
that define stereoscopic image quality and by finding the influence of each one of them on the
global percept.
In the present text, we illustrate the few stereoscopic image quality models proposed so far
in the literature to our knowledge.
First, Seuntiëns proposed the 3D visual experience model reproduced in Figure 4.16 as rep-
resented by the joint contribution of the underlying attributes image quality, depth, and visual
comfort [Seuntiens 2006a]. This same model was studied later by [Chen 2012b].
Figure 4.16: The first 3D visual experience model proposed by Seuntiëns.
Following a series of experimental studies by Seuntiëns, this model became more complex, as
represented in Figure 4.17. The 3D visual experience was thus defined by two ample concepts,
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naturalness and visual comfort, while naturalness was determined to be a combination of image
quality and depth variations [Seuntiens 2006a].
Figure 4.17: The improved 3D visual experience model proposed by Seuntiëns.
A study by Strohmeier et al. added precision to Seuntiëns’ model, in the sense that, through
a sensory profiling approach, it was shown that depth perception only seems to contribute to
the added value of the presented material when the level of the artifacts is low. This indicates a
hierarchical, rather than equal, dependency of the visual experience on the underlying attributes
considered [Strohmeier 2010c].
The model by Seuntiëns was further simplified by Lambooij et al. into the 3D quality model
shown in Figure 4.18. The subjective experiments they carried out have shown that the concept
of naturalness is more appropriate to evaluate the added value of stereoscopic depth in still
images than the concept of viewing experience and also that both concepts follow the variations
in image quality and in stereoscopic depth introduced in the stereoscopic stimuli. Moreover,
precise weighting parameters could be derived for the influence of both image quality and depth
and these are 0.74 for the former and 0.26 for the latter, respectively [Lambooij 2011].
Figure 4.18: The 3D quality model proposed by Lambooij et al..
This very short review illustrates how important steps have been made recently into the un-
derstanding of how the various perceptual attributes integrate into the multidimensional concept
of stereoscopic image quality. However, the limited number of such proposed solutions leaves this
particular issue almost unexplored and declares the challenge open for many numerous similar
investigations to come.
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4.9 The Image Quality Circle of Engeldrum
The Image Quality Circle (IQC) (Figure 4.19) is a robust framework, or formulation, which
organizes the multiplicity of ideas that constitute image quality [Engeldrum 2004b]. It is a
framework that relates the technology variables of an imaging system to the customer quality
preferences and thus allows modeling the judgment of image quality independent of references
[Engeldrum 1999].
Figure 4.19: Engeldrum’s Image Quality Circle
This framework was first presented in the context of print quality [Engeldrum 1989], but
its generalized schema is suitable for modeling principles related to quality for a large range
of other systems involving visual content, including stereoscopic systems. Several studies
have already used this framework for developing theories related to stereoscopic image qual-
ity [Seuntiens 2006a, Lambooij 2011].
The following presentation of the IQC theory reproduces a series of concepts and definitions,
exactly in the form given by Engeldrum, that offer a very useful and accurate formalization for
the field of image quality assessment [Engeldrum 2004b]. We find that the definitions and the
theories proposed are an appropriate manner of summing up all the information presented in
this chapter and that they compensate successfully the necessity of “tidying up” a field where
many isolated studies have been proposed, many new vocabulary terms adopted, many models
developed in time, but in which the global view has been missing for a far too long period of
time.
Image = a colorant arranged in a manner to convey information to a human observer. Col-
orant is used in its most general sense. It can be ink, plastic (toner), wax, dye, silver, phosphors,
light emitters, and so on.
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Image quality = the integrated perception of the overall degree of excellence of an image (in
the already discussed beauty-contest sense).
Customer image quality rating (the image quality value) = the judgment a customer
renders for a sample image, independent of context, application, and fitness for purpose.
Technology variables (the things we control) = the items that are used to describe an
imaging product, such as dots per inch or pixels per inch, image sensor megapixels, paper thick-
ness, or the waterfastness of the image materials.
Customer perceptions (the nesses) = the perceptual attributes, mostly visual, that form
the basis of the quality preference or judgment by the customer. A percept is a sensation or
impression received by the mind through our senses. An attribute is a characteristic of the
image. So a perceptual attribute, or ness, is a characteristic of an image that we sense (see).
Most visual perceptual attributes associated with imaging end with the suffix ness, so this is the
telltale clue. Some examples are sharpness, graininess, colorfulness, lightness, and brightness.
Physical image parameters = quantitative and usually obtained by physically measuring the
image with instruments or computations on an image file.
System/image models = formulas, physical models, algorithms, or computer code that con-
nect the physical image parameters and the technology variables.
Visual algorithms = formulas, models, or computer code that connect physical image param-
eters to customer perceptions; recipes that are used to compute a value of a ness from a physical
image measurement. An example might be computing sharpness from the gradient of an edge
image.
Image quality models = link customer perceptions, the nesses, with customer image quality
ratings. The image quality model inputs are values of nesses and the output is the customer
image quality value. This is the ultimate destination in the many-to-one mapping process of the
image quality circle: a one-number summary description of image quality.
Along with these concepts and definitions, the following important guidelines specific to the
Image Quality Circle framework are worth to be mentioned:
· Customer image quality ratings are independent of application.
· The concept of IQC is based on judgments (which are objective), and not on opinions or
preferences (which are subjective).
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· Customers do not judge image quality or technology variables at all. Instead, observers
make a quality judgment, or express a preference for a particular image, based on what
they see – the nesses.
· Most of the model construction relies entirely on psychometric scaling studies.
Having placed here these formal premises of the Image Quality Circle of Engeldrum, light
has been cast on the logical schema of the relations that connect the technology variables to
the customer ratings in any imaging system. This framework also shows how the approach on
subjective assessments should be correctly performed and, most importantly, explains the logic
behind building image quality models. The part on the system/image model formalism is of less
interest in the particular context of this thesis.
Although references to the Image Quality Circle have already been made in the literature on
the stereoscopic image quality, no thorough adaptation of the IQC to the stereoscopic context
has yet been proposed.
Conclusions
This chapter allowed to sum up the current practices for the evaluation of the stereoscopic
image quality. It discussed definitions, methods, and research results. It explained the parallel
between the subjective and the objective solutions of evaluation and also the differences between
the impairment and the quality approaches.
The detailed description that it offered on the stereoscopic image quality assessment methods
allowed us later to make a reasoned choice for the methods to use in our studies, presented in
Chapters 8, 9, and 10.
The state of the art presentation of the existing stereoscopic image quality models showed
that the questions related to them are still not completely answered and justified our orienting
of our work in that direction.
This chapter was also the opportunity to present the Image Quality Circle of Engeldrum. We
were able to adapt this framework to the context of stereoscopic image quality and showed later,
in Chapter 5, how the new Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle is suitable to place at the right
position each of the pieces in the puzzle of the logic behind the human perception of stereoscopic
quality.
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Introduction
The work presented in this manuscript stands, on one hand, as an attempt to better understand
how the stereoscopic image quality is perceived and judged by human observers and, on the other
hand, as a step forward in the modeling of this concept.
The main purpose of this chapter is to clearly state these objectives that we set in our work
and to introduce the tools that we used in our approach to attain them.
5.1 Our objectives
Given our focus on the human perception and judgment of the stereoscopic image quality, we
have initially formulated two main objectives for our work and they can be described as follows.
Our first objective was to identify the main perceptual attributes that form the basis of the
multidimensional concept of stereoscopic image quality, from the human perspective. This meant
understanding which are the elements on which the human observers base their judgments when
asked to assess the complex notion of stereoscopic image quality.
Our second objective was formulated as a direct consequence of the accomplishment of our
first goal. Once the base perceptual attributes identified, we had the purpose of finding a suitable
mathematical framework that would model the relations among these perceptual attributes, the
physical properties of the stereoscopic images, and the overall percept of stereoscopic image
quality.
This could be realized in three steps.
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First, the role of each perceptual attribute identified should be understood and explained
relative to the overall percept of stereoscopic image quality.
Then, the perceptual attributes should be related to the physical properties of the stereoscopic
images.
And, finally, a global view, regrouping the previous two points, should be elaborated, in
order to check if the multidimensional concept of stereoscopic image quality could be estimated
in function of the physical parameters that define the structure of the stereoscopic images.
Our defined work plan was therefore drew as illustrated in Figure 5.1 and the rest of this
manuscript will detail our approach to accomplish the objectives set in it.
Figure 5.1: Our work plan illustrating our main objectives.
5.2 Our approach
A series of research tools have proved their utility for us on the path to finding answers to our
formulated objectives.
First, a framework was necessary in order to better structure the mechanisms implied by
the assessment of stereoscopic images. This framework was adapted by us from the IQC1 of
Engeldrum proposed in the context of classical 2D images.
Second, a complete stereoscopic system was needed in our laboratory, that would reproduce
all the production chain steps, from capture to visualization.
1Image Quality Circle
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Third, datasets of precise structures had to be elaborated, using the stereoscopic system
implemented.
And fourth, an exploration of the human judgment on the stereoscopic image quality and its
composing attributes could only be done through the means of subjective experimental studies,
that would use the datasets previously created.
The following sections introduce our use of each on of these tools to attain our goals.
5.2.1 The framework – the Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle
As a first tool, we considered the IQC of Engeldrum for conventional images, presented in Section
4.9, as an optimal starting point and an appropriate framework to be adapted to the stereoscopic
context as well, due to its qualities. The IQC is in the same time a simple, clear, compact, and
universally adaptable framework for the image quality assessment, and also an efficient way to
structure the complexity of its underlying processes.
As we already argued in Section 4.9, this framework can be successfully adapted to model
the processes related to the assessment of any type of visual quality. Therefore, we considered
it naturally suitable for modeling the stereoscopic image quality assessment as well.
We consequently proposed an adaptation of the Image Quality Circle framework to the
context of stereoscopic images, in the form of the Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle (SIQC).
To this end, we initially show how the elements presented in the state-of-the-art part of
this manuscript (Part I) integrate in the SIQC framework proposed. Then, we introduce the
adaptation of the definitions referring to the original case of conventional image quality to the
particular case of stereoscopic image quality.
Since the logic of the structure behind it does not change, the schema synthesizing the SIQC
framework, shown in Figure 5.2, maintains the same form as for the IQC.
5.2.1.1 The components of the SIQC
In Figure 5.2, the technology variables refer to the physical characteristics of the stereoscopic
systems presented in Chapter 3. They are the capture, processing, or rendering parameters
that define the outcome of that system. These parameters can be used as entry data for the
stereoscopic system/image models, which help schematize how the technology variables of a
system determine the physical properties of the stereoscopic images created with that system.
However, these two key notions are of secondary importance in the context of the present
work, which is less focused on the technical aspects of the stereoscopic systems, but mostly
centered on the mechanisms of human perception of given images with given properties. Of
firsthand importance are thus the notions related to the SIQC that we explain next and that
we highlight in Figure 5.3, which shows the key elements of the SIQC on which we concentrated
during our work.
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Figure 5.2: The Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle
The objective assessment methods illustrated in Section 4.7.7.1 can be naturally associated
to the visual algorithms component of the SIQC, still with one deviation from the IQC structure.
This deviation stands in the fact that most of the objective assessment methods for stereoscopic
images proposed so far have tried to relate the physical stereoscopic image parameters (e.g. pixel
intensity or disparity) directly to the customer quality ratings, which are collected with subjective
methods like those presented in Section 4.7. In the meanwhile, the customer perceptions, tightly
related to the mechanisms of human perception presented in Chapter 2, have usually been
neglected and the intermediary step represented by the stereoscopic image quality models has
almost never been taken into account.
Figure 5.3: The Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle components we focused on in the present
work.
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Accordingly, less focus has been shown so far in the literature on the perceptual attributes
that stay at the basis of the quality appreciation of stereoscopic images, as explained by En-
geldrum. And, as seen in Section 4.8, only a limited number of studies have been performed
that focused on the integration of different such perceptual attributes into a stereoscopic image
quality model. Moreover, to our knowledge, no approach was proposed that tried to formalize
the processes that lie behind the stereoscopic image quality assessment into a unitary framework.
5.2.1.2 The formal definition of the SIQC
The adaptation that we propose for the original IQC definitions [Engeldrum 2004b] to the stereo-
scopic context, i.e. to the SIQC, is the following:
Stereoscopic image = a colorant arranged in a two-component (binocular) structure in order
to convey three-dimensional information to a human observer, when watched on/through a special
stereoscopic device.
Stereoscopic image quality = the integrated perception of the overall degree of excellence of
a stereoscopic image (in the beauty-contest sense).
Customer stereoscopic image quality rating (the stereoscopic image quality value)
= the judgment a customer renders for a sample stereoscopic image, independent of context,
application, and fitness for purpose.
Technology variables (the things we control) = the items that are used to describe a
stereoscopic imaging product, such as dots per inch or pixels per inch, image sensor megapixels,
screen parallax, or other various visualization parameters.
Customer perceptions (the nesses) = the perceptual attributes, mostly visual, that form
the basis of the stereoscopic quality preference or judgment by the customer.
Physical stereoscopic image parameters = quantitative and usually obtained by physically
measuring the stereoscopic image with instruments or computations on a stereoscopic image file.
Stereoscopic system/image models = formulas, physical models, algorithms, or computer
code that connect the physical stereoscopic image parameters and the technology variables.
Visual algorithms = formulas, models, or computer code that connect physical stereoscopic
image parameters to customer perceptions; recipes that are used to compute a value of a ness
from a physical stereoscopic image measurement.
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Stereoscopic image quality models = link customer perceptions, the nesses, with customer
stereoscopic image quality ratings. The stereoscopic image quality model inputs are values of
nesses and the output is the customer stereoscopic image quality value. This is the ultimate
destination in the many-to-one mapping process of the stereoscopic image quality circle: a one-
number summary description of stereoscopic image quality.
The rest of the observations we included in Section 4.9 related to the particularities of the
IQC are compatible as-they-are to the new proposed SIQC.
5.2.2 The stereoscopic system
For being able to perform various tests relative to our research subject, we assembled a complete
stereoscopic system, that would include a stereoscopic camera for capture, a standard image
processing procedure, and two stereoscopic displays (a 3D TV screen and 3D glasses).
The detailed structure of our stereoscopic system will be given in Chapter 6, along with the
precise geometrical model defining it.
5.2.3 The datasets
For the needs of our investigation on the human perception of the stereoscopic image quality,
we have progressively created three datasets, by exclusively using our stereoscopic system.
This was an elaborated and time-consuming task, due to the precise criteria that we followed
each time. However, the result was worth the effort, since the stereoscopic datasets obtained
were each time compatible with the purpose of each subjective test for which we employed them.
The detailed description of each dataset that we created and also a preview of the images
they include are given in Appendix A.
These datasets can also be found online, on the web site that we built, dedicated to the
MOOV3D project.
5.2.4 The experimental studies
Given the implementation of the three previous steps – the elaboration of a framework, the
set up of a stereoscopic system, and the creation of three stereoscopic datasets –, experimental
studies on stereoscopic images represented the next natural step in our research project.
Such studies were a key element in our undertaking of better understanding the human
judgment on stereoscopic images and the way this could be translated into a stereoscopic image
quality model, important component of the SIQC.
The succession of the experiments we have implemented is illustrated in Figure 5.4 and
justified by the following lines.
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Figure 5.4: The succession of experiments performed.
Since the mechanisms underlying the stereoscopic image quality assessment are definitely not
fully understood yet, we considered most appropriate to start our experimental chain with an
exploratory study. As argued in Section 4.7.4, this type of investigation was the most suitable
in our particular situation, where we intended to identify the main perceptual attributes related
to quality on which the observers focus when watching stereoscopic images.
The results of this exploratory study set the stage for subsequent quantitative experiments.
These succeeding studies only focused on the several perceptual attributes identified during the
first experiment. They had the purpose of drawing conclusions on the importance of each of the
perceptual attributes relative to the overall customer rating on stereoscopic image quality and
to explain their relation with the physical parameters of the stereoscopic images. Consequently,
they allowed to refine the first sketch of a stereoscopic image quality model obtained after the
exploratory study.
We consider important to stress the fact that our focus was less on the precise vocabulary
used to refer to each concept implied by the SIQC, but on the concepts themselves. We managed
to do this by always explicitly defining the terms that we used during our experiments. Thus,
we could avoid the bias due to the different interpretations that the participants would give to
the notions used.
Also, it is essential to mention that our approach was a quality approach, opposed to the
impairments approach, delimitation explained in Section 4.7.2. By this, we mean that we always
asked our participants to evaluate the stereoscopic images displayed in an absolute sense, and
not relative to references. We did this because our focus was on understanding how stereoscopic
image quality could be defined by a naïve observer, when no a priori information or reference
examples exist.
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Conclusions
This text introduced the objectives that we set in our work. It explained our vision and the
steps that we followed in our explorations on the stereoscopic image quality perceived.
The following chapters contribute to the overall view on our approach by first describing
the stereoscopic system built in our laboratory. Then, the experiment protocols that we applied
during our studies are illustrated in detail.
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Introduction
For the various tests performed in the context of this work, a complete stereoscopic system
was necessary. The most important criterion that influenced our choices in assembling such a
system was the fact that the current research project is part of a wider approach that focuses on
devices and applications for the consumer market. Therefore, the stereoscopic system built in
the GIPSA laboratory was entirely composed of consumer devices or prototypes of such devices.
6.1 Capture
All the stereoscopic images that we used have been taken using the compact Fujifilm FinePix
Real 3D W3 camera shown in Figure 6.1.
(a) Front view. (b) Back view.
Figure 6.1: The Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 camera [Fujifilm FinePix REAL 3D W3 2013].
This dual-camera has a lens separation of 7.5 cm, slightly larger than the average interocular
distance, and two CCD1 sensors of the 1/2.3-inch-type, with a diagonal of 7.66mm. A 3.5-inch
1charge-coupled device
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auto-stereoscopic display of lenticular type is integrated on the back of the camera, as it can be
seen in Figure 6.1b, and allows for live view and for the visualization of the recorded images.
Despite the availability of larger resolutions, all the images for our tests have been taken
at 1080 p. This mode, also called full HD, implies a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels (2.1
megapixels) and thus a widescreen aspect ratio of 16:9. We preferred this resolution mode for
reasons of maximizing the compatibility with our display devices by eliminating the necessity of
down-sampling.
The optical zoom of the camera allowed for focal length variations from 6.3 to 18.9mm,
equivalent to 35 to 105mm on a 35mm camera. This means that both wide and telephoto
images could be recorded.
Since the exact geometry of the capture mechanisms in the camera was not publicly avail-
able, nor shared under request, we used black-box methods like measurements or calibration, in
order to understand these underlying mechanisms and to compute the capture parameters. The
measurement grid and calibration pattern used in our tests were those in Figure 6.2.
(a) Measurements grid (b) Calibration pattern
Figure 6.2: Schemas used for determining the camera parameters.
With a setup as the one illustrated in Figure 6.3, we were able to determine the field of view
of the camera lenses [Jongerius 2012]. The measurements have been effectuated on the left lens,
since the two lenses of the camera have been considered to have very close to identical optical
properties. The distances x, y, and h have therefore been precisely measured after making red
marks on the grids at the extreme points that would fit in the recorded images, and simple
geometrical calculations allowed determining the field of view of the lens, which is the double of
the α angle. In consequence, the results showed that the field of view of the Fujifilm W3 camera
lens varies from about 17.3 ◦ for the 18.9mm focal length to approximately 46.4 ◦ for the 6.3mm
focal length.
After several other tests on images using grids like the one in Figure 6.2a we made the
hypothesis of a parallel configuration of the two lenses of the compact camera.
Furthermore, the calibration of the camera was performed separately for two fixed focal
lengths (6.3mm and 18.9mm), by analyzing each time a set of images of the calibration pattern
in Figure 6.2b with the Camera Calibration Toolbox for Matlab [Bouguet 2010]. Each time,
the calibration indicated a horizontal displacement of both the left and the right views on the
corresponding sensors relative to their centers. This displacement is called sensor axial offset
and, for the parallel camera configurations, indicates the distance by which the center of each
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imaging sensor has been moved away (outwards) from the optical axis of the lens to achieve
convergence [Woods 1993]. The precise sensor axial offset in the case of our stereoscopic system
is given by the pxl, pxr, pyl, and pyr parameters, and its illustration on the sensor in the x
direction can be seen in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.3: Set up for measuring the camera field of view [Jongerius 2012].
Therefore, the geometrical structure of the capture mechanisms was drawn as presented later
in Figure 6.6 and this model was later confirmed by our verification tests.
6.2 Image processing
The 3D images rendered by the camera often show a supplementary horizontal reciprocal shift of
the left and right views. This displacement is generated by the automatic parallax configuration
of the camera, such that the recorded disparities would be each time adjusted in function of
the object in focus at the moment of the capture, object that would thus be rendered at screen
level. The displacement also implies a variable reduction of horizontal resolution, due to the
reduced surface on which the left and the right views superpose, after being relatively shifted
horizontally.
However, the stereoscopic images taken by the Fujifilm W3 3D camera are saved as .mpo
files and this format does not store the two views of a stereoscopic image in their trimmed form,
but stores the original full-resolution left and right views and, with these, the horizontal shift as
a parameter.
Thus, during the processing phase, we could always set the shift parameter to zero and
extract the original full-size left and right views from the stereoscopic files. This allowed us to
maintain a unique geometrical model for all our test images. In our model, the zero-disparity
plane to be represented at screen level would always be situated at a constant distance in front
of the camera for a given focal length.
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6.3 Displays
Two display technologies were used for the visualization of the stereoscopic content that we
produced.
The first display was a Panasonic TC-P50VT20 stereoscopic TV screen with plasma tech-
nology, shown in Figure 6.4. The size of this screen is of 111 cm× 70 cm and its resolution is
1080 p. In 3D mode, this display works in synchronization with the active shutter glasses shown
also in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: The stereoscopic Panasonic TV screen and its shutter glasses
[Sony TX-P50VT20B 3D Plasma TV 2013].
The second display was a prototype head-mounted device, in the form of a pair of 3D glasses
with two micro OLED displays. This device, that can be seen in Figure 6.5, did not include a
head-tracking option, therefore we consider the concept of personal display system (or personal
viewing system) [Howarth 1997] compatible to define it.
Figure 6.5: The prototype 3D glasses with micro OLED displays [MicroOLED 2013].
The field of view of the micro screens of the prototype 3D glasses is of approximately 28 ◦
and their resolution is WVGA2, equivalent to 854× 480 pixels. Inside the glasses, a system of
lenses is used for the magnification of the image on the two screens. Also, optical adjustments
by each participant are necessary, in order to adapt the glasses to the different diopters values
of the observers.
The maximum resolution accepted for the content displayed on the prototype 3D glasses was
720 p in side-by-side mode, therefore our images were adapted to this format when displayed on
2wide video graphics array
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this device. This device was a prototype produced within the MOOV3D project.
In order to display our stereoscopic images on any of the two displays, a 3D compatible
computer was also used, which was connected to the displays by HDMI3 1.4 cables.
6.4 The geometry of our stereoscopic system
Given these devices, our stereoscopic system covers all the necessary phases from capture to
visualization. Its precise modeling is an important part of our work and is essential in order for
us to be able to perform tests with the controlled variation of the desired parameters.
The system composed of the Fujifillm W3 camera and the Panasonic TV display could thus
be geometrically defined by a series of mathematical relations between the four phases of our
stereoscopic chain:
(1) the choice of the real-world scene to capture;
(2) the recording of the captured image on the dual-sensor;
(3) the rendering of the recorded image on the stereoscopic screen;
(4) the visualization of the displayed image by an observer.
For this, we considered that a real-world point Po(xo, yo, zo) photographed with our camera
during phase (1) would correspond to a point on each camera sensor, i.e. to point Pcl(xcl, ycl, zcl)
on the left sensor and to point Pcr(xcr, ycr, zcr) on the right sensor during phase (2). The sensor
points would be then rendered as the screen-points Psl(xsl, ysl, zsl) and Psr(xsr, ysr, zsr) on the
Panasonic TV during phase (3), then as the image point Pi(xi, yi, zi) perceived by an observer
in the visualization space during phase (4). The four sets of Cartesian coordinate systems
considered during each phase have the following origins: (1) Oo at the middle of the camera-
base distance, (2) Ocl and Ocr in the centers of the two sensors, (3) Os in the center of the
screen, and (4) Oi at the middle of the interocular distance.
First, the transition between phases (1) and (2) is geometrically illustrated in Figure 6.6
(inspired from [Woods 1993]), where t is the notation for the baseline of our stereoscopic camera,
f represents the considered focal distance, wc is the sensor width determined by calibration
(wc = 1920 px ≈ 5.57mm), and pxl and pxr represent the horizontal axial offsets of the left and
right sensors, determined by calibration as well, of the values given in Table 6.1.
The formulas that detail this transition are the following:
xcl =
f · (2xo + t)
2zo
+ pxl, ycl =
f · yo
zo
+ pyl,
xcr =
f · (2xo − t)
2zo
+ pxr, ycr =
f · yo
zo
+ pyr,
(6.1)
3high-definition multimedia interface
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Second, the correspondence between the sensor points and the screen points, i.e. between
steps (2) and (3), is defined as a scaling with factor M equal to:
M =
ws
wc
, (6.2)
where ws and wc are the screen width and the sensor width.
Table 6.1: The values of the pxl, pxr, pyl, and pyr parameters computed by calibration for the
Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 camera configuration.
in mm in px
focal pxl pxr pyl pyr pxl pxr pyl pyr
distance
6.3mm -0.191 0.034 0.145 0.11 -66.187 11.884 50.707 38.55
18.9mm 0.278 0.312 0.027 -0.008 95.185 106.899 9.297 -2.632
This amounts to the following mathematical relations:
xsl =M · xcl, ysl =M · ycl,
xsr =M · xcr, ysr =M · ycr,
(6.3)
Last in the stereoscopic chain, the geometrical representation of the transition from phase
(3) to phase (4) is given in Figure 6.7, where e is the interocular distance of the observer and D is
the visualization distance. The case considered is that of a point represented behind the screen.
For the cases where the image points are perceived in front of the screen, a similar judgment
applies.
This schema can be translated in the following mathematical formulas:
xi =
e · (xsl + xsr)
2 · (e+ xsl − xsr) ,
yi =
e · (ysl + ysr)
2 · (e+ xsl − xsr) ,
zi =
e ·D
e+ xsl − xsr .
(6.4)
The last equation, that details the depth zi perceived by the observer, can be written as
compatible with the theoretical Equation 3.1 on perceived depth in the following way:
zi =
(xsr − xsl) ·D
e− (xsr − xsl) +D, (6.5)
where xsr − xsl represents the screen disparity d. This form is justified by the fact that
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Figure 6.6: The geometrical representation of the capture mechanisms of the considered dual-
camera.
the depth at which the observer perceives a represented point (zi) equals the depth perceived
relative to the screen (Equation 3.1) added to the distance between the observer and the screen
(D).
All these expressions lead to the general model of correspondence between a real-world point
Po(xo, yo, zo) and the image point Pi(xi, yi, zi) perceived by an observer when using our system
both for capture and visualization:
xi =
e ·M · (2xo · f + zo · (pxl + pxr))
2 · (e · zo +M · f · t+M · zo · (pxl − pxr)) ,
yi =
e ·M · (2yo · f + zo · (pyl + pyr))
2 · (e · zo +M · f · t+M · zo · (pxl − pxr)) ,
zi =
e ·D · zo
e · zo +M · f · t+M · zo · (pxl − pxr) .
(6.6)
Once this model defined, a suggestive representation can be drawn: the simulation of the
deformations that real-world objects might undergo when using our stereoscopic system from
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Figure 6.7: The geometrical representation of the depths perception on the considered stereo-
scopic screen.
the capture to the visualization phase. Figure 6.8 shows these distortions on a set of equidistant
real-world points placed at 100mm one from another, that would be captured and rendered with
our stereoscopic system, given a visualization distance D = 1.5m and an interocular distance
e = 65mm. Figure 6.9 shows the same situation, but for a changed visualization distance
D = 3m.
Other variations in the parameters of this system would generate other distortions in the per-
ceived content. However, by taking into account the observations in [Woods 1993], we can notice
that the depiction of the reproduced space for our system, in the form in which it is presented
here, is satisfactory, with the exception of a compression of the perceived depth augmenting
with the distance to the photographed object.
Unfortunately, a similar detailed definition of the system composed of the Fujifilm camera
and the prototype 3D glasses was not possible. For each participant, the configuration of the
3D glasses is different due to the manipulation of the lens focus that he or she makes in order to
adapt them to their view. Moreover, the distance from the glasses to the eyes of the observers
is always different because of variations in the facial features of the viewers, that make the 3D
glasses screens to be placed closer or further from their eyes, without us being able to measure
precisely these distances.
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Figure 6.8: The geometrical distortions produced by our stereoscopic system for a visualization
distance of 1.5m.
Figure 6.9: The geometrical distortions produced by our stereoscopic system for a visualization
distance of 3m.
Thus, in the experimental studies that we present in the following chapters, we will limit
the very technical observations only to the case of stereoscopic viewing using the TV screen
and express our observations related to the 3D glasses only in more general, less mathematical,
terms.
Conclusions
Given these descriptions, observations, formulas, and graphical representations, our stereoscopic
system is complete and also entirely schematized. This makes it available to be exploited in the
various experimental studies that follow.
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Introduction
The present chapter contains the detailed description of the experimental procedures that we
used in our studies, in which we explored how a stereoscopic image quality model could be
designed.
Three subjective assessment protocols have been used to this end. The first one was adapted
for an exploratory study aimed at the identification of the perceptual attributes that lay at
the basis of the human stereoscopic image quality judgment. The second protocol was used for
several quantitative studies designed to measure the influence of each of the identified perceptual
attributes on the overall judgment on stereoscopic image quality. And the third protocol was
used during a part of our quantitative tests for the collection of data related to the visual
discomfort symptoms.
7.1 General considerations
Despite the different specificity of each of the experimental approaches, a series of aspects are
common to all the protocols that we used. These are presented in the following.
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7.1.1 Participants
The selection of the participants to our experiments has been attentively performed.
First, all the participants were over 18 years old, fluent in French or English, and chosen to
be naïve from the point of view of the familiarity with the subject under study, i.e. none of
them was directly involved in activities related to the perceived quality of stereoscopic images.
The participants have been notified about the experiment mostly through mailing lists or paper
notices in, or in contexts related to, academic institutions. Therefore, the vast majority of the
participants were university students, doctoral or post-doctoral students, researchers, or other
academics. However, our population samples were not limited to these categories.
Second, all the participants gave their signed consent related to their voluntary involvement
in the experimental studies. Also, for each participant, a personal non-nominal data file was
recorded, containing statistical data related to their age, gender, activity, familiarity with the
stereoscopic technologies, etc. These personal data have been processed in complete accordance
with the French Act on Data-processing, Data Files, and Individual Liberties of January 6, 1978
(Loi Informatique et Libertés).
Third, all the persons interested to participate in the experiment were screened with vision
tests and only those that successfully passed all the tests were kept as valid participants. The
first test evaluated the visual acuity of the participants and was performed using the Snellen
chart. Only the persons that had a vision of 20/25 or better were kept, considering that the
normal acuity reference is 20/20. The meaning of the 20/25 visual acuity is that the subject
can read the chart from 6m (20 feet) as well as a normal person could read the same chart from
12m (40 feet) away. The second test evaluated the color vision and for implementing it we used
a selection of the Ishihara plates. All the selected illustrations needed to be correctly read in
order for the test to be validated. The third factor to be assessed was the stereoscopic acuity,
i.e. the acuity of the stereoscopic vision. For this, two solutions were employed, either an online
test made available by the McGill University1, or the TNO test. According to the TNO test
recommendations, we considered as valid the participants who had a stereoscopic acuity of at
least 60 seconds of arc, while the TNO test allowed measuring stereoscopic acuity values from
15 seconds of arc to 480 seconds of arc.
Last, for all the experiments carried out in the context of the present work, except for the
exploratory study, a reward was offered to the participants at the end of their intervention. This
was each time in the form of a USB drive.
7.1.2 Experimental environment
All the experiment sessions during which the participants visualized stereoscopic images were
implemented in a home cinema simulated environment. In this manner, the two experiment
rooms we used had dark grey walls and no windows. A daylight lamp of 25W was used to light
these two rooms of approximately 12m2 and 16m2 in surface, respectively. Only one participant
performed a given task at a time.
1http://3d.mcgill.ca/
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7.1.3 Stimuli
The stimuli sets visualized by the participants to our experiments were the three datasets that
we created. These were the MOOV3D - GIPSA Datasets 1, 2, and 3. Their full description
can be found in Appendix A. Also, the exact dataset that was used in each experiment and
the justifications of their choice will be given later, in the chapters describing each one of the
experiments, i.e. Chapters 8, 9, and 10.
7.1.4 Structure
The general structure of each of our experimental studies was made up of four main parts:
(1) the vision screening of the participants,
(2) their familiarization with the task,
(3) the assessment experiment itself, and
(4) the collection of statistical data on the participants.
The vision screening was performed with the help of standardized vision tests, as explained
in one of the previous paragraphs, in Section 7.1.1.
Concerning the experiment task, in order for the participants to understand it and to become
familiar to it, a task sheet was printed for each different experiment. All the task sheets of our
experiments are reproduced in Appendix D. These included an overview of the steps of each ex-
periment, the actions that the participant had to perform, and also the definitions of the notions
that might be ambiguous to naïve participants. Before starting an evaluation experiment, the
participant had to read the corresponding task sheet. Since the same document was presented
to all the participants to the same experiment, the variations in the presentation of the task
were avoided, as it might happen when giving oral instructions.
The development of the assessment trials will be discussed for each case separately, in the
following sections, since it varies considerably in function of the protocol used.
The collection of statistical data was performed either with online forms or on paper, but
always at the end of the experiments, in order to avoid fatiguing the participant with secondary
tasks before the visualization experiment.
7.1.5 Test plan
For each study, we prepared a detailed test plan with all the steps to be followed by the exper-
imenter, just as explained in Section 4.7.3.6. The test plan of each experiment will be referred
to later in this manuscript. These scripts are included in Appendix D.
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7.1.6 Implementation and data collection
All our experiments have been managed by the Soft Eye software application [Ionescu 2009]
available in our laboratory. The application allowed us to configure the random succession of
the test stimuli, to set their display duration, to configure the messages or the content to be
displayed, to store the participant ratings when needed, etc.
The data collection has been performed differently in function of the specificity of each
protocol and it will be discussed for each case in particular.
7.1.7 Data processing
The data processing was performed each time with the Matlab numerical computing software.
A series of different statistical procedures were employed in order to process the brute results
obtained for each experimental study. All these methods are explained in Appendix B.
7.2 The exploratory protocol
Since the work described in this manuscript is related to a field in which standardized models
of quality assessment do not exist yet, we consider that the exploratory studies, with their role
of pathfinders, as described in Section 4.7.4, have at present a critical importance.
This is the reason why we started our investigation on the modeling of the stereoscopic
image quality by performing such an exploratory study. We had the purpose of highlighting
thus the aspects on which the human observers focus most when watching stereoscopic images
and judging their quality, then concentrated on these aspects more in detail, with the help of
more formal quantitative tests. The exploratory study we implemented consisted of two parts.
The first part was a classification step, where the participants validated our subjective view
on the structure of the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1 and confirmed the desired
variability of its content.
The second part was a visualization and verbalization step, where the viewers gave their
opinions orally on the quality of a selection of stereoscopic images they watched.
The two parts were complemented, as described in Section 7.1.4, by a testing stage before
the visualization step, which allowed eliminating the participants with visual deficiencies, and
also by a questionnaire at the end, which allowed gathering demographic data.
7.2.1 Part I - Database validation
Because all the images in Dataset 1 had been photographed by only two persons, the structuring
of the collection of stereoscopic images according to the criteria explained in Appendix A.1
could be biased. This is why during the first part of our study we used subjective testing with
multiple participants in order to confirm or invalidate the good distribution of the images in the
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18 categories and to facilitate the subsequent selection of test material for the second and the
most important part of our test.
To this purpose, the left views of all the 158 stereoscopic images in the database were printed
on cardboard paper (approximately A5 in size). Each of the participants who took part in this
test was offered the entire collection of printed images and a task sheet in which they were
asked to classify the images (task sheet reproduced in Appendix D.1). This sheet was either in
English or in French, in function of the language the participant was more comfortable with.
The schema in Figure A.2, representing the considered dataset structure, was displayed at large
scale on a table in the experiments room. In this fashion, the participants were supposed to do
the classification by placing each printed image on the table, in the case corresponding to the
category chosen for it.
An example of classification of the given collection of cardboard images is illustrated by
Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: The experiments room during part I of the exploratory study.
For the classification task, the participants had no time constraints. The task was considered
accomplished when all the printed images were distributed in the cases of the given table.
7.2.2 Part II - Qualitative exploration of selected 3D content
For the visualization experiment, we used the Panasonic stereoscopic display with active shutter
glasses described in Section 6.3. The television screen was situated on a table in front of the par-
ticipant, who was advised to change the seat height for an optimal position, centered relative to
the screen. The visualization distance was of 140 cm and it was chosen as a compromise between
the ITU Recommendation for assessing stereoscopic pictures in force at the time [ITU 2008]
and the television specifications. The experiment environment was configured as described in
Section 7.1.2.
The qualitative exploration was carried out in the form of a session of visualization of
24 stereoscopic images in random order, which had been previously selected from the larger
MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1, according to the results of the classification per-
formed after Part I of this protocol. During the visualization, the participants were supposed
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to freely express their opinions on the perceived quality and on the comfort/discomfort induced
by the stereoscopic content displayed.
The experiment was thus a qualitative exploration and followed the principles of a semi-
structured interview, procedure described in Section 4.7.4. The same explanatory text was
offered to all the participants, either in English or in French, mentioning two main dimensions
on which they were supposed to express their opinions, respectively quality and comfort. After
each participant finished verbalizing his or her first impressions, extra questions were asked in
order to clarify these first impressions and to make sure that the factors that were possibly
considered irrelevant by the test subjects were also discussed. The supporting questions also
allowed to maintain the focus of the observer on elements directly related to the perceived
stereoscopic image quality and to avoid comments unrelated to the purpose of the experiment.
No time limit was set for the verbalization experiment neither. The participants were free
to speak for as long as they wanted about how they perceived a given stereoscopic image. After
the utilization of this protocol for our qualitative study, we could calculate a mean of a little
over 1 minute per visualized image over all the participants.
The visualization test was performed either in English or French, in function of the preferred
language of the participants, and the remarks that were made were recorded in order to be
listened and processed later.
7.3 The quantitative protocol
Once our exploratory study results were analyzed (topic discussed in the next chapter, Section
8.4.2), a validation and, in the mean time, a refinement of these first results were necessary.
As illustrated in our presentation on existing subjective assessment methods, in Section 4.7, the
quantitative studies are the most suitable for this purpose. However, numerous quantitative
protocols exist and we had to make a choice that would be adapted to our context.
First of all, in our work, the focus was on the stereoscopic image quality in its absolute
sense, when no reference stereoscopic images exist, and when the observer is not constrained to
make a judgment relative to a particular context of utilization, but a judgment of quality that
is as general as possible. Therefore, we naturally made our choice among the single stimulus
methods, no direct comparison between two different stimuli being of interest for us.
Next, we found ourselves in the situation where the effects of the interactions between several
independent factors on the studied attributes were of interest as well, along with their individual
effects, as explained in Sections A.2 and A.3, when detailing the construction of our stimuli test
conditions. This led to large datasets to be analyzed quantitatively, hence we were constrained
to choose a method that would be fast and simple, in order to compensate the heavy load given
by the very large number of images to be assessed.
Given these considerations, the most appropriate experimental method to be used for our
quantitative tests proved to be the single stimulus method (SS), also referred to as the absolute
category rating (ACR) method. Our choice was reinforced by results showing that this method,
besides seven other under test, ensured the shortest total assessment time, proved the best
level of ease of evaluation from the participant perspective, and presented a strong statistical
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reliability [Tominaga 2010].
Consequently, our quantitative protocol followed the principles presented in Section 4.7.3.4,
in the paragraphs on the SS method.
Concerning the particularities of our implementation, we fixed the stimulus display duration
to 6 seconds, the pre-exposure mid-grey field display duration to 2 seconds, and we left the
voting time of unlimited duration, in the sense that a new stimulus to be evaluated would be
displayed as soon as the previous stimulus was rated. Calculations related to the experiment
total time showed that, despite the unlimited time they had to their disposal, the majority of
our participants expressed their votes in the first second after visualizing the stimuli. Also, as a
post-exposure field, we showed the text “Vote now!”, along with a recall of the possibles ratings
from which the participant had to choose, those illustrated in Figure 4.11a. The exact structure
of our trial assessments is shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: The structure of a trial assessment for the SS method, as we adapted it for our
quantitative protocol.
Another particularity of implementation is related to the recording of the votes of the par-
ticipants. The ratings from 1 to 5 were highlighted on a classical computer keyboard. In this
manner, when the rating scale was displayed on screen during the voting phase, the participants
could push the desired button, making the procedure simple and rapid. The rating selected was
stored by the experiment software mentioned in Section 7.1.6 and extracted subsequently during
the data processing phase.
Concerning the rating scale, we preferred the use of a scale which was both adjectival and
numeric: 1 - bad, 2 - poor, 3 - fair, 4 - good, 5 - excellent. With such a scale, on one side,
the perceived intensities to judge are named and, on the other side, an equal spacing between
consecutive words on the scale is ensured.
The last modification that we brought to the classical SS implementation is related to the
number of presentations of the same stimulus during the experiment. The original SS method
suggests either one or three repetitions. In the case of our experiments, we were constrained, on
one hand, by the large number of stimuli that would imply a long experiment duration, and, on
the other hand, by the difficulty of rating a relatively new type of content which would imply
a slow adaptation to the stimuli and to the rating strategy. As a consequence, we made the
compromise of showing the stimuli set twice in our quantitative protocol. The first repetition
would allow the participants to become familiar with the stimuli and with the rating task and
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would eventually be discarded from the computation of the final results. The second repetition
would be the only one kept for the analysis, since the rating strategy of each participant would
be stabilized by then. Both repetitions however would participate to the screening procedure
presented in Appendix B.3.
This quantitative protocol was equally adapted both for use in our experiments performed
on the 3DTV screen described in Section 6.3 and in our experiments on the 3D glasses presented
in the same section.
The visualization conditions were the same as for the visualization part of the exploratory
study, with the exception that, for the experiments performed on the TV screen, the visualization
distance was adapted to 150m. This distance was subsequently a key parameter in the Matlab
program that reproduced the stereoscopic system geometry model described in Section 6.4, thus
finalizing the definition of all the parameters of our model.
The quantitative tests that we carried out following this protocol used Datasets 2 and 3 as
stimuli.
7.4 The human factors protocol
Additionally to the exploratory and quantitative studies, a human factors protocol was imple-
mented as well. It had the purpose of evaluating the simulator sickness symptoms induced by
the visualization of stereoscopic content and of observing if these symptoms are influenced by the
display used, by the task given to the observer, or by the particularities of the content displayed.
Such a protocol has the advantage that it can be easily implemented as integrated with any
type of other subjective assessment protocol. This allowed us to perform it in the same time as
some of our quantitative studies.
Central to the protocol was the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) introduced in Sec-
tion 4.7.6. The original form in which it was initially proposed is shown in Appendix C. In our
protocol, it was used in an adapted form.
Thus, from the set of 16 questions originally included in the test, we only kept the 12 that
we considered fit for the context of visualizing static stimuli. These questions are illustrated in
Table 7.1, along with their weights relative to each symptom cluster assessed: N (nausea), O
(oculomotor), and D (disorientation). This modification did not reduce the correctness of the
interpretation of our results, since the reasoning on the data collected was later done mostly as
a comparative analysis of results obtained in the same conditions.
The original purpose of the use of the SSQ was to compare a large number of simulators
from the point of view of the symptoms they generate, thus the authors of the questionnaire
recommended to administer it only after the visual immersion period. In our case, the purpose
was to evaluate how the human factors evolve from before to after the visualization of images on
a given stereoscopic display, therefore we complemented the post-exposure data collection with
a pre-exposure application of the questionnaire, thus adapting its utilization to our experimental
context.
The scale used for each question was the same as in the original questionnaire: a 4-point
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adjectival scale using the keywords: none (score 0), slight (score 1), moderate (score 2), and
severe (score 3).
Table 7.1: The adapted SSQ used in our study (the questions used and the weights for computing
the N, O, and D symptom scores).
Weight
SSQ Symptom N O D
General discomfort 1 1 0
Fatigue 0 1 0
Headache 0 1 0
Eyestrain 0 1 0
Difficulty focusing 0 1 1
Nausea 1 0 1
Difficulty concentrating 1 1 0
Fullness of head 0 0 1
Blurred vision 0 1 1
Dizzy (eyes open) 0 0 1
Dizzy (eyes closed) 0 0 1
Vertigo 0 0 1
Conclusions
All the experimental protocols presented so far constituted rigorous and precise frameworks for
our investigations. They allowed the implementation of several experimental studies that were
rich in results. The rest of this manuscript concentrates on the results of these studies, presenting
them in detail.

Part III
Results
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Introduction
The first step in our investigation on the human perception of the stereoscopic image quality
was an exploratory study. It was implemented in order to highlight the main elements on which
human observers center their judgment of quality when presented with stereoscopic images, and
it allowed us to draw a first sketch of a stereoscopic image quality model.
In order to increase the precision of such an exploratory study, which is characterized by
an important amount of subjectivity, the experiment included a preliminary test on the stimuli
set to be used and was in consequence structured in two parts. The first part was a subjective
classification step performed on the stimuli, while the second part of the exploratory study was
a visualization and verbalization step that used the stimuli set selected after the first part.
The following sections give comprehensive details on the processing of all the data collected
during this study and on the results obtained. These information are illustrated in the order in
which the experiment was performed, i.e. first the results of the stimuli classification and the
subsequent stimuli selection, then the results of the visualization and verbalization test.
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8.1 Experimental protocol and participants
This study followed closely the exploratory protocol described in Section 7.2 for each of its two
parts and used as initial stimuli set the 158 images in the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic
Dataset 1 illustrated in Appendix A.1.
A total of 27 persons, aged between 21 and 43, with an average age of 29 and a median
age of 27, and mostly male (70%), participated in the experiment. Among these participants,
three persons participated only in the classification part because of their incapacity of perceiv-
ing stereoscopic content or of their insufficiently precise stereoscopic acuity, and three persons
participated only in the visualization part. This led to a total of 24 persons for each of the two
parts of the test.
Only two of the participants owned a stereoscopic device, while the contact of the majority of
the participants with stereoscopic content in general was only occasional. Two of the participants
had never watched stereoscopic images or videos before.
The large majority of the participants were highly qualified, with 5 undergraduate students,
11 graduate students, 9 highly qualified research staff, and only 2 persons with no higher studies.
8.2 Part I – Classification
8.2.1 Data collected
After each participant performed the classification of the given stimuli in the 18 categories, the
results of this classification were directly stored in the form of a correspondence between the
ordinal number of each printed image and the category that was allocated to it. The totality of
results of all the participants thus led to a matrix storing every category that had been allocated
to each stimulus, i.e. a matrix of size 158× 24.
8.2.2 Data processing and results
In order to analyze the classification data, the matrix containing the raw classification results
was used to obtain 158 histograms, one for each image. In these histograms, the height of each
bar corresponds to the number of participants who have classified the image in the category
given by the ordinal number of the bar. An example of such histogram can be seen in Figure
8.1. We will refer to this representation also by histogram of votes, since it represents the number
of votes that each category has accumulated for a certain image.
For finding the representative category to which a certain image was subjectively judged to
belong, the most obvious approach was to prefer the category corresponding to the peak of its
histogram of votes as the solution. The examples in Figure 8.2 show that this was a basic but
intuitive approach, suitable in the majority of cases.
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Figure 8.1: An example of a category histogram (or histogram of votes), corresponding to image
no 15.
Figure 8.2: Examples of images that can be naturally classified in the category corresponding
to the peak of the histogram (images no 41, 132, and 100).
However, among the histograms of votes, there were as well numerous cases for which no
peak stood out, making the selection of a representative category less obvious with the basic
approach, as it can be seen in the histograms in Figure 8.3.
At this point, the representation using the histogram of votes became less meaningful, since
the categories that were closely related in significance, and therefore close to each other in
the three-dimensional schema of the dataset in Figure A.2, became scattered in the histogram
representation, due to the linearity of a diagram of this type. Thus, what in Figure 8.3 seem
to be three representations of multiple dissociated peaks actually shows the hesitations of the
participants between categories which do not differ among themselves very strongly.
Because of this ambiguity in the interpretation of the histograms of votes, a new solution was
needed for determining the representative category for each image by also taking into account
the various relations between the 18 categories.
As a consequence, a specific metric inspired from the formula of inertia was designed, which
would calculate the overall relevance of each voted category in function of the heights of the
bars in the histograms of votes, but also in function of how the categories corresponding to these
bars were related in the three-dimensional structure defining the dataset. By using this metric
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for a given image, an inertia value could be calculated for each voted category, leading to a new
histogram for that image, called histogram of inertias.
Figure 8.3: Examples of images that cannot be easily classified in one of the 18 categories –
images no 29, 61, and 73.
The inertia metric used is:
inertia (category) =∑
j 6=i
(number of votes (category j)) · (distance (category i, category j))2, (8.1)
where the distance matrix was calculated using an adaptation of the chessboard distance
from the two-dimensional space to the three-dimensional space, to make it suitable to our three-
dimensional stereoscopic dataset structure explained in Figure A.1.
Applying this formula to a given voted category led to a high inertia value when that category
was little or not at all related to the other categories with many votes and to a low inertia value
if that category was strongly related to the other voted categories. The case of a small value for
a category thus indicated that there was a consensus between the participants on the majority
of the characteristics of that image and that the choice of that category was not the result of
random voting or of opinions that were too disparate from the general trend.
Consequently, this more elaborated method for detecting the representative category of an
image was focused on the analysis of the histograms of inertias. A category could be declared
representative for the image if the highest peak or one of the two highest peaks of the histogram
of votes corresponded to the smallest positive value in the histogram of inertias. This would
mean that the category that gathered the maximum number of votes was also the one that
concentrated the general trend of all the votes for that image. Otherwise, when the maximum
of votes did not correspond to the minimum inertia, the image would be declared as impossible
to classify.
Figure 8.4 explains this logic with the example of image no 49. For a more intuitive illustra-
tion, in the histograms of inertias, the red bars always indicated the category or the categories
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corresponding to the peak(s) of the histogram of votes. Thus, it can be noticed in Figure 8.4 that
the category corresponding to the peak of the histogram of votes (red histogram) corresponded
as well to the minimum value of the histogram of inertias (blue histogram), indicating without
ambiguity that this was the representative category for image no 49.
Figure 8.4: Example of the identification of the representative category of an image using the
histogram of inertias – illustrated for image no 49.
Following these considerations, the three ambiguous situations previously presented in Figure
8.3 became easier to interpret, as Figure 8.5 shows. For each of the first two images (no 29 and
no 61), the solution was given by the category with the smallest inertia value among the two
corresponding to the two maximum peaks of the histogram of votes. However, for the third
image (no 73), the peak of the histogram of votes did not correspond to the minimum value in
the histogram of inertias, therefore the classification could not be successful.
Figure 8.5: Eliminating the ambiguity in the selection of the representative categories of the
images in Figure 8.3.
After the analysis of the data using this inertia method, a satisfying rate of 77% was achieved
for the classification, with 121 images well classified in one of the 18 categories and 37 images
for which the classification was not possible.
Despite the fact that consensus was achieved in judging the images according to the categories
defined at the beginning of the experiment, an unexpected result showed up, that can be observed
in Figure 8.6: the distribution of the images in the 18 categories was not at all balanced, several
categories being even empty (represented in red). Moreover, it could be observed that all the
empty cases were representing categories with the condition monocular depth cues absent. Also,
the rest of the cases corresponding to the same condition contained very few images (represented
in blue).
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Figure 8.6: The distribution of the correctly classified 121 images in the 18 categories, using the
inertia method.
There were several explanations possible for these results. The fact that the participants
considered that there were not many images without monocular depth cues in our dataset could
have been determined by the imperfect choice of the dataset at capture, by the imprecise descrip-
tion of the monocular depth cues characteristic to the participants, by the incorrect or different
comprehension of this characteristic by them, or just by the difficulty for the photographers of
finding situations in the real world where no monocular depth cues were present.
The unbalanced distribution of the images led to the necessity of a new logic in the processing
of the data and this is illustrated by Figure 8.7. The monocular depth cues characteristic was
suppressed from the dataset structure, since no subsequent analysis could lead to useful results,
given the lack of sufficient images on certain positions of the original dataset structure. The two
other characteristics – the complexity and the depth interval – were maintained.
8.2.2.1 Adaptation of the data processing approach
After the abandon of one of the three criteria of classification, for clarity in the following anal-
yses and for improving the classification rate, another approach seemed more interesting: the
classification of the images in function of only one of the two valid criteria at a time.
This led to only 6 categories of images, 3 categories derived from the classification only in
function of the complexity and 3 categories obtained by classifying the images only in function
of the depth interval.
The translation of the initial 18 categories to the 6 new ones has been done in the following
manner:
· Category 1 – low complexity – old categories: 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14.
· Category 2 – average complexity – old categories: 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 16.
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Figure 8.7: The new dataset structure, after suppressing the monocular depth cues dimension.
The only dimensions that remain valid are complexity and depth interval.
Figure 8.8: The new dataset classification in function of a unique criterion at a time.
· Category 3 – high complexity – old categories: 5, 6, 11, 12, 17, 18.
· Category 4 – small depth interval – old categories: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
· Category 5 – average depth interval – old categories: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
· Category 6 – large depth interval – old categories: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.
The number of votes corresponding to each of these 6 new categories was considered to be
the sum of the votes corresponding to each of the old categories that they included.
For determining the two representative categories for each image (one category relative to
the complexity and one category relative to the depth interval), histograms of votes have been
used, in a similar fashion as at the beginning of this analysis. The initial table containing the
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raw classification results allowed the re-processing of the data for the creation of two histograms
per image, one for each of the two remaining characteristics considered.
Since each histogram only had three bars corresponding to the three possible conditions of
each criterion, the representative category was easier to be chosen as the category corresponding
to the peak of the histogram. In the few cases where the histogram had two maximum peaks,
the image was declared impossible to classify.
Following this adapted approach for the classification, in function of only one criterion at
once, very high rates of classification have been achieved: 97% (with 154 images well classified)
for the classification of the database in function of the complexity criterion and 98% (with 155
images well classified) in the case of the depth interval criterion. The distribution of the images
in the 6 new categories was also very satisfying, proving good balance, as Figures 8.9 and 8.10
or Table 8.1 show.
Figure 8.9: The distribution of images per category, for the classification in function of the
complexity criterion.
Table 8.1: The final distribution of all the dataset images per category.
Complexity Depth interval
Low Average High Small Average Large
41 images 60 images 53 images 50 images 52 images 53 images
8.2.3 Conclusions after Part I
The dataset classification thus obtained constituted a solid basis for the selection of the images
to be used during the second part of our study and also for the analyses to be made on its results.
In this manner, it allowed later the exploration of various correlations between the subjective
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appreciations on the stereoscopic images and their two considered features, complexity and depth
interval.
Figure 8.10: The distribution of images per category, for the classification in function of the
depth interval criterion.
8.3 Selection of the stimuli set for Part II
Starting from the structured database that we obtained after the first part of our qualitative
experiment, we were able to select, in a precise manner, 24 images as the test material for the
second part of our study. In order for this selection to lead to a dataset as controlled as possible,
we considered three criteria to model our choices.
The first criterion of selection was to cover all the 6 categories previously defined, by tak-
ing into account the subjective classification made by the participants. We considered that a
minimum of 4 images per category was sufficient.
The second criterion of selection was related to the depths represented on screen, which are
given by the disparities that were present in the stereoscopic pairs. A stereo-matching algorithm
implementing the SIFT1 feature detection method was used for computing the disparities of a
large number of feature points in each of the 24 images (more details in Appendix E.2). This
allowed us to determine the minimum and the maximum disparities contained by each of the
stereoscopic images, i.e. their disparity ranges, and then to select images of varying represented
depths for Part II of our study.
And the third criterion of selection was to cover the largest range of semantic content types
possible.
Consequently, by following these three sets of guidelines, we managed to obtain the published
MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1, with its precise structure.
1scale-invariant feature transform
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The distribution of the selected 24 images according to the complexity and depth interval
criteria is given in Table 8.2 and the categories to which the images belong have already been
shown in Figure A.1.
Table 8.2: The distribution of the 24 dataset images per category.
Complexity Depth interval
Low Average High Small Average Large
4 images 8 images 12 images 9 images 8 images 6 images
The graphical representation of the horizontal disparity ranges of each of the 24 images,
given in pixels for the original-resolution images of 3584× 2016 pixels, is in Figure 8.11.
Figure 8.11: The horizontal disparity ranges of the 24 images.
And the semantic diversity of the images chosen can also be observed in Table A.1.
Part II of the exploratory study was exclusively based on this collection of 24 stereoscopic
images.
8.4 Part II – Visualization and verbalization
8.4.1 Data collected
Since the second part of our exploratory test consisted in participants watching stereoscopic
images and making comments on the perceived quality, the raw data stored during the test were
represented by the recordings of the observations made by the participants.
The preparation of the collected data for the subsequent processing was hence the extraction
of the text from the audio recordings and the organization of this text in an observations table
corresponding to all the images and to all the participants (also called judges in this context, since
they made judgments on quality). This led to the structure of size 24× 24 that is schematized
in Table 8.12, with each case representing all the observations made by one participant on one
image.
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Figure 8.12: The organization of the experiment data in the observations table – transition from
audio to text and from brute text to a structured text table.
8.4.2 Data processing and results
The analysis of the observations table started with the scanning of all the text in search of the
key concepts used by the participants. The quality and the comfort characteristics stood out
during this text processing, as expected. But it turned out that the participants had also shown
much importance to the idea of realism and to a particular artifact, the cardboard effect, and
had made detailed observations related to them.
These four characteristics were subsequently studied in detail by extracting key phrases
referring to each of them from the text table. Based on these key phrases, numeric ratings
could be associated to each case of the text table for each of the characteristic, by considering
adapted scales, as Figure 8.13 shows. The choice of the complexity and type of the scale for
each characteristic was determined by the degree of detail that was present in the comments
made by the participants or by the nature of the characteristic itself.
Five-rating scales were chosen to represent the data for quality and comfort, a three-rating
scale was used for realism, and a binary scale was considered for the cardboard effect. The tags
associated to each of these ratings are the following:
· for quality :
– very low quality (-2),
– low quality (-1),
– neutral (0),
– high quality (+1),
– very high quality (+2),
· for comfort :
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– very uncomfortable (-2),
– uncomfortable (-1),
– neutral (0),
– comfortable (+1),
– very comfortable (+2),
· for realism:
– artificial (-1),
– neutral (0),
– realist (+1),
· for cardboard effect :
– cardboard effect present (-1),
– cardboard effect absent (0).
Figure 8.13: The ratings used in the text analysis.
In order to illustrate how the association between key words and ratings has been made, in
Table 8.3 there are a few examples of such associations, where each rating is in brackets, after
the group of words to which it was attributed.
All the subsequent studies were made by analyzing these extracted ratings. The method
used for computing an overall rating per image from the quality and comfort ratings was scales
aggregation, in the form of the median value of all the votes for that image, as explained in
Appendix B.8. For realism, we used however the adapted formula:
realism rating per image = (noP − noN)2 · (noP − noN)/(noP + noN), (8.2)
where noP and noN represent the number of positive votes and the number of negative votes
for that image. And, in the case of the cardboard effect, the rating per image was given directly
by the number of participants that made comments related to the presence of the artifact in that
image (situations marked with 1 in the numeric table). The aggregated ratings thus obtained
can be observed in Figure 8.14.
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Table 8.3: Examples of extracted key words and their associated ratings.
Quality Comfort Realism Cardboard effect
very bad quality (-2) really annoying,
uncomfortable (-2)
it’s super artificial
(-1)
impression of
successive layers (1)
the quality is below
average (-1)
a little bit annoying
(-1)
it’s not like in reality
(-1)
no continuum in
depth (1)
average quality (0) I don’t feel annoyed,
but it’s not
comfortable either (0)
like in real life (1) as if each object was
flat (1)
it’s rather a good
quality image (+1)
generally speaking,
it’s comfortable (1)
natural (1) a little like made of
cardboard (1)
very, very good
quality image (+2)
very relaxing (2) I see myself projected
in the image (1)
rather like having
three planes, than a
volume (1)
Figure 8.14: The subjective ratings per image obtained from the ratings table.
8.4.2.1 Results on quality
The fact that almost all the stereoscopic images were judged as of high quality by the partici-
pants, as it can be seen in Figure 8.14 (a), proved that the notion of quality was an ambiguous
term during the experiment. The participants have been asked to express their opinions on the
“quality of the stereoscopic images” and the prior expectations were that they would include in
this notion the totality of the aspects that contribute to the overall stereoscopic experience.
On the contrary, the responses provided by the participants on the notion of quality were
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proven to refer mostly to the 2D quality of the views composing the stereoscopic image. This
behavior can be explained by the fact that the 2D quality was very similar throughout the
database, since all the images have been taken with the same camera in the same conditions,
and the only images that obtained a lower quality score were those that contained some kind of
2D degradation (motion blur or elements that were perceived as lack of contrast).
Our conclusion is that the concept of quality should always be defined during a subjective
experiment in function of the context. In our case, where we explore the perceptions triggered
by stereoscopic content, we consider that image quality can successfully constitute one of the
dimensions of the complex notion of stereoscopic image quality and cannot be substituted to
it. Moreover, we consider that the image quality concept should be related exclusively to the
quality of the 2D views that make up the stereoscopic data.
8.4.2.2 Results on comfort
The subjective ratings on comfort were first analyzed in relation to the complexity categorization
of the 24 images. We could observe, as illustrated in Figure 8.15, that, when grouping the ratings
on comfort in function of the three levels of complexity of the images to which they correspond,
more images rated as uncomfortable were in the high complexity group and only one image
judged as uncomfortable was in the low complexity group. This indicated a possible influence
of complexity on comfort. However, we also performed a statistical analysis using the one-factor
Anova test and the multiple comparison test, explained in Appendix B.6, and the results showed
that there were no significant differences among the complexity categories for our comfort ratings
(p = 0.4276). Thus, the influence of complexity on comfort could not be validated in the context
of our experiment.
Figure 8.15: The subjective comfort ratings grouped in function of the complexity of the corre-
sponding images.
When grouping the 24 comfort ratings in function of the depth intervals of the corresponding
images, one category stood out as significantly different compared to the others. The category
of images with large depth intervals contained only images with positive comfort ratings, while
in the other two categories there were mostly images with negative comfort ratings, as Figure
8.16 shows. The fact that large depth intervals were related to positive comfort in the context
of the assessment of our database was confirmed by the Anova test (p = 0.0074) and by the
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multiple comparison test. This result showed that the comfort perceived can depend on the
distribution of the real depths in the photographed scene, or on the capture configuration that
this distribution of real depths might impose.
Figure 8.16: The subjective comfort ratings grouped in function of the depth interval of the
corresponding images.
A third test was done in order to verify the relation between the comfort ratings and the hor-
izontal binocular disparities in the 24 images. The correlation index of −0.5716 was sufficiently
significant to indicate an inverse correlation between the two. The graphical representation in
Figure 8.17, where the results per image are ordered in function of the comfort ratings, also
shows that, for small disparity ranges, the comfort was usually positive, while, for large dis-
parity ranges, the comfort ratings were always negative in our experiment. Thus, the results
obtained indicated a negative influence of large disparity ranges on comfort and these results
are consistent with our expectations, confirming that images with large represented depths on
screen need more effort for the fusion of their content, thus implying more visual discomfort.
Figure 8.17: The comfort ratings and the disparity ranges per image, ordered in function of the
comfort.
Following the numerical analysis of the data on comfort, our conclusion is that this perceptual
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attribute is mostly influenced by the horizontal disparities that are present in the stereoscopic
images, but also by the original depths in the real scene that was photographed. Other charac-
teristics of the stereoscopic content can have an influence on comfort as well, but further more
precise studies are necessary for an in-depth view on this subject.
8.4.2.3 Results on realism
For judging the realism percept in relation to the complexity of the stereoscopic images, the
24 realism ratings were classified in function of the three complexity categories, as presented
in Figure 8.18. The median values of the three groups of ratings were determined as distinct
and the results of the statistical tests showed significant differences among them (p = 0.0043).
Thus, the compositional complexity appears to be influencing realism in the sense that images
of low complexity have been considered more realistic and images of high complexity have been
considered more artificial during our visualization test.
Figure 8.18: The realism ratings grouped in function of the complexity of the corresponding
images.
In the case of the real depth intervals, neither the graphical representation nor the statistical
results (p = 0.8739) could give indications on a correlation between this characteristic and the
realism perceived.
The correlation index computed for the realism and the disparity range data (0.0706) was not
relevant either, suggesting that the disparities in the stereoscopic images did not influence the re-
alism percept induced. Our test hypothesis, which supposed that the realism could be influenced
by the presence of negative disparities that give a sensation of immersion, was invalidated.
In the mean time, a correlation index of −0.4689 between the realism ratings and the card-
board effect ratings suggested that the presence of the cardboard effect made the stereoscopic
images seem more artificial. This conclusion was equally illustrated by the graphical represen-
tation of realism and cardboard effect in parallel, in Figure 8.19, where it can be observed that
for the images where the cardboard effect was pronounced, the ratings on realism were negative
or neutral, suggesting a sensation of artificiality or no percept of realism.
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Figure 8.19: The cardboard effect ratings and the realism ratings per image, ordered in function
of the realism.
The observations that we could make related to the perceived realism of the stereoscopic
images encouraged us to conclude that among the tested factors, the cardboard effect had the
strongest negative influence. The fact that high complexity images also triggered a sensation
of artificiality for the images of our database could also be associated to the cardboard effect,
which was better perceived in images with a larger number of elements.
Since the cardboard effect is a geometric distortion, we believe that other geometrical distor-
tions could influence as well the percept of realism, but this hypothesis needs to be submitted
to test. We will however refer to the general category of physical parameters which trigger the
cardboard effect as 3D geometry parameters.
8.4.2.4 Overall results
Since one of the purposes of the work presented in this manuscript was to identify perceptual
attributes that could lie at the basis of a stereoscopic image quality model, as defined in the
Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle (SIQC), we tested the interactions between the three percep-
tual attributes that we could identify during this exploratory study: quality (that proved to be
actually a 2D image quality attribute), comfort, and realism. The correlation coefficients calcu-
lated for the subjective ratings on quality and comfort, quality and realism, and comfort and
realism (0.0451, 0.1364, and 0.0931) showed a lack of dependency between these three attributes.
This was a sufficient indicator of the fact that all of these three perceptual attributes could be
included in an independent manner in the elaboration of a model that evaluates the perceived
stereoscopic image quality (also referred to during our experiments as the overall stereoscopic
quality perceived).
As a consequence, the first stereoscopic image quality model that we could propose after this
exploratory test is shown in Figure 8.20. This model is completely compatible to be integrated
in the Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle structure, in the sense that it is a model that links the
observer ratings on the overall percept to a set of perceptual attributes that lie at the basis of the
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overall judgment on quality. Moreover, this model illustrates the relations that exist between
the perceptual attributes that we identified and a set of physical stereoscopic image parameters.
Figure 8.20: The proposed stereoscopic image quality model.
Conclusions
The purpose of our qualitative study was to determine which perceptual attributes could lay
at the basis of a stereoscopic image quality model. Our exploratory test proved to be rich in
results. Among its conclusions, we consider of highest importance the fact that, starting from a
database of varied and controlled content, we could extract three different perceptual attributes
– image quality, comfort, and realism – that were demonstrated to influence the overall perceived
quality of stereoscopic images.
Since we could identify the 2D quality impairments, the levels of horizontal disparities, and
the 3D geometry distortions that produce the cardboard effect as physical properties of the stereo-
scopic data that influence the three perceptual attributes mentioned, we consider our results as
a starting point for the elaboration of a stereoscopic image quality model to be integrated in the
Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle proposed in Section 5.2.1.
The fact that the depth element is missing from our proposed model, compared to other
models in the literature [Seuntiens 2006a, Lambooij 2011, Chen 2012b], can be naturally justified
by the fact that depth is a dimension situated at the level of the physical properties in the SIQC
and not at the perceptual attributes level, since for given capture and visualization conditions,
the depth perceived for a certain point is a measurable value. Therefore, even if the depth is
visible to the observers, we consider that they do not evaluate it directly, but that its appreciation
is indirectly reflected by the comfort and realism perceptual attributes.
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Introduction
Following the results of our exploratory study, we were able to draw a first sketch of a stereoscopic
image quality model, illustrated in Figure 8.20. However, in order for this model to be validated,
then refined, more precise investigations were necessary. As Chapter 4 has shown, the suitable
tests in this context are the quantitative explorations, in which previously known perceptual
attributes are rated by human participants.
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The current chapter shows therefore our quantitative approach which consisted in performing
two experiments in order to test the validity of our first model and to quantify the relations
between its components.
The following sections give comprehensive information on these two experiments, on the data
analysis process and on the results obtained after each one of them.
9.1 Experiment 2
The first quantitative experiment that we implemented can be seen as a direct sequel of the
qualitative study presented in the previous chapter. It searched to assess, by quantitative means,
the human judgments on the three perceptual attributes identified (image quality, comfort, and
realism) and also on the overall percept of stereoscopic quality, given a dataset of stimuli precisely
built for this purpose.
The questions that this experiment tried to answer with precise subjective measures are
synthesized in Figure 9.1.
Figure 9.1: The objectives of Experiment 2.
9.1.1 The choice of the stimuli
Given the problem raised by Figure 9.1, we created the MOOV3D - GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset
2, described in Appendix A.2, as the stimuli set to be evaluated by the participants during this
first quantitative experiment.
This stimuli set thus contains the variations of blur, of crossed disparities, and of camera-
object distance at capture that are detailed in Table A.3. This structure was justified by the
purpose of this quantitative experiment, in the sense that, in order to be able to understand the
way the participants judge the variations of image quality, of comfort, and of realism and how
they integrate them into a global percept of stereoscopic image quality, the dataset needed to
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contain images that would trigger differences in the perception of all these attributes.
In this manner, the variations of blur that we introduced in our stimuli set were intended to
induce variations in the image quality perceived; the various crossed disparities were intended
to influence the comfort perceived; and the different capture distances were intended to produce
various distortions of 3D geometry and thus to have an impact on the impression of realism.
These three types of variations are detailed in the following paragraphs.
Blur, the first variable considered, was subjectively added by us, identically on the two views
of the stereoscopic pairs, such that its presence would be visible, but not strongly annoying.
The levels of crossed disparities were chosen by considering the observations on the maximum
disparities supported by the human visual system in [Pastoor 1995]. We thus placed some of
our stimuli at the limits of the comfortable stereoscopic visualization from the point of view of
the represented depths.
Regarding the capture distances, they were chosen as a dataset variable by having as a
starting point the representation in Figure 6.8, where a stronger compression of the perceived
depths can be observed with our system for objects photographed from further away. Since
the exploratory study that we performed showed an influence of the presence of the cardboard
effect on the feeling of realism, we computed this effect for our model in function of the camera-
object distance, inspired by what in Figure 6.8 seemed to resemble precisely to a pronounced
cardboard effect for objects photographed from large distances. The formula used is explained
in Appendix E.3. We thus observed the evolution displayed in Figure 9.2, showing indeed a
stronger cardboard effect for objects photographed from further away. This led us to creating
the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 2 with variations of capture distance, with the
expectancy to generate variations in the percept of realism as a consequence.
Figure 9.2: The evolution of the cardboard effect with the capture distance.
Dataset 2 was thus considered by us to be adapted to the purpose of our first quantitative
experiment, which allowed us first to test our hypothesis of dependence between the considered
physical stereoscopic image parameters and the perceptual attributes of our model, then to
proceed to the refinement of our proposed stereoscopic image quality model.
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9.1.2 Experimental protocol and participants
For the implementation of this first experiment, we followed the quantitative protocol described
in Section 7.3.
The same procedure was reproduced both on the 3D TV screen and on the prototype 3D
glasses illustrated in Section 6.3. For both displays, the participants were supposed to rate the
four main concepts from our first proposed model: image quality, comfort, rendering realism,
and overall stereoscopic quality, all of them explained in detail on the task sheets that they
received before the experiment, which are reproduced in Appendix D.2.
Since we implemented the same experiment both on a 3D TV screen and on 3D glasses, we
considered including an extra-task, during which we would ask the participants to also assess
the level of immersion that the stereoscopic images displayed induced. This task would have
had the purpose of also evaluating a dimension that we considered fundamentally different
between the two displays. Its absence from the original model proposed after our exploratory
study was justified by the fact that this study had been performed exclusively on the 3D TV
screen. Therefore, immersion did not stand out during this exploratory study as a representative
attribute for the 3D TV visualization, which was in accordance with our expectation of lower
immersion for the 3D TV. However, despite this logic, we were constrained to only implement
the evaluation of the initial four concepts, given the already dense structure of the experiment,
implying a large number of participants and a very long duration.
Therefore, Experiment 2 was actually fragmented in 8 individual sub-experiments, each
of them identified by a task for the participants and a display technology. This structure is
schematized in Figure 9.3.
Figure 9.3: The structure of Experiment 2.
After discarding all the candidate participants that did not pass the vision tests described
in Section 7.1.1 (34 participants discarded in all), a total of 102 valid candidates participated to
this test. 56 persons took part in the experiments on the 3D TV screen and 46 persons in the
experiments on the prototype 3D glasses. They were distributed per task as shown in Table 9.1.
In this population sample, 37 persons were female and 65 were male. The age range was 18
to 57, with an age mean of 25 and an age median of 23.
The exact test plan of this quantitative experiment is included in Appendix D.2.
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Table 9.1: The distribution of participants per task and per display during Experiment 2.
tasks
image quality comfort realism overall quality
3D TV screen 15 15 15 11
3D glasses 13 12 11 10
9.1.3 Data collected
The Soft Eye application introduced in Section 7.1.6, which was used for the stimuli presentation
during the experiment, also performed the automatic storage of the data collected. These data
were provided at the end of the participation of each person in the form of a text file which
stored a large number of information, like the identification names of the stereoscopic images,
the order in which these images were displayed, the ratings the participant gave to each of them,
or the time benchmarks.
At the end of the experiment, a collection of 102 text files, one per participant, was available
for further processing.
9.1.4 Data processing
9.1.4.1 The data extraction
First, the test files have been automatically scanned by a Matlab code in order to extract all the
ratings given during the quantitative study in 8 matrices, one for each individual experiment.
The size of such a results matrix was N × TC1 × TC2 × TC3 × K × R, where the notations
stand for:
N : the number of participants;
TC1: the number of test conditions for the first variable (blur);
TC2: the number of test conditions for the second variable (crossed disparities);
TC3: the number of test conditions for the third variable (capture distance);
K: the number of test images;
R: the number of repetitions of the test stimuli display.
Given the explanations on the dataset used (in Appendix A.2) and on the quantitative
protocol implemented (in Section 7.3), the actual values of the enumerated parameters for each
of the 8 tests making up Experiment 1 were:
N : different for each of the 8 tests, can be read in Table 9.1;
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TC1: 3;
TC2: 3;
TC3: 3;
K: 4;
R: 2.
Therefore, the size of each of the 8 ratings matrices of Experiment 2 was actually N × 3 ×
3× 3× 4× 2.
9.1.4.2 The distribution of the scores
Next, we proceeded to analyzing the distribution of the participant scores across all the TC1×
TC2× TC3×K test stimuli. We only show here the results concerning the second repetitions
of the experiments, since, as already explained in Section 7.3, we only considered the second
repetition for computing the final results.
Consequently, we created the histograms of scores for each of the 8 experiments, which show,
for each possible score, the number of times that the score was attributed to a stimuli. Then,
we analyzed the kurtosis measure corresponding to each one of the histograms. The kurtosis
value can be seen as a descriptor of the shape of a given distribution and more details on its
computation can be found in Appendix B.2. The 8 histograms and their corresponding kurtosis
coefficients are shown in Figure 9.4 and Table 9.2.
Figure 9.4: The histograms showing the scores distribution for each of the 8 tests of Experiment
2 (the top line shows the scores of the tests on the 3D TV and the bottom line the scores for
the 3D glasses).
The fact that all the kurtosis values belong to the [2, 4] interval indicates that the score
values of Experiment 2 can be considered normally distributed [ITU 2012b] and that parametric
statistical methods could be later used for processing these data.
Moreover, the fact that the kurtosis coefficients are closer to the inferior limit of the [2, 4]
interval indicates that the variance of the votes is not due to a concentration of the votes
exclusively at the center of the scale, but that the tails of the distribution also concentrate an
important number of votes, configuration referred to as platykurtic. This is confirmed by the
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appearance of the histograms in Figure 9.4 and shows that the entire scale has been used by our
participants.
Table 9.2: The kurtosis measures of the score distribution per task and per display during
Experiment 2.
image quality comfort realism overall quality
3D TV screen 2.1883 2.5471 2.5572 2.4415
3D glasses 2.3770 2.3515 2.4458 2.5433
9.1.4.3 Data normalization
In order to compensate for the variations in the way the participants used the same rating
scale, another data processing step was necessary before going further: the normalization of all
the values in order to adjust them to a common scale. We chose to do the normalization by
computing the standard scores corresponding to each of the original scores, then by remapping
the standard scores obtained to the original interval of our scale, i.e. [1, 5]. The normalization
formula applied can be found in Appendix B.5.
9.1.4.4 Participant screening
A last step before proceeding to the computation of the results was to check the distributions of
the ratings per participant and to remove the data corresponding to participants with anomalous
scores.
For this, we used two approaches. First, we applied the ITU screening method [ITU 2012b].
This method verifies if there is any participant whose ratings differ too much from the general
trend of the ratings of the entire experiment. Any such participant was consequently discarded.
The mathematical details on the logic behind this screening method can be found in Appendix
B.3.
Second, we also checked the inter-rater agreement, in order to see if there was a general
consensus in the way the totality of the participants have rated the stereoscopic stimuli. We
performed this test by computing Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (explained in Appendix
B.4) between every two sets of ratings corresponding to different participants. From these values,
we were able to create a N×N matrix of correlation values for each of the 8 experiments, matrix
in which the value 1 for the (i, j) position would mean strong correlation between the scores of
participants i and j, and in which 0 would mean weak or no correlation between them. Such
a matrix allowed us to easily identify the participants that correlated less with the rest and to
discard them.
The number of participants discarded with each of the two approaches and also the number
of participants kept after this phase are synthesized in Table 9.3. The table only shows however
the numbers related to the experiments on the 3D TV screen.
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Table 9.3: The number of discarded and valid participants for each sub-test of Experiment 2 and
with each one of the two methods, i.e. the ITU method (ITU) and the method using Kendall’s
coefficient of concordance (K).
tasks
image quality comfort realism overall quality
discarded (ITU) 0 1 0 0
discarded (K) 5 2 6 2
valid 10 12 9 9
As for the tests on the 3D glasses, despite the fact that the ITU screening method did not
discard any participant scores, the matrices of correlation clearly showed that the agreement
between the majority of the pairs of any two participants was not sufficiently strong to indicate
a general consensus. The results of this second screening test determined us to declare the
quality ratings obtained in the 4 experiments on the prototype 3D glasses as not sufficiently
accurate for exploitation. As a consequence, they were discarded.
Thus, only the results related to the test on the 3D TV screen will be discussed in the rest of
this chapter. Interesting data on the 3D glasses will be nonetheless presented in this manuscript,
but in another context, i.e. in the next chapter, where we discuss aspects related to the evolution
of the physical symptoms of the observers while watching stereoscopic images.
9.1.4.5 Mean opinion scores and confidence intervals
As a last step in the experimental data processing chain, it was essential to concentrate all the
results into a series of summary values. These would ease the interpretation of the experiment
outcome and would allow drawing meaningful graphical representations of the condensed results.
To this end, we followed the ITU indications on the analysis and presentation of experimental
results [ITU 2012b] and we computed the mean opinion scores (MOS) and the corresponding
confidence intervals on various levels of the ratings matrices. Of most interest were the MOS per
test condition levels, across all the participants and all the images. The formulas for computing
these MOS and their corresponding confidence intervals are given in Appendix B.1 and the
results obtained are discussed in the following section.
9.1.5 Results
In this section, the results of the first quantitative experiment are shown in the form of graphical
representations of the MOS calculated in function of the test condition levels of each of the three
independent variables that define the stimuli set and across all the other dimensions of the ratings
matrices.
Thus, in the following figures, the leftmost graphical representation shows the MOS obtained
for the three groups of images of different blur levels, the middle graphical representation illus-
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trates the MOS for the three groups of images of different levels of the largest crossed disparities,
and the rightmost one shows the MOS for the three sets of images taken from different capture
distances.
9.1.5.1 Results on image quality
Figure 9.5 shows how the participants to our study rated the image quality, as it was described on
the task sheet reproduced in Appendix D.2. These results show that differences in the judgment
of the image quality were only triggered by the variations of blur that were present in the stimuli
set and that the other two variables (crossed disparities and capture distance) did not generate
any significant changes in the scores.
Figure 9.5: The image quality MOS in function of the three test conditions of each dataset
parameter.
These observations, that can be visualized on the graphical representation, are supported
by the results of the ANOVA tests that we performed in order to see if the means of the scores
obtained for every two levels of the same test condition differ or not. All these statistical results
are detailed in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on image quality during Experiment
2; the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of the three perceptual
attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC blur crossed disparities capture distances
F p F p F p
1 – 2 65.48  0.01 0.55 0.4626 0.07 0.7857
2 – 3 73.32  0.01 0.16 0.6905 0.04 0.8402
1 – 3 324.34  0.01 1.28 0.2613 0.21 0.6484
9.1.5.2 Results on comfort
In the graphical representation of the MOS on comfort in Figure 9.6, both the blur variations
and the crossed disparities seem to influence the comfort perceived.
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Figure 9.6: The comfort MOS in function of the three test conditions of each dataset parameter.
A closer look to the statistical results summed up in Table 9.5 shows, as expected, that large
crossed disparities generate discomfort and that the three different levels of crossed disparities
generate three statistical distinct groups of subjective reactions. This indicates that the comfort
percept is gradual and tightly related to the disparities present in the scene.
Table 9.5: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on comfort during Experiment 2;
the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of the three perceptual
attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC blur crossed disparities capture distances
F p F p F p
1 – 2 3.28 0.0746 33.74  0.01 0.04 0.8447
2 – 3 12.56 0.007 34.23  0.01 0.09 0.7687
1 – 3 30.24  0.01 117.67  0.01 0.01 0.9192
Moreover, statistical differences were found among the comfort ratings given to stereoscopic
images of different levels of blur. However, not all the three categories of blurred images were
judged as distinct from the point of view of the comfort they induce. Only the one corresponding
to the strongest blur stood out from the two others, indicating that comfort is significantly
deteriorated only when the level of blur is consistent.
9.1.5.3 Results on realism
When analyzing the results obtained after the realism task, we can notice that no influence of
the capture distance variations was noticed in the scores. On the contrary, surprisingly, the blur
and the crossed disparities variations seemed to influence the perceived realism, as it can be seen
in Figure 9.7.
The statistical data obtained from the realism scores and reproduced in Table 9.6 confirm
that the three MOS values corresponding to the stereoscopic images with different values of blur
are statistically distinct. As for the crossed disparities variable, only the category of images with
the largest negative disparities was determined as statistically different from the others, which
shows that the influence of this factor on the perception of realism becomes noticed as negative
only after a certain threshold.
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Figure 9.7: The realism MOS in function of the three test conditions of each dataset parameter.
Table 9.6: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on realism during Experiment 2;
the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of the three perceptual
attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC blur crossed disparities capture distances
F p F p F p
1 – 2 14.11 0.0004 3.06 0.0845 0.88 0.3523
2 – 3 34.18  0.01 13.04 0.0006 0.37 0.5467
1 – 3 84.11  0.01 26.72  0.01 0.12 0.733
9.1.5.4 Results on the overall stereoscopic quality
In the last set of data, shown in Figure 9.8 a strong influence of blur on the overall stereoscopic
quality ratings can be noticed. The different crossed disparities also generated different percep-
tions of the overall impression of quality, while the capture distance still did not have any effect
on the ratings of the participants.
Figure 9.8: The overall stereoscopic quality MOS in function of the three test conditions of each
dataset parameter.
These conclusions were confirmed by the statistical tests, detailed as well in Table 9.7, which
showed that the three categories of images with different variations of blur are all statistically
different and that only the two extreme categories of images with different crossed disparities
generated statistically different MOS.
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Table 9.7: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on the overall stereoscopic quality
during Experiment 2; the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of
the three perceptual attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC blur crossed disparities capture distances
F p F p F p
1 – 2 46.34  0.01 2.99 0.0881 1.04 0.3124
2 – 3 60.81  0.01 1.69 0.1972 0.07 0.7984
1 – 3 223.47  0.01 9.31 0.0032 0.56 0.4558
9.1.6 Conclusions after Experiment 2
As shown in Section 9.1.1, the dataset that we used for this first experiment had a structure
that was based on several hypotheses of correlation between the physical stereoscopic image
parameters and the perceptual attributes previously identified during our qualitative study.
Therefore, the first verification to be done on the results of this experiment was to check whether
our hypotheses were correct.
Two of the expected correlations were successfully validated, i.e. the influence of the blur on
the image quality perceived and the influence of the crossed disparities on comfort.
However, no variation in the realism ratings has been observed in function of the variation
of the capture distances considered. We found several explanations for our results.
First, we concluded that the naïve observers might be unfamiliar with artifacts particular to
stereoscopic content, like the cardboard effect, that they have difficulties in identifying, especially
if its appearance is not very pronounced and if the other alterations brought to the stereoscopic
images are more familiar to them and easily identifiable.
Second, we think that the difficulty in distinguishing the geometrical distortions was also
due to the short duration of a stimulus display, in contrast with the previous exploratory study,
where the participants identified the cardboard effect, but after watching the images for as long
as they wanted.
Third and last, we considered that the choice of natural scenes for our dataset influenced
our results. The same is valid for the fact that we tried to outline the cardboard effect using
a stereoscopic capture system with a baseline close to the human interocular distance and a
small focal distance. Previous studies emphasized the cardboard effect using large focal depths,
while photographing a strictly controlled scene, with a single object and no other depth cues
[Yamanoue 2000]. This case is opposed to our data set, where a large number of depth cues were
present in each of the chosen scenes. We bring into discussion the depth cues, since we consider
that the complex human perception can use them for compensating a slightly altered rendering
of depth.
Other more complex, unexpected, dependencies between the physical stereoscopic image
parameters and the perceptual attributes assessed were identified by this experiment as well. The
results have shown that the comfort perception can also be correlated to image quality artifacts,
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like blur, but also that, in the absence of other parameters impacting on it, the impression of
realism was influenced both by blur variations and by crossed disparities variations.
Also, since no influence of the capture distance variations was observed for any of the image
quality, comfort, or realism perceptual attributes, we were not surprised to see that this physical
parameter did not influence on the overall stereoscopic quality percept either.
These conclusions managed therefore to bring answers to the questions asked at the beginning
of the experiment and illustrated in Figure 9.1. These answers, schematized in Figure 9.9, are,
on one hand, the confirmation of two of the hypothesized correlations between the physical
parameters and the perceptual attributes (in red) and, on the other hand, the demonstration of
some other unexpected such correlations (in blue). The third hypothesis related to the realism
percept was not confirmed by this experiment (represented in black), as explained.
Figure 9.9: The adaptation of our initial stereoscopic image quality model after Experiment 2.
Moreover, the large set of subjective data collected during this experiment constitutes, in
Chapter 11, the numeric support for the elaboration of the mathematical structure of our stereo-
scopic image quality model.
9.2 Experiment 3
The fact that the hypothesis on the correlation between the capture distance parameter and the
realism perceived was not confirmed during our first quantitative experiment led to a missing
link in the validation of our proposed stereoscopic image quality model described by Figure 8.20.
Therefore, a second quantitative experiment was designed in order to shed more light on the
realism percept, by using a new stereoscopic dataset with other physical parameters variations.
The problem posed by this second experiment is sketched in Figure 9.10.
9.2.1 The choice of the stimuli
The new stimuli set designed for Experiment 3 was the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset
3. It was created with an exclusive focus on the parameters that influence the cardboard effect
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Figure 9.10: The objectives of Experiment 3.
and which could therefore induce variations in the perception of realism during our second
quantitative experiment. Among all these parameters, we considered this time the focal distance
and the position of the photographed object in space, relative to its background, which justifies
the dataset structure synthesized by Table A.5.
Our first formulated hypothesis was that larger focal distances would induce a stronger
cardboard effect. We based this hypothesis on the analysis of the geometry of our stereoscopic
system, which showed that the cardboard effect took considerably larger values when using the
maximum focal distance allowed by our capture device (18.9mm), than when using its minimum
focal distance (6.3mm). The graphical representation of this observation is shown in Figure 9.11
and the calculations were performed according to Appendix E.3.
Figure 9.11: The evolution of the cardboard effect with the capture distance for two focal
distances.
Our second hypothesis was that larger distances between the photographed object and its
background would emphasize this effect. We decided to include variations of this parameter as
a consequence of our exploratory study, where among the stereoscopic images that induced the
cardboard effect were images with such large object-background distances.
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In this form, Dataset 3 was the stimuli set used in our second quantitative experiment,
allowing us to verify if, this time, the considered physical parameters influence the realism
percept.
9.2.2 Experimental protocol and participants
Experiment 3 also used the quantitative protocol described in Section 7.3 and was performed
exclusively on the 3DTV described in Section 6.3.
The participants to this experiment only had two concepts to rate and these were realism and
overall stereoscopic quality, both again described as in Appendix D.2. Therefore, Experiment 3
was only made up of 2 sub-experiments and its simple structure is schematized in Figure 9.12.
Figure 9.12: The structure of Experiment 3.
The number of valid participants that performed the tasks was 20 for the test on the realism
and 21 for the test on the overall stereoscopic quality.
The detailed test plan of Experiment 3 is reproduced in Appendix D.2.
9.2.3 Data collection and processing
The data collection and data processing phases have been performed in the same manner as for
Experiment 2, with just a few differences of parameters. At the end of Experiment 3, 41 text files
had been collected, while the 2 matrices of ratings obtained were of size N×TC1×TC2×K×R,
with the same notation conventions, except for:
TC1: the number of test conditions for the first variable (focal distance);
TC2: the number of test conditions for the second variable (object-background distance).
The actual values of the parameters of Experiment 3 for each of its 2 sub-experiments were:
N : 20 (realism) or 21 (overall stereoscopic quality);
TC1: 3;
TC2: 3;
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K: 8;
R: 2.
This consequently led to two N × 3× 3× 8× 2 results matrices.
The observations made in Section 9.1.4.2 on the scores distribution for Experiment 2 are
equally valid for this experiment as well, in the sense that the shapes of the histograms of scores
for the 2 tests of Experiment 3 are both platykurtic, and both sets of ratings collected can be
considered normally distributed in the statistical studies to be performed on the data. The 2
histograms of votes and their corresponding kurtosis value are displayed in Figure 9.13.
Figure 9.13: The histograms showing the scores distribution for each of the 2 tests of Experiment
3.
Table 9.8: The kurtosis measures of the score distribution per task and per display during
Experiment 3.
realism overall quality
3D TV screen 2.1883 2.4114
The normalization of the experiment scores has been equally done by computing the corre-
sponding standard scores and by remapping these scores to the interval of our original scale.
Regarding the participant screening, a summary is presented in Table 9.9, showing the
number of participants that were discarded for each of the 2 tests of Experiment 3.
Table 9.9: The number of discarded and valid participants for each sub-test of Experiment 3 and
with each one of the two methods, i.e. the ITU method (ITU) and the method using Kendall’s
coefficient of concordance (K).
tasks
realism overall quality
discarded (ITU) 1 2
discarded (K) 5 6
valid 12 11
And the MOS and their corresponding confidence intervals have been computed as well as
explained for Experiment 2, in Section 9.1.4.5.
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9.2.4 Results
Similarly to Experiment 2, the results of Experiment 3 are detailed in the form of the MOS
computed in function of the test condition levels of the two independent variables defining
Dataset 2 and across all the other dimensions of the ratings matrices. In the following figures,
the left representation shows the MOS for the three groups of images taken with different focal
distances, while the right one gives the MOS for the images grouped in function of the distance
between the main object and the background at capture.
9.2.4.1 Results on realism
Figure 9.14 shows how the MOS obtained after the realism task differ considerably among
the three categories of images taken with distinct focal distances. No variation in the rating
results was observed however in the scores grouped in function of the different object-background
distances of the stereoscopic images.
Figure 9.14: The realism MOS in function of the two test conditions of each dataset parameter.
The detailed results of the statistical tests for this experiment can be found in Table 9.10
and they confirm the strong influence of the focal distance on the realism perceived by the
participants.
Table 9.10: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on realism during Experiment 3;
the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of the three perceptual
attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC focal distance object-background distances
F p F p
1 – 2 93.49  0.01 0.41 0.523
2 – 3 59.25  0.01 0.32 0.577
1 – 3 337.21  0.01 1.38 0.246
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9.2.4.2 Results on the overall stereoscopic quality
The results on the overall stereoscopic quality follow approximately the same trends as in the
case of the results on the realism, as shown in Figure 9.15, in the sense that a strong influence
of the focal distance variations on the realism perceived can be observed, whereas no subjective
variations were generated with changes on the object-background distances.
Figure 9.15: The overall stereoscopic quality MOS in function of the two test conditions of each
dataset parameter.
The statistical differences among the groups of stereoscopic images photographed with dif-
ferent focal distances were confirmed by the statistical measures summarized in Table 9.11.
Table 9.11: The ANOVA test results for the scores obtained on the overall stereoscopic quality
during Experiment 3; the TC column stands for the test conditions compared for each one of
the three perceptual attributes; the values in bold are the statistical significant results.
TC focal distance object-background distances
F p F p
1 – 2 25.06  0.01 0.84 0.3649
2 – 3 19.16  0.01 0.21 0.6489
1 – 3 69.15  0.01 1.88 0.1772
9.2.5 Conclusions after Experiment 3
The second quantitative experiment that we implemented was a continuation of Experiment 2.
It had the purpose of bringing clarifications to one of the three hypothesis that Experiment 2 did
not manage to validate, and this was the hypothesis referring to the perception of the realism
attribute.
Experiment 3 used a different dataset in order to verify if other two factors than those
tested in Experiment 2 could influence the realism perceived. Two initial hypotheses were thus
formulated during this second experiment on the influence of these two factors on the judgments
on realism and Experiment 3 tested them.
Therefore, the main result that stood out from the processing of the data of Experiment 3
was related to our initial hypotheses of this second experiment. One of the two variables that
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we initially considered, i.e. the focal distance, proved to influence the realism perceived and,
moreover, also had an influence on the overall stereoscopic quality.
The influence of the second parameter – the position of the main object in the photographed
scene relative to its background – on the percept of realism has not been validated. A possible
reason for this could be the choice of the object-background distances, which were probably too
close to generate significant variations in the judgment of the realism.
These findings are illustrated by Figure 9.16, which shows that the questions asked by Ex-
periment 3 were unambiguously answered in its results.
Figure 9.16: The conclusions of Experiment 3.
Like for Experiment 2, the totality of the subjective data collected during Experiment 3 is
of great value, since it contributes as well to the mathematical refinement of our stereoscopic
image quality model, as Chapter 11 explains.
Conclusions
In our investigation on how human observers perceive and judge the stereoscopic image quality,
two quantitative experiments have been implemented, following the results of a previous qualita-
tive exploration. Their purpose was to validate and bring more precision to the first stereoscopic
image quality model that we sketched after the qualitative study. This model to validate is
illustrated in Figure 8.20.
To this end, we created two stereoscopic datasets with precise structures. These datasets
were assessed by human observers in order to gather their judgments on the overall percept of
stereoscopic image quality, but also on three perceptual attributes that we found to define the
global percept: image quality, comfort, and realism. The questions raised by our quantitative
studies were thus formulated as shown in Figure 9.1.
The results of the two investigations first confirmed the relations between a series of physical
stereoscopic image quality parameters and the evaluated perceptual attributes. The scores on the
image quality attribute were determined to be related to the presence of a 2D quality impairment
– blur. The perception of comfort varied with the levels of the largest crossed disparities, but
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also with the levels of blur. And the influence of the 3D geometry distortions, determined by
different focal distances, on realism was also proven, with blur and crossed disparities influencing
this perceptual attribute as well. Figure 9.17 concentrates these findings, showing in red all our
hypothesis that were confirmed and in blue other unexpected relations that we could identify.
Figure 9.17: The conclusions of our quantitative study.
As a consequence, these results have proven that the datasets that we elaborated could
successfully generate variations in the three perceptual attributes mentioned and, moreover, that
these variations were also reflected in the overall stereoscopic quality perceived.
Given this important confirmation, the central problem of our work was ready to be ad-
dressed: finding the right mathematical framework which groups together all the relations ob-
served so far.
This last step in our work will be detailed by Chapter 11, where the numerous sets of data
collected during Experiments 2 and 3 have constituted an important numerical support for the
mathematical refinement of our stereoscopic image quality model proposed.
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Introduction
The previous chapters have shown how the human judgment on the stereoscopic image quality
could be assessed through precisely designed experiments, then structured in evaluation frame-
works. The exact mathematical modeling of the perceived stereoscopic quality will be presented
in the final chapter of this manuscript, Chapter 11.
Before that, however, in order for our view on the impact that the stereoscopic images have
on the observers to be broader, we considered of essential value to also assess the state of well
being of the participants during our subjective tests.
To this intent, along with the first quantitative experiment presented in the previous chapter,
we also performed an investigation of the evolution of various physical symptoms of the partici-
pants during the visualization of stereoscopic images. This investigation is what constitutes our
human factors study and will be comprehensively described in the present chapter.
10.1 Context
The human factors study presented in the following sections was implemented in the context of
our first quantitative experiment with the purpose of understanding the influence of factors like
the type of the display, the level of artifacts, or the visualization task on the human symptoms.
Thus, the larger frame of this study was that of the quantitative evaluation in Section 9.1,
which was composed of 8 sub-experiments. Human observers watched stereoscopic still images
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containing different variations of the content parameters, displayed on two different devices –
the ultra-wide 3D TV screen or the pair of prototype immersive 3D glasses described in Section
6.3 –, and had to rate them in function of their preference for one of four concepts previously
described: image quality, comfort, realism, and overall stereoscopic quality.
10.2 Experiment protocol and participants
For implementing this study, we followed closely the human factors protocol described in Section
7.4, which is centered on the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ).
Since the SSQ was applied in the form of a computer questionnaire before and after each of
the 8 tests of Experiment 2, its participants were those described in Section 9.1.2, distributed
per task and per display as shown in Table 9.1.
10.3 Data processing
The raw results obtained after this study were 8 collections of scores from 0 to 4, one collection
for each of the 8 tests in Experiment 1. Every such collection contained two structures of N×12
scores, corresponding to the symptom scores given by the N participants of the corresponding
test before and after the visualization experiment.
Before the processing of these data, we performed the screening of the participants, but
differently than for our quantitative studies. We discarded the data corresponding to any par-
ticipant that had simulator sickness symptoms that were too strong before the test, i.e. scores
larger than 1 for any of the questions. The final number of valid participants after this screening
is given in Table 10.1, with the original number of participants accepted after the vision tests
in brackets. We did not considered a screening related to the general consensus necessary, since
we are aware that the physical symptoms can vary a lot among participants and since what
interested us was the general trend, computed from the totality of our data.
Table 10.1: The number of valid participants for each sub-experiment; in brackets, the number
of participants discarded.
tasks
image quality comfort realism overall quality
3DTV 15 (0) 11 (4) 12 (3) 10 (1)
3D glasses 12 (1) 10 (2) 11 (0) 10 (0)
The data processing of the remaining results was performed according to the method pre-
sented in the original article proposing the SSQ [Kennedy 1993], method that is reproduced in
Appendix C.
The method consists in weighting, then summing up the scores into three main values,
representing three clusters of symptoms: N for the nausea cluster, O for the oculomotor cluster,
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and D for the disorientation cluster. A total score was also computed, noted as TS. The weights
used for these calculations are given in Table 7.1.
10.4 Results and observations
The concentrated results of our SSQ study are illustrated in Figure 10.1, where the differences
between the pre-exposure and post-exposure symptoms for both displays and for each of the four
visualization tasks can be observed. The figure also shows the statistical level of significance of
these differences, computed using the Wilcoxon test, which is explained in Appendix B.7. All
these statistical results are synthesized in Table 10.2.
Figure 10.1: The N, O, and D cluster symptom scores for the 3D TV screen (left) and the 3D
glasses (right), as recorded before (top) and after (bottom) the visualization experiments for
each of the four tasks (in different colors). The * symbols indicate the significance levels of the
Wilcoxon rank sum test on the differences between corresponding categories before and after
the test (1%, 5%, and >5% significance level from the largest to the smallest * symbol).
10.4.1 Results on the 3D TV screen
After the visualization experiments on the 3D TV screen, no symptom differences were observed
for the image quality task. This can be easily justified by the high resolution and large size of
the screen, on which subtle differences of blur can be distinguished with no considerable effort.
For the comfort task, however, an important augmentation of the oculomotor symptoms was
recorded (p = 0.0034). This can be explained by the fact that the database contained images
with crossed disparities close to the comfort limit of the human visual system. Therefore, when
the participants focused on rating this task, they were particularly attentive and sensitive to the
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fact that the visual exploration was demanding in terms of convergence and accommodation.
Table 10.2: The Wilcoxon test results computed on the SSQ scores obtained during Experiment
2; each number corresponds to the p-value produced by the comparison of the pre-exposure and
post-exposure symptom scores for each task and for each display; the values in bold are the
statistical significant results.
display N O
image
quality
comfort realism overall
quality
image
quality
comfort realism overall
quality
3D TV 0.3216 0.1295 0.2660 0.0483 0.1198 0.0034 0.0411  0.01
3D glasses 0.0096 0.0207 0.1296 0.0093  0.01 0.0210 0.0074 0.0019
display D TS
image
quality
comfort realism overall
quality
image
quality
comfort realism overall
quality
3D TV 0.4709 0.0764 0.3037 0.0244 0.2614 0.0382 0.0363 0.0011
3D glasses 0.0024 0.0521 0.0094 0.0579  0.01 0.0316 0.0062 0.0026
The realism task led as well to higher post-exposure oculomotor scores (p = 0.0411), but
the largest human factor changes for the 3D TV screen experiment were recorded for the overall
stereoscopic quality task : statistical differences have been determined between the pre- and
post-exposure scores for the nausea (p = 0.0483), oculomotor (p << 0.01), and disorientation
(p = 0.0244) symptom clusters. This happened because rating the overall stereoscopic quality
task meant taking into account at once several factors related to image quality, comfort, and
realism. Therefore the visualization effort involved by this multi-dimensional task can be seen
as an implicit cumulative effort of all the other three tasks.
10.4.2 Results on the 3D glasses
In the case of the tests on the 3D glasses, a larger number of changes than for the 3DTV were
observed between pre- and post-immersion.
The image quality task generated an increase in all the three symptom clusters: nausea
(p = 0.0096), oculomotor (p << 0.01), and disorientation (p = 0.0024). In contrast to the
results on the 3D TV screen, this shows that on the micro size screens of smaller resolution of
the prototype 3D glasses, distinguishing subtleties of image quality can be more demanding.
The comfort task on the 3D glasses augmented the oculomotor symptoms (p = 0.0210), but
less than when it was performed on the 3D TV screen. The result is in accordance with the
geometry of the 3D glasses, for which the representation of crossed disparities was less aggressive
for the human visual system than the 3D TV screen configuration considered for our test. The
comfort task on the prototype 3D glasses has increased however the nausea symptoms as well,
which gives a hint of the fact that an exploration with focus on the different levels of disparities,
given the immersion of the 3D glasses, can have consequences on the general state of well being.
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After the realism task, a considerable deterioration was observed in the scores on the oculo-
motor (p = 0.0074) and disorientation (p = 0.0094) symptoms. For explaining this result, we
mention that the ratings the participants gave for the realism attribute during the test on the
prototype 3D glasses were lower than those during the test on the 3D TV screen. Therefore, we
can conclude that an exploration in order to decide whether a 3D image is similar to what can
be seen in reality is more strenuous when this resemblance can be found more difficultly.
The overall stereoscopic quality task lead to changes in the nausea (p = 0.0093) and oculo-
motor (p = 0.0019) symptom clusters, following the same logic as for the 3D TV screen. No
important changes of disorientation were observed after this task (p = 0.0579) on the 3D glasses.
10.4.3 Total scores
The total scores that concentrate all the results presented so far are given in Figure 10.2. This
graphical representation sums up the fact that stronger symptoms have been recorded after
the tests performed on the prototype 3D glasses, and also that all the tasks have induced a
deterioration of the symptoms using the glasses, compared to only three of the tasks when
watching the 3D TV screen.
Figure 10.2: The total scores for the 3D TV screen (left) and the 3D glasses (right), as recorded
before (top) and after (bottom) the visualization experiments for each of the four tasks (in
different colors). The * symbols indicate the significance levels of the Wilcoxon rank sum test
on the differences between corresponding categories before and after the test (1%, 5%, and
>5% significance level from the largest to the smallest * symbol).
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10.4.4 Detailed results
In order to better understand what led to this results, we continued our analysis at each symptom
level.
We could observe that there were a series of questions for which only the experiments on the
prototype 3D glasses brought changes in the post-exposure symptoms: the image quality task
generated more general discomfort, more fatigue, and more difficulty focusing; the comfort task
led to augmented scores for the headache; the realism deteriorated the general comfort and the
capacity to focus, and augmented the blurred vision and the dizziness with the eyes open.
However, on the 3D TV screen the comfort task increased the fatigue and the overall 3D
quality task augmented the eyestrain.
10.4.5 Interpretation of the results
The augmentation of certain symptoms in the case of an HMD used as a personal screen is
in line with the findings in [Howarth 1997] and this could be an indicator of the fact that the
HMD devices still leave place for improvements in visualization comfort. In the mean time, it
is expected that watching stereoscopic content in a completely immersive environment like an
HMD, but also e.g. in a movie theater, would cause more simulator sickness symptoms compared
to watching the same content on a TV screen, where the natural ambient vision is still present.
For this reason, for typical commercial stereoscopic content like 3D movies, there is usually a
post-processing phase where the stereoscopic depth is adapted to the scene and reduced most
of the time, while quality artifacts are avoided, in order to prevent phenomena related to visual
fatigue.
In our particular test case, we did not use such improved content, but specific still images
containing various artifacts, with the purpose of understanding the impact of stereoscopic images
on the public when the optimal quality of the content fails to be reached.
Also, a physiological adaptation to this type of immersive visualization was found in
[Jumisko-Pyykko 2010b], while an adaptation between successive sessions of testing was noted
in [Kennedy 1993], therefore the lack of familiarity of the consumers with a personal display
type of system might be another explanation for our results.
Conclusions
In the study presented in this chapter, we considered a consumer situation for which we tested
the acceptance, from the human factors perspective, of two different stereoscopic displays, from
which one was a prototype, for tasks of stereoscopic image visualization. We were mostly
interested in better understanding what aspects influence the symptom evolution during the
stereoscopic visualization.
The results allowed us to conclude that the task performed during the visualization has a
considerable influence on the evolution of the simulator sickness symptoms. Also, we found that
different stereoscopic displays generated different symptoms, in function of the content displayed.
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This set of results allowed us to consolidate our knowledge about the perception and judg-
ment of the stereoscopic image quality, by acquiring detailed conclusions on the human factors
dimension.
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Introduction
The previous chapters have shown a series of experimental results acquired on the relations
between several physical stereoscopic image parameters (2D quality parameters, disparities, and
3D geometry parameters) and the perceptual attributes identified as important in the assessment
of the stereoscopic image quality (image quality, comfort, and realism).
This last chapter concentrates on the mathematical frame that could group our previous
findings. It has multiple purposes: to propose a perceptual stereoscopic image quality model ;
to illustrate how visual algorithms can explain the perceptual attributes mentioned, given the
physical image parameters; and to understand how the overall percept of stereoscopic image
quality can be directly estimated from these physical image parameters.
The following sections first make a summary of the data under study, then present the
mathematical tools used in our approach, the results that we obtained, and the interpretation
that we gave to these results.
11.1 The data
Table 11.1 sums up the data accumulated through our subjective experiments and through our
algorithmic processing of the stereoscopic datasets created.
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Table 11.1: Our collection of subjective and objective data on the stereoscopic image quality
percepts and parameters.
subjective scores objective scores
Experiment 2 IQ2 C2 R2 SIQ2 blur cr_disp ×108
Experiment 3 R3 SIQ3 cdb_eff ×72
On one hand, 4 sets of 108 subjective scores are available, one for each of the following
perceptual attributes: image quality (IQ2), comfort (C2), realism (R2), and overall stereoscopic
quality, also called stereoscopic image quality, (SIQ2). These have been obtained during Ex-
periment 2 and correspond to the stereoscopic images in the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic
Dataset 2, as described in 9.1. Also, 2 other sets of 72 subjective scores exist. They have been
attributed to the perceptual attributes realism (R3) and overall stereoscopic quality (SIQ3)
during Experiment 2, on the MOOV2D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 3.
All these 6 sets of mean opinion scores constituted our subjective data collection.
On the other hand, a series of objective measures were computed as well.
First, the blur level that was present in our images were determined using the blur metric
described in Appendix E.1. The blur measures for the dataset used in Experiment 2 thus led to
scores distributed between 0.2932 and 0.6414 (where 0 stands for sharp images and 1 stands for
images with strong blur), thus showing the variability of the blur level in this dataset.
Second, like for our exploratory experiment, the largest crossed disparities were computed
for all our stereoscopic images, based on the results of a stereo matching algorithm using the
SIFT feature detection method. This approach is described in Appendix E.2. The largest
crossed disparities computed for the dataset used in Experiment 2 varied from −4.7984 cm to
−0.0578 cm for the viewing distance of 1.5m. This is equivalent to crossed disparities of up
to 109.8minutes of arc in absolute value, which, as justified in Section 2.1.5, were expected to
overtake the threshold of comfortable viewing.
The cardboard effect, however, was not computed by directly analyzing the images, but was
estimated at a theoretical level. Since the cardboard effect is a geometric distortion that can only
be observed in relation to the original real-world geometry of the photographed scene, computing
it without any information on the capture conditions would be a very complex endeavor, if not
impossible. In our work, we were able to estimate a measure of the cardboard effect in our
stereoscopic images by using the formulas described in Appendix E.3, because we knew all the
parameters of the stereoscopic system that we used at capture. Like this, the cardboard effect
ratio of a stereoscopic image was determined relative to the main object in the scene and was
computed in function of the distance from the camera to this main object at capture, for every
given focal distance.
Concretely, for the dataset used in Experiment 3, for each focal distance, we used approxi-
mately the same capture distance to capture all the scenes, which led, according to Appendix
E.3, to theoretically estimated cardboard effect ratios from 1.3713 (corresponding to the 6.3mm
focal distance – almost no distortion) to 7.6721 (corresponding to the 18.9mm focal distance –
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a large compression of the depth planes). Since the calibration performed for the intermediate
focal distance of 13.1mm was less precise, we discarded the values in between these thresholds
and only continued our study with the values corresponding to the limits of our interval of
variation of the cardboard effect.
This method of estimating the cardboard effect from the theoretical perspective could also be
replaced by a method that measures the actual cardboard effect ratio from a stereoscopic pair.
Such a method would also need information on the real-world proportions at capture and would
compare these proportions with the computed rendered proportions, to check whether they are
maintained or of how much they were altered. The principles of applying such a measure are
illustrated in Appendix E.3. Unfortunately, although we were able to test this method later on
some sample images outside the frame of our experiments, at the moment of the capture of our
datasets we had not stored all the necessary real-world proportions in order to be able to apply
the method on the data of Experiment 2 or 3.
The three objective measures we enumerated are denoted by blur, crossed_disp, and
cdb_eff in the formulas that follow and the objective scores they generated constituted our
objective data collection.
We mention here that, since no variations in the perception of the cardboard effect have
been detected in the structure of the dataset used in Experiment 2, we consider the cardboard
effect of these 108 stereoscopic images as a constant. Similarly, at the creation of the dataset for
Experiment 3, special attention was payed to having uniform blur across all the images, thus the
blur can be considered a constant for Experiment 3. The disparities of the stereoscopic images
in Dataset 3 were also computed. They were either all positive for the majority of the images,
or the few crossed disparities determined were very small (up to −0.3754 cm for the viewing
distance of 1.5m; equivalent to a maximum of 22.5minutes of arc in absolute value). Since only
crossed disparities larger than approximately 30 minutes of arc proved a negative influence on
the perceptual attributes assessed in our experiments, we considered that the physical parameter
disparities could be considered a constant as well in the context of Experiment 3.
As a consequence, the summary of the objective scores and of their distribution in function
of the experiment during which they were obtained is in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2: A summary of the objective measures.
Experiment 2 Experiment 3
min max min max
blur measure 0.2932 0.6414 constant
crossed disparities (cm) 0.0578 4.7984 constant
cardboard effect ratio constant 1.37 7.67
All the data presented so far, subjective and objective, constitute the numeric basis on which
all the studies presented in this chapter are based.
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11.2 Our stereoscopic image quality model
Our approach on determining the mathematical form of the perceptual stereoscopic image quality
model that we proposed in Figure 8.20 is actually based on finding the answer to the questions
in Figure 11.1. We say perceptual because, as formulated in the SIQC1, in Section 5.2.1, a
stereoscopic image quality model is a formalism that connects the various perceptual attributes
to the overall percept on the stereoscopic image quality. Therefore, this part of our mathematical
study only focuses on modeling the connections among the subjective percepts evaluated by our
participants.
Figure 11.1: The central problem of our work formulated after the quantitative experiments and
answered in Chapter 11.
Since, in concrete terms, our exact purpose was to explain the stereoscopic image quality
(SIQ) in function of the image quality (IQ), the comfort (C), and the realism (R) perceptual
attributes, for this study we used the data from Experiment 2, which contained all the needed
subjective ratings.
In order to determine the best mathematical model that could fit our data, we first performed
individual studies on the relations between the scores on the overall percept SIQ2 and the scores
obtained for each one of the component perceptual attributes measured, IQ2, C2, and R2. Thus,
by plotting SIQ2 in function of the scores on these attributes, we could conclude that there was
a linear influence of each perceptual attribute on the overall scores. The scatter plots that show
these relations are in Figure 11.2.
Figure 11.2: SIQ2 plotted against IQ2, C2, and R2, respectively.
Then, since the IQ2, C2, and R2 mean opinion scores have been obtained during separate
tests performed by different participants, no interference between the voting of these concepts
1Stereoscopic Image Quality Circle
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has been produced and we considered them independent in composing the multidimensional SIQ
percept.
Consequently, the model that we proposed was formulated as follows:
SIQ = α · IQ+ β · C + γ ·R+ δ (11.1)
and the parameters fitted using linear regression are given in Table 11.3, along with the
statistical data on their significance.
Table 11.3: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the SIQ model
coefficients.
estimate SE t-statistic p
δ -0.37 0.1842 -2.0326 0.0446
α 0.48 0.0516 9.321  0.01
β 0.23 0.0874 2.5952 0.0108
γ 0.32 0.1095 2.912 0.0044
RMSE: 0.239
Adjusted R2: 0.817
F-statistic vs. constant model: 160, p 0.01
The reliability of this fitted model is confirmed by the linearity observed when plotting the
estimated SIQ values against the observed SIQ2 values (i.e. the MOS), as illustrated by Figure
11.3.
Figure 11.3: The estimated values versus the observed values for the SIQ percept.
The exact mathematical form of the model fitted is therefore:
SIQ = 0.48 · IQ+ 0.23 · C + 0.32 ·R− 0.37. (11.2)
This result is important in the sense that it successfully explains a part of the SIQC, the
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part that is illustrated in Figure 11.4.
Figure 11.4: The part in the SIQC addressed by the results in Equation 11.2.
The stereoscopic image quality model proposed creates the connection between the indi-
vidual percepts that observers identify while watching stereoscopic images and their overall
judgment on the quality of those images, thus confirming mathematically the composition of the
multidimensional concept of stereoscopic image quality.
11.3 Explaining the perceptual attributes with visual algorithms
Once the perceptual stereoscopic image quality model in place, the focus was on the visual
algorithms that could be used to explain the subjective scores assigned to the perceptual attributes
of our model, given the physical properties of the stereoscopic images in our datasets.
In concrete terms, this meant explaining image quality (IQ), comfort (C), and realism (R)
in function of blur, crossed disparities, or cardboard effect.
This study was equivalent to bringing a mathematical formalization to the results of our two
quantitative experiments, concentrated in Figure 9.17. Since we disposed of two different sets of
data corresponding to complementary results, we performed the study separately on the data of
each experiment. The findings of each of the two tests are reproduced in Figure 11.5, while the
relations represented by flashes in this figure were translated into the mathematical formulas in
Equations 11.3c and 11.4, by considering the observations made in Section 11.1 on the factors
that were maintained constant for each of the experiments:
For Experiment 2:
IQ = fIQ(blur), (11.3a)
C = fC(blur, crossed_disp), (11.3b)
R = fR(blur, crossed_disp, cdb_eff = constant). (11.3c)
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For Experiment 3:
R = fR(blur = constant, crossed_disp = constant, cdb_eff). (11.4)
Figure 11.5: The relations between the physical image parameters and the perceptual attributes
to be mathematically modeled.
Concerning the perceptual attributes that were influenced by several physical parameters, it
is necessary to make the precision that the interaction effects were taken into account as well.
The structures of our datasets, with one stereoscopic image for every possible combination of
test conditions, made this possible. This meant that the influence of every parameter on the
subjective ratings was recorded in the presence of variations of all the others parameters, leading
to possible interactions between them. We took therefore this observation into account when
searching for the best models to fit our data.
Next, for finding the appropriate mathematical models to define the four functions just
presented (fIQ, fC , and fR), we analyzed all the relations between the variables of each function
and its corresponding percept. These analyses are illustrated next, separately for each perceptual
attribute, along with the models to which they led.
11.3.1 Explaining the image quality
The pattern of the influence of the blur variations on the subjective scores on image quality is
reproduced in Figure 11.6.
In such a case, where subjective scores are to be explained with objective measures, the rec-
ommended model for performing this mapping would be by using a logistic function [ITU 2012b]:
IQ =
aIQ
1 + exp(bIQ · blur + cIQ) + dIQ. (11.5)
However, despite the fact that this model approximated well the shape of our data distribu-
tion, as shown in Figure 11.7, the statistical reliability of its coefficients was not sufficient. This
can be observed in Table 11.4.
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Figure 11.6: The IQ mean opinion scores plotted against the blur measures.
Figure 11.7: Fitting the data on IQ with a logistic function.
Table 11.4: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the model coefficients
when fitting the IQ data with a nonlinear function.
estimate SE t-statistic p
aIQ 2.13 1.144 1.8663 0.0648
bIQ 13.32 8.189 1.6261 0.1069
cIQ -7.31 3.8027 -1.9226 0.05726
dIQ 1.94 0.9481 2.0451 0.04336
RMSE: 0.429
Adjusted R2: 0.562
F-statistic vs. constant model: 46.7, p 0.01
We could explain this behavior with the structure of our dataset, where only two variations
of blur have been added to the initial images produced by our consumer camera (more details
on the structure of the dataset in Appendix A.2). Initial slight variations of blur already existed
in these original camera images, and this can be observed in Figure 11.6, where the values
corresponding to the sharpest images are not equal, but vary slightly, and where these initial
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variations are dispersed throughout the rest of the dataset, due to the artificial blur added to
them. Therefore, despite the visible variability of the data in Figure 11.6, the controlled added
blur was limited to only two different levels and we thus considered that a precise fit to the
exact shape of the logistic function that models the human psycho-visual response could not be
reached with so few controlled variations as those in our dataset.
As a consequence, other models have been tested and the one leading to the best results was
the linear model of the form:
IQ = aIQ + bIQ · blur, (11.6)
with the coefficients determined by linear regression given in Table 11.5.
Table 11.5: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the model coefficients
when fitting the IQ data with a linear function.
estimate SE t-statistic p
aIQ 5.79 0.2272 25.483  0.01
bIQ -5.08 0.4521 -11.237  0.01
RMSE: 0.44
Adjusted R2: 0.539
F-statistic vs. constant model: 126, p 0.01
The model that explains the image quality percept in function of the measured blur was
thus:
IQ = 5.79− 5.08 · blur. (11.7)
And the shape of the fitted model, superposed on the data represented in Figure 11.6, is
shown if Figure 11.8.
Figure 11.8: The fitted model for IQ.
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11.3.2 Explaining the comfort
The comfort percept had proved to be the subject of a double influence, that of the level of
crossed disparities, and also that of the blur. Two scatter plots are illustrated in Figure 11.9
which show how each one of these two influences could be modeled.
Figure 11.9: The C mean opinion scores plotted against the blur and the crossed disparities
measures. The different colors in the scatter plots represent different crossed disparities in the
left subfigure and different blur measures in the right subfigure.
A first modeling of the comfort percept in function of the measures on blur and crossed
disparities has been performed, using a logistic function similar to that in Equation 11.5. How-
ever, we do not reproduce here the results since statistically non-reliable coefficients have been
obtained in this case as well.
We thus focused on the scatter plots in Figure 11.10 in order to identify another more suitable
fit.
The first plot in Figure 11.9 contains very dispersed data, however, the representation using
color shows that scores of different colors, therefore corresponding to different disparities, follow
the same linear slope. The distribution of correspondences in the second plot also has a linear
shape, therefore the model we proposed for testing was:
C = aC + bC · blur + cC · crossed_disp+ dC · blur · crossed_disp. (11.8)
In order to better understand the interaction effect between the blur and the crossed dispar-
ities factors, we went back to the data of our quantitative experiments. We could thus observe
in Figure 11.10 that, if representing the subjective ratings grouped in function of the three blur
levels of the stereoscopic images, detailed in each group in function of the three levels of crossed
disparities, the slopes in each group were similar, indicating a minimum interaction between
blur and crossed disparities.
This insignificant interaction effect was confirmed by a small statistical significance of the
coefficient of the interaction term, when trying to fit the model in Equation 11.8.
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Figure 11.10: In blue, the C subjective scores grouped in function of the blur levels in the
rated stereoscopic images and, for each blur group, detailed in function of the levels of crossed
disparities in the images of that group; in dark blue, the mean of each blur group.
As a consequence, the interaction coefficient was not statistically validated and the model
to fit became:
C = aC + bC · blur + cC · crossed_disp. (11.9)
The coefficients obtained for this model with linear regression are given in Table 11.6 and
they proved strong statistical reliability.
Table 11.6: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the C model coeffi-
cients.
estimate SE t-statistic p
aC 4.46 0.1529 29.164  0.01
bC -1.28 0.2970 -4.3191  0.01
Cc -0.22 0.0169 -12.67  0.01
RMSE: 0.289
Adjusted R2: 0.628
F-statistic vs. constant model: 91.4, p 0.01
Consequently, the exact model obtained that explains the comfort percept in function of the
blur and of the crossed disparities in the stereoscopic images is:
C = 4.46− 1.28 · blur − 0.22 · crossed_disp. (11.10)
And the graphical representation of the fitted plane, from two slightly different angles, is in
Figure 11.11, with the estimated values versus observed values representation in Figure 11.12.
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Figure 11.11: The fitted model for C.
Figure 11.12: The estimated values versus the observed values for the C percept.
11.3.3 Explaining the realism
For the data collected during Experiment 2, since the realism was also the subject of a double
influence of blur and crossed disparities, a logic similar to that of the previous section was used
as well.
The relations between the subjective scores on realism and the objective values of the pa-
rameters that influence it are shown in Figure 11.13 and were used in order to decide which was
the best model to fit.
The shapes of the two scatter plots also suggested a linear relation:
R = aR + bR · blur + cR · crossed_disp+ dR · blur · crossed_disp. (11.11)
The interaction effect between the blur and the crossed disparities seemed of significance in
this case, when analyzing the graphical representation on the realism subjective scores, similar
to that in Figure 11.10. This representation on the realism scores is given in Figure 11.14 and
obviously shows different slopes for the scores in function of the crossed disparities, when the
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blur groups are different.
Figure 11.13: The R mean opinion scores plotted against the blur and the crossed disparities
measures.
Figure 11.14: In blue, the R subjective scores grouped in function of the blur levels in the
rated stereoscopic images and, for each blur group, detailed in function of the levels of crossed
disparities in the images of that group; in dark blue, the mean of each blur group.
The initial model hypothesized in Equation 11.11 was thus maintained and led to a best fit
for our data for the linear regression parameters shown in Table 11.7.
The exact model that explained the realism percept in function of the blur and of the crossed
disparities in the stereoscopic images thus became:
R = 5.6− 3.53 · blur − 0.4 · crossed_disp+ 0.55 · blur · crossed_disp. (11.12)
And in Figure 11.15 can be seen the graphical representation of the estimated values versus
the original observed values.
For the data collected during Experiment 3, however, a unique influence was tested, that of
the cardboard effect on the realism percept.
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Table 11.7: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the R model coeffi-
cients.
estimate SE t-statistic p
aR 5.61 0.2805 20.012  0.01
bR -3.53 0.5638 -6.2594  0.01
CR -0.40 0.0997 -4.0337  0.01
dR 0.55 0.1998 2.7402  0.01
RMSE: 0.327
Adjusted R2: 0.491
F-statistic vs. constant model: 35.4, p 0.01
Figure 11.15: The fitted model for R in function of the blur and the disparities.
Because of the limited variation in our data, this influence was appreciated as linear. This is
obvious in the graphical representation in Figure 11.16, which also shows that the intermediary
data is missing, as mentioned in Section 11.1.
Figure 11.16: The R mean opinion scores plotted against the cardboard effect measures.
Therefore, the following formula was used for estimating realism in function of the cardboard
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effect:
R = eR + fR · cdb_eff. (11.13)
The coefficients in this formulas were estimated by linear regression to those in Table 11.8.
Table 11.8: Statistical data on the significance of the estimated values for the R model coeffi-
cients.
estimate SE t-statistic p
eR 4.01 0.0611 65.631  0.01
fR -0.2 0.0110 -18.363  0.01
RMSE: 0.242
Adjusted R2: 0.877
F-statistic vs. constant model: 337, p 0.01
And the precise formula associating the realism to the strength of the cardboard effect is:
R = 4.01− 0.2 · cdb_eff. (11.14)
Figure 11.17 shows how this fit is appropriate for our data.
Figure 11.17: The fitted model for R in function of the cardboard effect.
We add the observation that the precision of this particular result on realism from Experiment
3 is limited due to the limited variation of the objective scores that we determined on the
cardboard effect.
Now that the realism percept was explained for each one of the two experimental contexts,
by equations 11.12 and 11.14, the general formula that would include the two models could be
determined. The form of the model searched was determined from the relations illustrated in
Figure 9.17 and was formulated as:
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R = a · blur + b · crossed_disp+ c · cdb_eff
+ d · blur · crossed_disp+ e · blur · cdb_eff + f · crossed_disp · cdb_eff. (11.15)
However, adapted to our experimental data, where no interactions between the blur and the
cardboard effect or between the disparities and the cardboard effect were identified, the model
could be simplified to:
R = bR · blur + cR · crossed_disp+ dR · blur · crossed_disp+ fR · cdb_eff. (11.16)
And, since, in Equation 11.12, the constant term stood for the constant cdb_eff term and,
in Equation 11.14, the constant term stood for the constant blur and crossed_disp terms, the
formula on realism corresponded actually to the following explicit form:
R = −3.53 · blur − 0.4 · crossed_disp+ 0.55 · blur · crossed_disp− 0.2 · cdb_eff. (11.17)
11.3.4 Discussion
The results relating the perceptual attributes assessed by the observers with physical stereoscopic
image parameters represented another important link in the SIQC. They give possible answers
to the part of the Circle that is represented in Figure 11.18.
Figure 11.18: The part in the SIQC addressed by the results in Equations 11.7, 11.10, and 11.17.
We must make here the observation that these identified and quantified correlations are of
course not exhaustive. By choosing blur, crossed disparities, and cardboard effect as factors
influencing image quality, comfort, and realism, we had the sole purpose of being able to control
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several basic parameters in our datasets in order to observe how each of the perceptual attributes
identified during our exploratory study vary accordingly.
However, numerous other physical image parameters could be studied in a similar fashion
and their correlation to the perceptual attributes could enrich our model. The reason why we
considered only three such parameters was exclusively practical, since testing the influence of
more physical parameters on the subjective percepts would have exponentially increased the
duration of our experiments, already very time consuming in the form we implemented them.
11.4 Explaining the stereoscopic quality from physical image pa-
rameters
The ultimate practical purpose in the applications concerned by the assessment of the stereo-
scopic image quality is to be able to standardize the procedure such that generalized algorithms
could determine an overall stereoscopic image quality rating in function of the measurable phys-
ical properties of the stereoscopic images under test.
We consider that this goal is ambitious and that implementing such a universal method
would need very numerous experimental studies similar to ours before mastering all the intricate
relations among the components of the SIQC.
However, we present in this section a first step towards such a method, in which the stereo-
scopic image quality is explained in function of the physical image parameters that varied in our
study.
In the preceding sections, we showed, in Equations 11.7, 11.10, and 11.17, the mathematical
formulas determined that explain the relations between the three physical parameters considered
(blur, crossed disparities, and cardboard effect) and the three perceptual attributes identified
(image quality, comfort, and realism). We reproduce them grouped here:
IQ = 5.79− 5.08 · blur, (11.18a)
C = 4.46− 1.28 · blur − 0.21 · crossed_disp, (11.18b)
R = −3.53 · blur − 0.4 · crossed_disp+ 0.55 · blur · crossed_disp− 0.2 · cdb_eff. (11.18c)
We also proposed previously a stereoscopic image quality model that would integrate the
same three perceptual attributes into the overall percept on the stereoscopic image quality. This
model is also reproduced here:
SIQ = 0.48 · IQ+ 0.23 · C + 0.32 ·R− 0.37. (11.19)
Given these mathematical relations, their simple integration led to the formula that generates
a stereoscopic image quality rating directly from the physical properties of the stereoscopic image.
This implied formula is:
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SIQ = 3.42−3.86·blur−0.08·crossed_disp−0.06·cdb_eff+0.17·blur ·crossed_disp. (11.20)
The great advantage of this formula is that it allows simulating the human judgment on
the stereoscopic image quality only by integrating objective scores computed directly from the
images under test. It can thus be implemented as an algorithm and allows avoiding the time-
consuming implementation of subjective experiments with human observers.
This result is equivalent to a shortcut in the SIQC, that connects directly the physical
stereoscopic image parameters to the customer stereoscopic image quality rating, as shown in
Figure 11.19.
Figure 11.19: A shortcut in the SIQC.
Conclusions
This chapter concludes our investigation on the stereoscopic image quality assessment by assem-
bling into one large picture the pieces of the puzzle collected one by one in our experimental
studies or in our computations on the stereoscopic datasets created.
First, we could propose a stereoscopic image quality model that explained the multidimen-
sional concept of stereoscopic image quality in function of three independent perceptual at-
tributes: image quality, comfort, and realism. This corresponded to a modeling of the perceptual
dimensions in the SIQC.
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Next, we could determine for each one of these perceptual attributes the mathematical
structures that defined them in function of three basic physical stereoscopic image parameters:
blur, crossed disparities, and cardboard effect. This represented the connection between the
perceptual (or subjective) and the measurable (or objective) dimensions in the SIQC.
And last, following the previously computed mathematical relations, we could derive the
overall percept of stereoscopic image quality directly from the set of three physical parameters,
leading to a formula exclusively based on values objectively measurable.
The findings are valuable since, based on a precise adapted formalism, i.e. the Stereoscopic
Image Quality Circle, we could build, step by step, a method for automatically evaluating stereo-
scopic images that is in agreement with the human judgments.

Conclusions and Perspectives

Conclusions
As shown in the state-of-the art part of this manuscript, considerable improvements have been
made to date related to stereoscopic systems. Impressive technologies already exist, the human
binocular perception is better understood, promising algorithms are being implemented and
tested and, in general, huge research efforts are directed towards improving every aspect related
to the quality of stereoscopic data.
Despite this, it is however obvious that fully understanding the mechanisms of perceived
stereoscopic quality is still a great challenge, as well as finding the ideal technique for an accurate
quality evaluation, suitable in a wide range of situations.
In this context, the present work stands as an attempt of bringing new insights on the
mechanisms of human perception and judgment of the stereoscopic image quality and proposes
a method for assessing it.
Across the eleven chapters of this manuscript, we were thus able to first synthesize the
complexity of the processes that lie behind the stereoscopic perception and behind the production
chain of stereoscopic systems and to offer a broad view on the manner in which the perceived
quality of this type of content can be evaluated.
Then, we directed our efforts towards better understanding what stereoscopic image quality
means for an observer, through the definition of a framework, in the form of the Stereoscopic
Image Quality Circle (SIQC), through the setup of a complete stereoscopic system in our labo-
ratory in order to perform a series of tests, through the creation of the three MOOV3D – GIPSA
Stereoscopic Datasets, and through several subjective experiments rich in results.
Following our studies, we disposed of a large set of experimental data, which allowed us to
elaborate a series of theoretical propositions on the perceived stereoscopic image quality, that
we synthesized in Figure 11.20.
Figure 11.20: A synthesis of our results.
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Thus, we proposed a stereoscopic image quality model, in order to explain the multidimen-
sional concept of stereoscopic image quality through the means of individual perceptual attributes.
We also used visual algorithms in order to explain each of the perceptual attributes of our model
through the physical parameters of the stereoscopic images. And, finally, we could derive a
mathematical definition of the overall percept of stereoscopic image quality directly based on the
physical properties of the stereoscopic images. Such a definition would allow the algorithmic
computation of a stereoscopic quality rating, without the need of time-consuming experimental
studies.
We could observe during our subjective tests that, intuitively, people tend to judge the
stereoscopic image quality as depending the most on the image quality of the composing 2D
views. However, guided by clear explanations on the complexity of the stereoscopic content,
even naïve observers manage to identify other factors as important in the global stereoscopic
quality percept, i.e. crossed disparities and geometric distortions like the cardboard effect.
Also, the experiments we performed confirmed that unambiguously explaining the concept
to rate to the participants is of extreme importance, since the public is not yet familiar with the
specific vocabulary referring to stereoscopic images.
Moreover, we could have an insight on the variations of visual comfort when the conditions
of visualization change or when the observer performs different tasks. The concentration needed
for assessing precise attributes in the stereoscopic images watched can increase the visual fatigue,
in tight relation with the complexity of the task. In addition, the visual fatigue was found to
be stronger after visualization on a head mounted displays relative to a high-definition 3D TV
screen.
We consider all these findings as a small step in the elaborate undertaking towards fully
explaining the human perception and judgment of the stereoscopic image quality. However,
the fact that our experimental protocols allowed us to reach such elaborate and precise results
encourages us to envisage a series of perspectives that could enrich our findings.
Perspectives
The first perspective work that we envisage is a more elaborated analysis on the mathematical
framework proposed. We consider the results presented in Chapter 11 only a starting point.
On this basis, many other mathematical models could be tested and combined into a global
view on the assessment of the stereoscopic image quality in function of the physical parameters
of the images. Such a mathematical formulation should also be validated by a series of new
quantitative studies on different datasets and compared to other existing models.
Second, we think that reproducing our experimental protocols by considering a series of
other impairments in the stereoscopic stimuli would lead to a broader, more complex, and more
precise view on the modeling of the human judgment on stereoscopic quality.
Third, since we did not have the occasion to assess the immersion perceptual attribute
during the quantitative experiments that we performed, a future experimental study should be
implemented in order to test whether this attribute could be included as well in the stereoscopic
image quality model proposed. Such a study would be even more interesting if performed on
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several different stereoscopic display devices and in different contexts, since our hypothesis is
that the visualization conditions would influence the most on its variations.
This third trail naturally leads us to a fourth perspective plan, that of performing more
experimental studies on the prototype 3D glasses available in the MOOV3D project. Not all of
our studies on these glasses were materialized into precise results, due to a considerable variation
in the appreciations of the observers. Therefore, new exploratory studies using these glasses as
a stereoscopic display would surely be an efficient method of identifying the source of these
variations and of translating it in better designed quantitative experiments.
As a fifth perspective for our work, we envisage an interrogation on the perceptual attribute
that we called realism. Despite the fact that the realism attribute, as defined by us, was in-
fluenced in our studies by all the three basic physical attributes considered in our datasets, we
consider that we cannot put the equal sign between realism and stereoscopic image quality. We
could have, for example, stereoscopic images considered as realistic, but which would generate
discomfort, therefore the overall percept of stereoscopic quality would be deteriorated, despite
the high level of realism. However, we think that an in-depth reflection on the subject and new
exploratory studies might lead to another definition of this dimension or to another notion to
refer to it. The phrase realism of the rendering might be a notion to test. It would relate this
concept more to the aspects related to the 3D geometry and to the effect of the geometrical
distortions and less to aspects related to the image quality of the stereoscopic images. But this
is just a hypothesis and only elaborate testing could give us more clues on the best path to
follow in improving the approach on this perceptual attribute.
Since we were often limited in our approach by the technical imprecision of the consumer
camera we used, it would surely be interesting to set as a sixth perspective project to perform
similar studies by using another stereoscopic capture system, composed of two high-end 2D
cameras, that could be manipulated with more precision and in more diverse ways.
The seventh and final perspective work considered is to extend the insights obtained on
the quality of stereoscopic still images to stereoscopic videos, by studying the differences in
perception between the two and the manner in which these differences could be integrated in
the framework that we were able to build.
By taking into account all our dense results and also all the promising premises for new
research directions, we are convinced that the future findings into the human assessment of the
stereoscopic image quality will transform the ultimate goal of defining the perceived stereoscopic
quality from ‘almost impossible’ to ‘very complex, but feasible’.
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Appendix A
Datasets
For the specific needs of our experimental studies, we have created three different datasets of
stereoscopic images, using the Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 stereoscopic camera presented in
Section 6.1.
The three datasets are available for download on the web site dedicated to the MOOV3D
project1, hosted by our laboratory’s server.
The characteristics of each one of these datasets are described next.
A.1 MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1
The stereoscopic dataset published online under this name is made up of a selection of 24 stereo-
scopic images that cover various levels of structural complexity, various real world photographed
distances, and various levels of binocular disparities. A preview of this selection of images, along
with some of their properties, is shown in Table A.1.
However, these 24 stereoscopic images published are only a part of a larger original dataset
that we present here. The criteria of classification and selection of the reduced dataset of
Table A.1 from the initial larger collection is discussed in this manuscript in the context of the
exploratory study that we performed, in Section 8.2.
The initial test material was thus composed of a larger database of 158 stereoscopic images,
all taken with the Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 camera presented in the previous chapter at its
best quality configuration and at the resolution of 1080p. The minimal focal distance of 6.3 cm
was imposed for every image capture, aiming for uniformity in the geometrical conditions of the
shooting, given the fact that the stereoscopic camera allowed varying the focal distance.
The images in the dataset were meant to represent situations that ordinary people (non-
specialist) would photograph if they owned a compact stereoscopic camera or a mobile phone
with a stereoscopic camera. Thus, their content was represented by everyday life sequences like
objects, interiors, touristic sites, landscapes, people, or animals. All the images were intended
to be as natural (i.e. as untreated) as possible, placing the dataset in a consumer utilization
context.
For structuring the database, three image characteristics were considered as the three inde-
pendent variables to define our image collection:
1http://www.gipsa-lab.fr/projet/MOOV3D/
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Table A.1: A preview of the images in the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1.
Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6
High
complexity
High
complexity
High
complexity
High
complexity
High
complexity
High
complexity
Average
depth
interval
Small depth
interval
– Average
depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Average
depth
interval
Image 7 Image 8 Image 9 Image 10 Image 11 Image 12
High
complexity
Average
complexity
High
complexity
Low
complexity
Average
complexity
High
complexity
Average
depth
interval
Large depth
interval
Large depth
interval
Large depth
interval
Average
depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Image 13 Image 14 Image 15 Image 16 Image 17 Image 18
High
complexity
Average
complexity
Average
complexity
Average
complexity
Average
complexity
Low
complexity
Small depth
interval
Average
depth
interval
Large depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Image 19 Image 20 Image 21 Image 22 Image 23 Image 24
Low
complexity
Average
complexity
Low
complexity
Average
complexity
High
complexity
High
complexity
Average
depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Small depth
interval
Average
depth
interval
Large depth
interval
Large depth
interval
(1) complexity – given by the number of objects in the image, by the textures, the shapes, the
contrasts, the colors;
(2) depth interval – given by the distance between the closest and the furthest object in the
image;
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(3) monocular depth cues – described later on the experiment task sheet as: “elements in a
2D image that help the observer mentally reconstitute the image in three-dimensions after
watching it only in 2D (elements that offer information on the display of the objects in
space, on the distances, on the dimensions, on the depths, etc.)”.
For each characteristic considered, several conditions were possible:
(1) for complexity :
· low complexity,
· average complexity,
· high complexity,
(2) for depth interval :
· small depth interval,
· average depth interval,
· large depth interval,
(3) for monocular depth cues:
· monocular depth cues present,
· monocular depth cues absent,
and, at capture, a lot of attention was payed to covering as well as possible every combination
of conditions.
The intersection of the criteria enumerated led to a total of 18 complex categories of images,
each such category being defined by one condition of each variable.
Given these considerations, the organization of the database can be represented with a
structured three-dimensional matrix, as in Figure A.1. Each of the 18 cases of the matrix acts
as a container for the images that satisfy the criteria defined by the position of that case, relative
to the coordinate system defined by:
the X axis: the three conditions of the complexity variable;
the Y axis: the three conditions of the depth interval variable;
the Z axis: the two conditions of the monocular depth cues variable.
However, for an easier visualization of the database structure during the experiment and
during the data processing phase, a simplified two-dimensional representation of the structure
of the database was used. The Z dimension was compressed and each case situated at the
intersections of the X and Y axis was separated in two, as shown by Figure A.2.
In this manner, the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 1 made of 158 stereoscopic
images was the stimuli set used in our exploratory study, presented in Chapter 8.
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Figure A.1: The schema of the structure of database 1.
Figure A.2: The simplified schema of the structure of database 1.
A.2 MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 2
At the basis of the second stereoscopic dataset that we created, there is a group of 4 still images
of different test scenes: two outdoor and two indoor. They are shown in Figure A.2. As it
can be noticed, in each indoor or outdoor group, one scene contains only still objects and the
other scene a human character, in order to cover a mixed semantic space, despite the reduced
number of photographed contexts. Also, the scenes were intentionally chosen of varying spatial
information complexity.
The dataset images were taken at the resolution of 1080p with the same compact Fujifilm
FinePix Real 3D W3 camera described in Section 6.1, at its finest quality configuration and also
by maintaining the 6.3 cm focal distance for all the images. Like for the previous dataset, all
the images were intended to be as natural as possible, as taken by ordinary users, placing these
stereoscopic images in a consumer utilization context.
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Table A.2: The 4 scenes at the basis of the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 2.
Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4
The creation of this stimuli set was in accordance with the ITU recommendations
[ITU 2012b]. Consequently, for each of the four scenes, we derived 27 test conditions, lead-
ing to a set of 108 distinct presentations. We preferred the configuration explained in Equation
4.2 for the definition of the test conditions. Accordingly, the 27 = 3× 3× 3 test conditions were
represented by the combination of three levels of variations for three independent variables, as
follows:
(1) 3 different levels of circular averaging blur,
(2) 3 different levels of the largest crossed binocular disparities,
(3) 3 different levels of camera-scene distance at capture, conveniently chosen in function of
each test scene.
The exact values used for the design of the test conditions are detailed in Table A.3. The
justification of the choice of these parameters will be however given later, in Section 9.1.1, where
the exact context of utilization of this dataset will be presented.
Table A.3: The test conditions considered for building the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic
Dataset 2 (the values given for the blur indicate the radius, which allows defining the size in
pixels of the pillbox filter to be applied, size computed as a square of side 2 × radius + 1; the
disparities are expressed in minutes of arc).
blur disparities capture distance
scene 1 scene 2 scene 3 scene 4
0 [-21,-4] 6.26m 10.25m 28.5m 5.5m
1 [-86,-53] 7.76m 15m 31.6m 10m
1.75 [-140,-104] 9.26m 20m 36m 15m
Broadly speaking, the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 2 was designed having in
view the quantitative experiment described in Section 9.1 and the design of the test conditions
was done with the purpose of refining the findings of our exploratory study into a stereoscopic
image quality model.
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A.3 MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 3
The third dataset built for our experiments was created using the same principles as the
MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 2. All the points illustrated in Section A.2 are valid
for this database as well, with two exceptions: the base scenes and the test conditions.
The foundation of this third dataset is represented by the 8 scenes shown in Figure A.4.
Like for the dataset presented previously, they also represent exterior and interior scenes in
equal proportions. As well, they contain both scenes containing only objects and scenes with
human characters.
Table A.4: The 8 scenes at the basis of the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 3.
Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4
Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8
For each of the 8 scenes in Figure A.4, a number of 9 test conditions were derived, generating
a final dataset of 72 distinct presentations. The configuration in Equation 4.2 was again the one
preferred for the design of the stimuli set and the 9 = 3 × 3 test conditions were represented
this time by the combination of three levels of variations for only two independent variables, as
follows:
(1) 3 different values of focal distance,
(2) 3 different main-subject-to-background distances.
Details on the test conditions considered are in Table A.5. Like for the previous stimuli
set, the explanation of the reasons that led to this dataset structure will be given later, in the
context of its utilization, in Section 9.1.1.
Limiting the number of test conditions to only 9, compared to 27 previously, allowed us
to augment the number of base scenes from 4 to 8. This illustrates how the specificity of one
experiment imposes constraints on the dataset to be used.
The choice of the configuration illustrated in Equation 4.2 for both Datasets 2 and 3 was
justified by the fact that in the case of all our quantitative experiments, we were not only
interested by the individual effect of the considered independent variables on the subjective
ratings, but also by their joint effect.
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Table A.5: The test conditions considered for building the MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic
Dataset 3.
focal distance object-background distance
6.3mm 4m
13.1mm 8m
18.9mm 12m
The MOOV3D – GIPSA Stereoscopic Dataset 3 has an additional particularity. For the
18.9mm focal distance, the consumer Fujifilm stereoscopic camera produces a slight blur, despite
using a tripod and the camera timer. Therefore, since we intended to avoid as much as possible
the influence of other uncontrolled variables on the structure of our database, we evaluated the
level of blur in all the images of the original database, observed the elevated blur for the largest
focal distance condition, and then we added blur on the sharper images, such as the level of blur
across the database would be as uniform as possible. The objective measures were effectuated
using the no-reference blur metric proposed in [Crete 2007], which is described in Appendix E.1.
Consequently, two versions of the dataset are available online: one version with the stereo-
scopic images in the form in which the stereoscopic camera rendered them and one version in
which the slight blur was added to the sharp images.
This third dataset was also designed for the purpose of a quantitative experiment. Its
utilization is described in Section 9.1.

Appendix B
Statistical Tools
B.1 Processing the experimental data
Main reference: [ITU 2012b].
During an experimental quantitative study following the single stimulus (SS) method de-
scribed in Section 4.7.3.4, a series of subjective ratings are recorded. These are the ratings that
all the participants give to each of the stimuli of the dataset under study. Thus, a matrix of
N × J ×K × R ratings is collected per experiment, where N is the number of participants to
that experiment, J is the number of test conditions applied to the K basic images of the dataset
(leading to a dataset of J×K stimuli), and R is the number of times each stimulus was displayed
for rating.
The ratings can take various types of values. This Appendix, however, proposes solutions
adequate to the particular type of experimental methods which collect numeric ratings. In the
case of our experiments, these were integer values between 1 and 5.
In every rating collection obtained after an experiment, there are variations in the distribu-
tions of the votes. These are due to the differences in judgment between observers and to the
effect of a variety of conditions associated with the experiment.
Therefore, statistical methods are used for concentrating all the ratings in a unique value
per stimulus, corresponding to the general tendency of voting for that specific stimulus.
We present here such a method, in the form of the computation of mean opinion scores and
of their corresponding confidence intervals.
B.1.1 Mean opinion scores (MOS)
A mean opinion score can be computed for each of the stimuli in the dataset used.
Thus, for an experimental stimuli corresponding to the test condition j of image k, displayed
during the repetition r, the corresponding mean opinion score is computed as:
ujkr =
1
N
N∑
i=1
uijkr, (B.1)
where uijkr is the score of the observer i for the test condition j of the image k, during
repetition r.
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Similarly, overall mean scores, uj or uk, can be computed for each test condition or for each
distinct image of the dataset.
B.1.2 Confidence intervals
In order to accompany the computed mean opinion scores with a measure of reliability of their
estimation, the confidence intervals are proposed. These are derived from the standard deviation
and size of each sample.
A 95% confidence interval is of the form:
[ujkr − δjkr, ujkr + δjkr], (B.2)
where:
δjkr = 1.96 · Sjkr√
N
(B.3)
and Sjkr is the standard deviation for each stimulus, computed as:
Sjkr =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(ujkr − uijkr)2
N − 1 . (B.4)
The significance of a 95% confidence interval associated to a computed mean score is that,
with a probability of 95%, the absolute value of the difference between the computed experi-
mental mean score and the “true” mean score (for a very high number of observers) is smaller
than this interval.
B.2 The β2 test (computing the kurtosis coefficient)
Main reference: [ITU 2012b].
The β2 test can be used in order to ascertain whether a distribution of scores can be consid-
ered normal. This verification can be performed by computing the kurtosis coefficient of that
distribution, i.e. the ratio of the fourth order moment to the square of the second order moment,
as:
β2jkr =
m4
(m2)2
, (B.5)
where:
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mx =
∑N
i=1(uijkr − uijkr)x
N
. (B.6)
If the β2 coefficient computed is between 2 and 4, the distribution may be taken to be normal.
B.3 Screening of the observers
Main reference: [ITU 2012b].
The ITU screening method for the single stimulus (SS) experiments has the purpose of dis-
carding from the experimental data the scores corresponding to observers who voted differently
from the general tendency of the totality of the observers.
This procedure should not be applied more than once to the results of a given experiment.
Moreover, the use of the procedure should be restricted to cases in which there are relatively
few observers (e.g. fewer than 20), all of whom are non-experts.
In order to select the observers to be discarded, the next procedure must be followed.
For each presentation, the scores uijkr of each observer must be compared with their associ-
ated mean value, ujkr plus their associated standard deviation Sjkr, times 2 if the distribution
of the scores is normal, or times
√
20 if the distribution of the scores is not normal. This com-
parison term can be denoted by Pjkr. The same scores of each observer must also be compared
with their associated mean value minus their associated standard deviation times 2 or times√
20, term that is denoted by Qjkr.
Every time a score of an observer is found above Pjkr, a counter associated with that par-
ticular observer, Pi, must be incremented. Similarly, every time a score of an observer is found
below Qjkr, a counter associated with that observer, Qi, must be incremented.
These steps can be mathematically expressed as:
For each observer i, find Pi and Qi, such as, for j, k, r = 1, 1, 1 to J,K,R:
if 2 ≤ β2jkr ≤ 4, then :
if uijkr ≥ ujkr + 2 · Sjkr, then Pi = Pi + 1, (B.7a)
if uijkr ≤ ujkr − 2 · Sjkr, then Qi = Qi + 1, (B.7b)
else :
if uijkr ≥ ujkr +
√
20 · Sjkr, then Pi = Pi + 1, (B.7c)
if uijkr ≤ ujkr −
√
20 · Sjkr, then Qi = Qi + 1, (B.7d)
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where:
Pjkr = ujkr + 2 · Sjkr (B.8a)
or
Pjkr = ujkr +
√
20 · Sjkr (B.8b)
and
Qjkr = ujkr − 2 · Sjkr (B.9a)
or
Qjkr = ujkr −
√
20 · Sjkr. (B.9b)
Finally, the following two ratios must be calculated: Pi +Qi divided by the total number of
scores from each observer for the whole session and Pi − Qi divided by Pi + Qi as an absolute
value. If the first ratio is greater than 5% and the second ratio is less than 30%, then observer
i must be eliminated, as also shown mathematically:
if
Pi +Qi
J ·K ·R > 0.05 and |
Pi −Qi
Pi +Qi
| < 0.3, (B.10)
then reject observer i.
B.4 Kendall’s W
Main reference: [Chanquoy 2005].
Kendall’s W, also called Kendall’s coefficient of concordance, is a non-parametric statistic
that can be used for testing the level of agreement among the raters of a same dataset.
By definition, Kendall’s W is a measure of agreement among the ranks of multiple classifi-
cations and can be computed with the following formula:
W =
12 · S
k2 · (n3 − n) , (B.11)
where 12 is a constant, k is the number of raters, n is the number of rated stimuli, and S
is the sum of the squared differences between any total rank per stimulus and the mean of the
total ranks of all stimuli, as shown:
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S =
N∑
i=1
(Ri −R)2, (B.12)
with Ri representing the total of the ranks given to the stimulus i and R representing the
mean values of all the total ranks.
Kendall’s W coefficient can vary between −1 and 1, where −1 corresponds to a maximum
negative correlation, and 1 corresponds to a maximum positive correlation between the two sets
of data considered.
B.5 Scores normalization
Even if an experimental study is performed with care and the use of the rating scale is correctly
explained to the participants, the final results might show important variations in the way the
scale was employed by different persons.
In order to compensate for these differences and to adjust the scores to a scale common in
meaning for all the participants, a normalization step is often performed before any other step
in the processing of the experimental data.
As a normalization solution for our data, we preferred the simple solution of transforming
the original subjective scores into standard scores (or z-scores). This was performed with the
following formula:
zijkr =
uijkr − uir
σir
(B.13)
for every score uijkr of the participant i on the test condition j of image k during repetition
r, where uir represents the mean of all the ratings of participant i during repetition r and σir
represents the standard deviation of these ratings.
After the normalization step, a remapping of the computed z-scores to the original interval
of the voting scale may be performed or not. We chose to perform this remapping in order to
present the final results relative to the original scale used.
B.6 Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Main reference: [Chanquoy 2005].
The ANOVA statistical procedure allows the comparison of estimated variances, i.e. allows to
the experimenter to test whether the scores obtained (i.e. the dependent variables) for different
groups vary or not significantly. For this, ANOVA does not only take into account the mean
values, but also the variances, i.e. the distribution of the scores.
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The procedure to follow in order to perform an ANOVA statistical test is rigorous and can
be schematized in the following three steps:
1. The statistical hypothesis must be set: the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis
(H0 and H1). In the typical application of ANOVA, the null hypothesis states that all the
considered groups are random samples of the same population. This implies that all the
treatments of the independent variables have the same effect (perhaps none). Rejecting
the null hypothesis implies that different treatments result in altered effects.
2. A series of calculations must be performed in order to compare variances, sources of vari-
ability; the ratio between two different sources of variability leads to an index F , that we
denote here by Fc (the computed F ).
3. Fc must be compared to a theoretical F (either given by statistical tables, or computed
by the software used). Consequently, if Fc is superior to the theoretical F , or if the
probability associated to Fc is sufficiently high, the H0 hypothesis can be rejected and the
independent variables are found to have a significant effect on the dependent variable for
the entire population, and not only for the tested sample.
B.7 Wilcoxon test
Main reference: [Chanquoy 2005].
The Wilcoxon test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used for comparing the
means of two samples in order to assess whether their population mean ranks differ.
The only constraint imposed for applying this test is that the distributions must be measured
on an ordinal scale.
The hypotheses set for the Wilcoxon test are similar to those for the ANOVA, however, in
this case, the W test statistic is the one computed and evaluated.
B.8 Scales aggregation
Main reference: [Marcotorchino 1979].
When, after an experimental study, a table T is obtained, storing the ratings or the ranks
attributed by a series of N judges to a set of M stimuli, the result of the experiment is often
searched in the form of a set of M values representing the concentrated opinion of all the judges
on each of the M stimuli. This problem can be reformulated as a scale aggregation problem
trying to identify a vector of size M equivalent to the ratings or ranks given by a virtual judge
to the M stimuli, vector that would aggregate the totality of the opinions of the N judges. This
would thus be a vector X of positive values that would minimize the following function:
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min
N∑
i=1
µ(X,Ti), (B.14)
where µ is a metric that characterizes the proximity between the X rating scale and the Ti
rating scales.
The µ metric is set a priori in function of the specificity of the data under study. A series
of models are proposed in the literature for this metric. Among them, for the data processing
phase of our exploratory test, we preferred to consider the absolute distance d metric of the form:
d(Tj , Tk) =
M∑
i=1
|tij − tik|, (B.15)
which is equivalent to determining the i component of the X vector as equal to the median
value of all the xik values, where k = 1, N .

Appendix C
The Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
The form in which the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) was originally proposed in
[Kennedy 1993] is reproduced here.
Table C.1: Our adaptation of the original SSQ.
Weight
SSQ Symptom N O D
General discomfort 1 1 0
Fatigue 0 1 0
Headache 0 1 0
Eyestrain 0 1 0
Difficulty focusing 0 1 1
Increased salivation 1 0 0
Sweating 1 0 0
Nausea 1 0 1
Difficulty concentrating 1 1 0
Fullness of head 0 0 1
Blurred vision 0 1 1
Dizzy (eyes open) 0 0 1
Dizzy (eyes closed) 0 0 1
Vertigo 0 0 1
Stomach awareness 1 0 0
Burping 1 0 0
The method used for computing the N (nausea), O (oculomotor), and D (disorientation)
scores, as well as the TS (total score) is the following:
N = [1]× 9.54, (C.1a)
O = [2]× 7.58, (C.1b)
D = [3]× 13.92, (C.1c)
TS = [1] + [2] + [3]× 3.74, (C.1d)
where [1], [2], and [3] stand for the sums obtained by adding the weighted scores correspond-
ing to each of the three columns in Table C.1, i.e. the N, O, and D columns, respectively.
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Appendix D
Experiment Details
D.1 Experiment 1
D.1.1 Experiment script
1. Fill in the participant data form.
2. Have the participant read the task sheet.
3. Part I - Classification.
4. At the end of the classification, fill in the classification sheet.
5. Perform the vision tests:
· Visual acuity test – Snellen chart,
· Color vision test – Ishihara test,
· Stereo acuity test – McGill test.
6. Decide whether the participant can continue or not.
7. Tell the participant to choose a correct and comfortable position.
8. Turn off the main lights.
9. Check the correct functioning of the display system with a test image.
10. Launch the experiment software.
11. Start recording.
12. Part II - Visualization and verbalization.
13. Make a back-up of the recording file.
D.1.2 Task sheet
1. Classify 2D images:
· watch the printed 2D images and arrange them on the table in front of you, in function
of the three classification categories considered:
– complexity - given by the number of objects in the image, by the textures, the
shapes, the contrasts, the colors,
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– depth interval - given by the distance between the closest and the furthest object
in the image,
– 2D depth cues - elements present in a 2D image that help the observer to mentally
reconstitute the image in three-dimensions only after watching it in 2D (elements
that offer information on the display of the objects in space, on the distances, on
the dimensions, on the depths, etc.); examples of 2D depth cues:
∗ lighting and shades,
∗ occlusion,
∗ relative size,
∗ linear perspective,
∗ texture gradient,
∗ relative density (atmospheric blur, saturation, color intensity variation),
∗ depth of field,
∗ position relative to the horizon,
∗ presence of known size objects.
2. Watch and evaluate 3D images:
· watch each 3D image displayed on the TV screen and freely express your opinion on
its quality and on the perceived comfort/discomfort;
· freely choose the visualization time for each picture.
D.2 Experiments 2 and 3
D.2.1 Experiment script
1. Turn the day light lamp on.
2. Check the HDMI connections.
3. Read the Information notice with the participant if he/she has not done it already.
4. Have the Consent form signed by the participant.
5. Hand to the participant a copy of the Information notice and a copy of the Consent form
with both signatures on.
6. Fill in the form on the participant data.
7. Perform the vision tests:
· Interocular distance (measure),
· Visual acuity test – Snellen chart,
· Color vision test – Ishihara test,
· Stereo acuity test – TNO test.
8. Decide whether the participant can continue or not.
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9. Have the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire filled in by the participant (only for Experiment
2 ).
10. Have the participant read the corresponding task sheet.
11. Tell the participant to choose a correct and comfortable position.
12. Turn off the main lights.
13. Let the participant adjust the 3D glasses to his/her view using the calibration image (only
for the sub-experiments on the 3D glasses.).
14. Check the correct functioning of the display system with a test image.
15. Launch the experiment software.
16. Make a back-up of the results file.
17. Have the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire filled in again by the participant (only for
Experiment 2 ).
D.2.2 Task sheets
D.2.2.1 Sub-experiments on image quality
This experiment will include three parts:
1. The learning phase,
2. The evaluation of the first group of images,
3. The evaluation of the second group of images.
During each part of the experiment, you will be shown sequences of three different elements:
· a white cross on a grey background – you must concentrate your gaze on it!
· a 3D image – you must explore it attentively!
· the text “Vote now!” on a grey background – you must give a rating on the image quality
of the 3D scene that was previously displayed!
By image quality we mean the 2D quality of the 3D image presented, i.e. the level of quality
that the 3D image would have if it was presented in 2D instead of 3D.
The rating on each image should take a value between 1 and 5, where:
5 image quality: excellent
4 image quality: good
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3 image quality: fair
2 image quality: poor
1 image quality: bad
The rating for a 3D image can be given only while the “Vote now!” text is being displayed
and it should be recorded using the highlighted keys on the keyboard. As soon as a rating is
given, a new image will be automatically displayed (always preceded by a white cross).
D.2.2.2 Sub-experiments on comfort
This experiment will include three parts:
1. The learning phase,
2. The evaluation of the first group of images,
3. The evaluation of the second group of images.
During each part of the experiment, you will be shown sequences of three different elements:
· a white cross on a grey background – you must concentrate your gaze on it!
· a 3D image – you must explore it attentively!
· the text “Vote now!” on a grey background – you must give a rating on the image quality
of the 3D scene that was previously displayed!
By comfort we mean the general state of comfort induced by the 3D image presented.
The rating on each image should take a value between 1 and 5, where:
5 comfort: excellent
4 comfort: good
3 comfort: fair
2 comfort: poor
1 comfort: bad
The rating for a 3D image can be given only while the “Vote now!” text is being displayed
and it should be recorded using the highlighted keys on the keyboard. As soon as a rating is
given, a new image will be automatically displayed (always preceded by a white cross).
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D.2.2.3 Sub-experiments on realism
This experiment will include three parts:
1. The learning phase,
2. The evaluation of the first group of images,
3. The evaluation of the second group of images.
During each part of the experiment, you will be shown sequences of three different elements:
· a white cross on a grey background – you must concentrate your gaze on it!
· a 3D image – you must explore it attentively!
· the text “Vote now!” on a grey background – you must give a rating on the image quality
of the 3D scene that was previously displayed!
By level of realism we mean the level of accuracy of the 3D rendering, i.e. the level of
resemblance between the 3D image displayed and what you would see in reality if you were in
the spot from where the picture was taken and you saw the real scene.
The rating on each image should take a value between 1 and 5, where:
5 realism: excellent
4 realism: good
3 realism: fair
2 realism: poor
1 realism: bad
The rating for a 3D image can be given only while the “Vote now!” text is being displayed
and it should be recorded using the highlighted keys on the keyboard. As soon as a rating is
given, a new image will be automatically displayed (always preceded by a white cross).
D.2.2.4 Sub-experiments on overall 3D quality
This experiment will include three parts:
1. The learning phase,
2. The evaluation of the first group of images,
3. The evaluation of the second group of images.
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During each part of the experiment, you will be shown sequences of three different elements:
· a white cross on a grey background – you must concentrate your gaze on it!
· a 3D image – you must explore it attentively!
· the text “Vote now!” on a grey background – you must give a rating on the image quality
of the 3D scene that was previously displayed!
By overall 3D quality we mean the percept that includes the quality of all the aspects related
to the 3D image. This percept should not exclusively include the quality that the image would
have if it was displayed in 2D, but also the quality rendered by the fact that the image is
presented in three dimensions.
The rating on each image should take a value between 1 and 5, where:
5 overall 3D quality: excellent
4 overall 3D quality: good
3 overall 3D quality: fair
2 overall 3D quality: poor
1 overall 3D quality: bad
The rating for a 3D image can be given only while the “Vote now!” text is being displayed
and it should be recorded using the highlighted keys on the keyboard. As soon as a rating is
given, a new image will be automatically displayed (always preceded by a white cross).
Appendix E
Objective measures
E.1 Measuring the blur
In order to compute an objective score representing the level of blur evaluated for a given
stereoscopic image, we used the no-reference perceptual blur metric presented in [Crete 2007].
This metric estimates the level of the blur annoyance of a 2D image based on the discrimi-
nation between different levels of blur that are perceptible on the same picture. It uses the fact
that the humans have difficulties in perceiving differences between an originally blurred image
and the same image blurred once more.
Therefore, the algorithm blurs the image under study and makes a decision on the intensity
of its blur level in function of the variations between the original image and its blurred copy.
If the variations are large, the original image can be considered of good quality (no or little
amounts blur). If the variations are small, it can be implied that the original image already
contained a considerable level of blur.
The no-reference perceptual blur metric only takes into account the pixels that changed after
the blurring step, in order to cope with the situations in which only a minor part of the image is
blurred. Also, it only considers the neighboring pixels variations which have decreased after the
blurring step, in order to avoid the zones where new slight pixels variations that did not exist
before appear after blurring for example a sharp edge on a flat area.
The blur is estimated with this metric both in the horizontal and the vertical directions and
the more annoying blur from the two is considered as the final blur value.
The flow-chart describing the functioning of this metric is reproduced in Figure E.1.
Figure E.1: The simplified flow-chart of the no-reference perceptual blur metric principle
[Crete 2007].
The values produced by the no-reference blur metric range between 0 and 1, with 0 repre-
senting the best quality and 1 representing the worst quality in terms of blur perception.
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For our stereoscopic images, we applied the blur metric separately on each of the two views
of a stereoscopic pair and the mean of the two values obtained was considered the blur measure
of the stereoscopic image.
E.2 Measuring the disparities
In order to determine the binocular disparities contained by a given stereoscopic image, we used
a Matlab stereo-matching algorithm, based on a C++ implementation [Lowe 2013] of the SIFT
feature detection method described in [Lowe 1999, Lowe 2004].
This algorithm selects a large number of SIFT feature points in the stereo pairs, matches
them, then returns the coordinates of the points in each of the views of the stereo pairs. Figure
E.2 gives an example of such a stereo-match obtained.
Figure E.2: Example of a stereo-match determined with our algorithm based on the SIFT feature
detection method.
The totality of these coordinates allowed us to compute all the horizontal and vertical dispar-
ities detected, then to make a series of meaningful representations or calculations. Consequently,
horizontal and vertical disparities histograms could be created, as exemplified in Figure E.3, or
the largest crossed or uncrossed disparities could be computed for any stereoscopic image.
Vertical disparities could be noticed in the majority of the disparity histograms of the stereo-
scopic images taken with our stereoscopic camera and their presence was justified by the small
optical imperfections of the camera lenses, which lead to slight vertical displacements of the
corresponding points in the two views. The magnitude of these vertical disparities was however
each time far under the threshold of uncomfortable vertical fusion of the human visual system,
therefore their presence was of no inconvenience in our study and no geometrical corrections
were applied to our datasets.
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Figure E.3: Examples of a horizontal disparities and a vertical disparities histogram for a stereo-
scopic image (examples corresponding to the image in Figure E.2.
Multiple representations of the calculated disparities were possible. Among them, a meaning-
ful representation that we preferred in our interpretations was that of the horizontal disparities
in function of the x coordinate of the matched key points for which they were calculated. This
kind of representation could be compared to seeing a three-dimensional representation of the
key points in the real scene from above and an example is given in Figure E.4.
Figure E.4: Example of representation of the horizontal disparities in a stereoscopic image in
function of the x coordinates of the matched key points for which they were computed (example
corresponding to the image in Figure E.2.
All the computations in our work related to the disparities of a stereoscopic image were
performed using the method described.
E.3 Measuring the cardboard effect
Given three points P01(x01 , y01 , z01), P02(x02 , y02 , z02), and P03(x03 , y03 , z03) in the real space,
with P01P02 parallel to the line determined by the positions of the lenses of a stereoscopic camera
and P03 at a different depth than P01P02 (therefore z01 = z02 and z01 6= z03) and given the three
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image points Pi1(xi1 , yi1 , zi1), Pi2(xi2 , yi2 , zi2), and Pi3(xi3 , yi3 , zi3) that a person with an eye
separation e, placed at a distance D from the screen, would perceive if the parameters of the
stereoscopic system are:
M : the scaling factor from the sensor to the screen;
f : the stereoscopic camera focal distance;
t: the stereoscopic camera lens separation,
then the cardboard effect ratio can be computed as:
cdb_eff_ratio =
represented_width/represented_depth
real_width/real_depth
=
(xi2 − xi1)/(zi3 − zi1)
(x02 − x01)/(z03 − z01)
. (E.1)
The values obtained for this ratio can be interpreted by comparison to the ideal ratio of 1
which means that the proportions in width and depth are maintained between the real world
scene and the perceived image space. If the cardboard effect ratio is smaller or larger that 1, this
means that the represented depths are compressed or dilated relative to the original proportions
in the real scene.
Also, given the mathematical description of the geometry of our stereoscopic system in
Section 6.4, the cardboard effect ratio can also be written as:
cdb_eff_ratio =
e · z03 +M · f · t+M · z03 · (pxl − pxr)
D · t . (E.2)
Using this formula, a theoretical value of the cardboard effect ratio corresponding to a certain
object in a stereoscopic image can be computed, if the distance between that object and the
stereoscopic camera at capture is known.
Résumé — Dans le contexte d’un intérêt grandissant pour les systèmes stéréoscopiques, mais
sans méthodes reproductibles pour estimer leur qualité, notre travail propose une contribution
à la meilleure compréhension des mécanismes de perception et de jugement humains relatifs
au concept multi-dimensionnel de qualité d’image stéréoscopique. Dans cette optique, notre
démarche s’est basée sur un certain nombre d’outils : nous avons proposé un cadre adapté
afin de structurer le processus d’analyse de la qualité des images stéréoscopiques, nous avons
implémenté dans notre laboratoire un système expérimental afin de conduire plusieurs tests,
nous avons créé trois bases de données d’images stéréoscopiques contenant des configurations
précises et enfin nous avons conduit plusieurs expériences basées sur ces collections d’images.
La grande quantité d’information obtenue par l’intermédiaire de ces expérimentations a été util-
isée afin de construire un premier modèle mathématique permettant d’expliquer la perception
globale de la qualité de la stéréoscopie en fonction des paramètres physiques des images étudiées.
Mots clés : qualité des images stéréoscopiques, qualité d’image, confort, réalisme, ex-
périences subjectives, expériences psycho-perceptuelles, expériences qualitatives, études
exploratoires, expériences quantitatives, metriques objectives, facteurs humains, affichage
stéréoscopique, TV 3D, lunettes 3D.
Abstract — In a context of ever-growing interest in stereoscopic systems, but where no
standardized algorithmic methods of stereoscopic quality assessment exist, our work stands as a
step forward in the understanding of the human perception and judgment mechanisms related
to the multidimensional concept of stereoscopic image quality. We used a series of tools in
order to perform in-depth investigations in this direction: we proposed an adapted framework
to structure the process of stereoscopic quality assessment, we implemented a stereoscopic
system in our laboratory for performing various tests, we created three stereoscopic datasets
with precise structures, and we performed several experimental studies using these datasets.
The numerous experimental data obtained were used in order to propose a first mathematical
framework for explaining the overall percept of stereoscopic quality in function of the physical
parameters of the stereoscopic images under study.
Keywords: stereoscopic image quality, image quality, comfort, realism, subjective ex-
periments, psycho-perceptual experiments, qualitative experiments, exploratory studies,
quantitative experiments, objective metrics, human factors, stereoscopic display, 3D TV, 3D
glasses.
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